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PCBLISHEES' PEEFACE.

proposed to issne a new and enlarged
edition of the present Toluoie, the author was requested
to make such changes and additions as his later experience
had shown to be necessary. In due time he reported that
he had gone all over the work, and having compared it3
teachings with his daily practice, he could see nothing
which he wished to alter. He suggested that the work
might be made more valuable by adding descriptions of
the better varieties of the exotic grapes introduced since
the former edition.
In view of the above, we are warranted in presenting
the work as embodying the former teachings confirmed
by the later experience of one who may be regarded as a

When

it

"vras

veteran in grape culture.
The suggested list of the newer exotic grapes has been
added, and will be found at the end of the volume.

When
open
ing-

this

work was

first

published, grape culture in the

A

few attempts at plantwas almost unknown.
vineyards with exotic varieties had resulted disasair

trously,

and the

cultivation of native varieties was, in the

to city yards and
As sufficient directions for out-door
is thought that a select list of the

iHothern States at least, confined
sheltered localities.
culture are given, it

leading hardy yarieties will add to the value of the work
and it is given at the end of the volume.

(ix)

;

PREFACE.

Owing

to the favorable reception of

the Cold Grapery,
culture,

by

those

who

my

monogi-apa,

are mterested in grape

and the commendations of

intelligent practical

have determined to
comply with the request of friends, by giving a more
comprehensive edition, with the hope that my humble
cultivators of this luscious fruit, I

may be of service to the public
What is recorded is simply an explanation

efforts

experience and observation, and an
deliberately formed opinions.

my own
expression of my
of

The method here g^ven

has been successful hitherto, and

is

founded upon the

I have endeavored,
as much as possible, to give a common-sense view of the
whole routine, to embody every idea required in each
practice of the last quarter century.

department, and labored to

make

the detail concise, jet

plain.

Such as it is, I submit it to a discerning and intelligent
public, and shall be amply repaid for my trouble, If ii
phall herefifter be the means of extending a tnie know
ledge, of the subject on which it
WiLLfAM CnOftLTON
Jfstf Bri^htorij

8ta£m lUmmd,

(XI)
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rnOOUCTORY RKM-ARKS.
from history, tLat tbe grape-vine has beea

one of the motit esteemecl anil essential fruits from the mort
remote periods of antiq^uity. Its cultivation has followed
tLe migrations of civilized
its

man

into all climes suitable to

prosperitj, and, since the erection of glass houses has

been understood, has become adopted into
v^

here

it

many

countries

otherwise could not succeed.

In the United States, the different varieties of the native,
Vilis Labrusca, as Isabella, &:Cm and those of the native
Vitii tulpina, as Scuppernong-, Scc^ with ordinary treatment,

flourish,

and ripen

their fruit in the

open

air; while

those of the exotic, Vitis vinifera, as Chasselas, Haniburgh, &c., have, excepting in a few solitary instances,

proved a complete failure, from tbeir tendency to become
mildewed. In most parts of the Union, there is sufficient
light

and heat

to bring the different varieties of the latter

iroecies to maturity,

and they are hardy enough

to resist

bat unfortunately, when the disease (allow the
expression) attacks them, the fice action of ^owth is

&e

cold,

checkei the energy
hardened weod, there

is
is

Impaired,

and instead of

well-

nothing but an umripened, sappy

Bubstance, to "withstand the severe winters. The fruit
from \h&
cause; an4
aleo is rendered worthless

mmB

tithiHigh

many

attempts have been tried, with the most

s^n^uine expectations, tliey have been as oflen abandoned.
growth of fimgoid ^e^t^
'Hiig evil Is '-ie result of the

THE GRAPE.
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development of which is accelerated bj the ex
cessire changes from dry to moist, from heat to eold, and vic4
tion, the

versa.

Fortunatelj, the erection of glass houses

*o well understood, and material
ft

ready antidote

we

j

for,

is

bj planting

so

cheap, that

is

now

we have

inside these stnictarcg,

are enabled to equalize the temperature and overcome

tLe difficulty.

There

is

also the advantage, if

we take

tlie

whole range of tlie subject, of being able to cut ripe grapes
nearly tbe whole year round; and even as a general crop
in the cold grapery, with a proper selection of sorts, a gupply may be obtained from the middle of July, or the beginning of August (according to locality), on to near the

end of December.
Generally

it

has been thought that the cultivation of

this desirable fiuit

was prohibited to ail but the most
wealthy, on account of expense, and pecuharly mysteterioua skill. As to the first difficulty, good and suitable
houses

can be erected,

when

heating apparatus

mttached, at from 88 to $14 per

length of the house, with

all

proper fertilizing matenals

running

foot,

is

not

on the

conveniences included, and

are no

great

expense;

so

that this obstacle can be

removed even by those of humble
means. In making the above assertion as to cost, it is
not presnmed that the lesser amount will complete a
stately building, but a snug and well adapted small house,
such as many would like, can be finished for that amount;
and the greater sum will furnish a profit to the builder, on
a structure sufficiently elegant and commodious to gratify
the most wealthy or fastidious.
With regard to the
the directions hereafter laid down (with a little
observation added) be acted upon, a sufficiency
of practical knowledge will Boon be acquired ; for
these direodons are the result of the author's experience,
skill, if

and

ars only

what have been and ar« «tm

K*.Tr,o.

a«*„.TU

iNTKODfOTORV HKMAHK.S.
»fconiplislK-(3 l)j

prevcutod from
ures

tliat
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Many Imvc
commencing bj seeing the many
good grape-^owcrs.

have occurred, the small number of

cases, ami

tlie

fail-

succf^ssfiil

hitherto almost general " saj." that

Resolutely necessary in

been

ia

it

have Sro heat. P.ut
we are dawning upon a new era in these respects, and the
alacrity and determined enthusiasm witli which many have
now come into, and others who are he"nnnins:
to enter the
.Q. .......
field, will

all

cases to

go far towards dispelling these

fears,

and

will

eventually drive out prejudice.
No fruit-bearing plant
will give greater satisfaction than the grape-vine, and

nothing horticultural will continue to prosper without
All that

wanted are a few right

is

ideas,

it

and the writer

has done his best to discharge his duty, feeling convinced
that ere long the grape-house will be considered as necej»*
sary an adjunct to an estate, however small, as at present
IS a peach-orch.ard.
Botanists disagree with respect to

genus

vitis,

tlu;

some making the species

others only dividing

it

classifying of thj

\-^r\

numerous, and

into well-marked specialities, thereby

simplifying and rendering the differences more distinct.
There are some men so fond of dividing and subdividing
nature's distinctions according to their

and

fancies, that,

were we always

own

f.ckle

to follow thera,

it

whims
would

take a lifetime to beui\ to understand their abstract connections ; and as these individuals have in many cases

become authors, and consequently aie refeiTed to as authonty, there is some apology f>r the novice wandering
in the maze of miiiunderstaudiu^j which they have to some
esicnt established. Such men ougjt to take a course of
practical lessons in hybridization,

and gee the

results, !je

fore publishing their manuscripts,

cover that

many

of their

when they would dig
so-cailed species are no more

fotinct than some of the varieties svhieh

maj

be

RrtTff.
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rially

the pre"=ent
difference
it

However,

proauced.

between our natives and the

are sufficient to

Jo willi ns

to

than the understanding of

sxiTject, ftirther

would appear

we

tliis lias little

In

tfie

and hero

exotics,

that the constitutional properties alone

make

a true natural division

;

for,

unless

are greatly mistaken, there has not been one variety

of foreign origin, or yet a seedling, direct from the same
source, which can he truly verified as withstanding the

changes of our climate, with the same pertinacity as the
natives.

The

exotic grape-vine

is

a native

and

of,

flourishes the

warm, even, and comparatively dry climates; its
organization is such as to require along, steady, and warm
best in

season to perfect

growth.

its

Under

favorable circum-

pushes forth a vigorous development, and absorbs alarge quantity of nutriment from the soil, if encournces,

aged

ample

it

The

to the full extent of its powers.

broad and

and respires very freely. Hence
it follows, that the atmosphere in which it is growing
sliOBld be most particularly adapted to the vaiious stages
foliage perspires

of growth.

Practical experience shows this to be deci-

dedly the case

;

for,

when

not attended

to,

the most inja-

rions conse*^uences follow.

by which
imd when itis once

Ht'at IS the cause
the spring,

the sap

is set

in motion in

excited, the action is gi-ad-

nally increased along with the rising temperature, until
eventually the whole energies of the plant are brouo-ht
into active play.
Light and moisture, combined with

^t,

dSe eroential to

welfare; they encourage !Lis
aetioBt and enable the plant to develop and
mature its

growth to

its fullest

its

eapacity.

This being the

case,

it

is

ft^sj to see that in so vig-orous a srrower a« tKp <n-nT.A_xr;««

amount
woiiia is^si paraculai-ly impress upon

Tfeis

aH grape-growers

INTRODCCTORT REM.SRKS..
Heat,

light,

and moisture are

tlic

It

uiain requisites; jet

these elements are generally too sparingly administered,

although the grape-vlue requires tliem

all in

abnndanca

while growing freely.

would be well if all cultivators were to study moro
closely the laws by which the vegetable world is gnrerned; were it so there would be fewer failures. We are
attached too much to set notions, and follow the blind
practice of prejudice oftener than we ought
and if we
add to this the great number of pretenders who swarm
over the country, there is no occasion to wonder at the
It

;

many

failures.

Let

it

not be thought that I wish to de-

preciate the character of the skilful hoi-ticulturist, for

—

we

have many men who are an honor to the calling, well
qualified to give advice, and under whose care tlie grape
vine is as well managed as in any part of Europe; but
while wishing to do all in our power to uphold the pro-

we should raise our voice against those egotistical
empirics who often deceiTe the unwary, waste the pro
perty of those who employ them, and bring ruin to maiiy
fesssion,

a horticultural establishment. In no depaitment is this
more often seen than in the grapery, where the weak
growth, the

ill-fed

papery leaves, and spare

fruit tell

a

woful tale of mismanagement. Yet no fruit-bearing plant,

more readily to the wishes of the cultivator, or will
bear more Illtreatment than the grape, and if o*her fi-uits
had to be managed as artificially as this requires to be
under gla^, there would be in them more failures, than it
yields

l^

subject to Bnder inexperienced hands.

Abhnn^h

there

jf this txuit in

is

much

all its

skill

required in the cultivatioa

bearings, there are none of those

superannuated nostrums, or mysterious dogmas requln;d,
that these quacks prate about, ana tlie necessary know-

led^

ia

readUj acquired.

The main

secrets are, to and<?F
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stand the constitutional habits, and adapt our treatment

Now, if we take

accordingly.

into consideration, as stated

and
flourishes best in those countries which have long and
steady summers, and that thovse same localities are comparatively dry during the periods of rest, it seems onlyreasonable tliat we should keep up a warm and equable
above, that the exotic grape-vine

is

indigenous

to,

temperature during growth, and also have the roots in a
well-drained, or naturally dry substratum,

All that

natural requirements.

—

we have

so far for its

so far done,

by

attempting to acclimatize the grape, has not yet overcome
these physical

neither will any future attempts

difficulties,

succeed, unless we get a race of scedUng'ij crossed with the
native varieties, and rnised in our own climate. By encouraging vigorous development, by a moist atmosphere,

added

to this

required steady heat, and afterwards concen-

by a further continuance of
with air more freely admitted until

trating the collected juices

the latter principle,

the approach of maturity, afterwards reducing the temperature, and moisture as ripening progresses, it will bend
to the will of the most fastidious enthusiast-.

By
ficial

the aid of glass houses, either with or without artiheat, all this can be accomplished,

be erected of any

size to

suit

chanic, and

How

as they

can

the pecuniary means, or

caprice of different persons, a grapery

of a poor man.

and

is

gratifying would

within the reach
it

be to the me-

small tradesman, to

have attached to his
homestead a small house of grapes, what an appendage
*o bis little domain, and with what exulting feelings would
he view his crop as "he sat under his own vine," and
watdied with as enthusiastic pleasure the several stages

—

of bursting buds, flowers, and

eajoy his

^

tite

own

mm^

luscious

'i'-ealthy

knowing that he could
grapes, equal in quahty with thos«
fruit,

proprietor in the land, or tl^ erear

IKTRODUCTORY KEMAKKS.
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Europe. This pleasure may Le ciw
joyed by most persons. Half the money that is often
est iiabol 'u aristocratic

spent in "gingerbread" decorations, miscalled ornanieutg

around a dwellinjj-house, would erect a little grapery,
wbieli in many places might be attached to, or cover one
end of the building, having a door leading into it from the
house and let not the wife or daughters think the neces:

saiy attentions rer^uired during the absence of the " gnda
man,** to be a degrading pursuit, for
tion.

Woman

it is

no mean occupa-

never yet lowered herself by being seen

by obtaining a knowledge

in

and
rural affairs, and it is surely far better to be employed in
healthful exercise, such as is here furnished, than to be
lolling from mom to night, Inanimate, as it were, upon the
downy sofa, reading exciting and voluptuous novels, and
"Would
assisting the seeds of consumption to germinate.
the garden, or

that

we

of plants,

could induce our accomplished matrons, and

a more active part in the operations of bor*
Why should these departments be consideraJ

belles to take
ticulture.

fail

too niasculine for "woman's position in society I

CHAPTEB

IT.

AXO CONVENIKNCKS.

IIOIJSKS

Las been from time to time, much controvei-s)'
respecting the various kinds of structures wliicli are most

There

suitable, fur cultivating the grapo vine.

Some

advocate

the curved line, double pitch; others again, the straight
line,

Some, from a preference

double pitch,

think none so suitable as the

tions,

common

for old no-

lean-to, while

who have advanced a step out of this position,
will admit instead of the common plane lean-to, a roof
with a curved line. Latterly a new notion has sprung up,
and we find the ridge-and-furrow-formed roof is gaiuin

a

few

an ascendancy.
In order to make

this part

more

easily understood,

it i«

r

divided mto the Cold Grapery, or growing without

artifi

Forcing House, Forcing House for Pot Culture,
.and Retarding House.
cial

heat

;

Cold Grapery,

—Ihe/orm of the

hmise for thlg purpose is not so material, as the having it so constructed,
that it may be shut ap tight in cases of emergency. With

good glnss, and good management, any
btyle -will answer the purpose; consetjuently the building may be erected to suit almost any fanciful design
which the architect may choose, providing there is con-

this

precaution,

venience for training the vines properly, and at a suitable
distance from the glass; and

mface may

thought proper the whole
he of glass, for while this house is being

w"-ked, there

is

if

not mneli cold weather to

conteii'! witfc

118}

-^^
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more than can he guarded agamst hy cloeng up
If tliere is any preference for general utility, tlie curr*
line double pitch ought to be chosen, as from the convex
notlilng

which

r.irface

altitude

may

he

tered, there

and the
is also

is

may

exposcsd to the sun's rays, at whatever
be, the intense heat

is

somewhat

seat

danger of the leaves being scorched,
also more equally distributed; this form

less

light is

generally considered the most agreeable to the eye.
style of double pitch be adopted, the ends

Whatever
ought

is

and south, or as near these points as
be convenient, although a few degrees, variation

either

to face north

way

house in

—

much consequence.

not of

is

By

placing the

both sides receive the influence of
besides in the middle of the day, when

this position,

the sun equally

;

most intense, they are partly warded off by
striking obliquely upon the sash-bars above, which on th©
whole length of the house, acts as a considerable shade.
In some cases, it may be desirable to cover a dead wall
his rays are

side of a building

ftr

;

or

it

may

be requisite that the cold

grapery should be connected with a line of early forcing,
or plant houses, when the lean-to roof will be most convenient, but there is no other advantage in adopting
having two rows of pillars
It, for with a double pitch,
one on each side of the central pathway, both
may be planted, thus accommodating a double quan-

inside,
iftdes

titv of Tines
M4

;

no back wall seen, and it
the proprietor. "Where the avoiding

besides there

is

shows better taste in
of expense is an object it is also the cheapest, considering
the number of plants provided for- Where the !ean-to is
adopted, the south-east, or south-west aspeet
though full south is not objectionable, mad grapes

is

feesi,

may be

well ripened when the house faces due emi or weaL
Forther north than these two points cannot he consid^ed
Grap^rj
^ik^Lla, Tb ea«e it mmj be wished th?it the

€^

'

W

THi*.

rfiould correspond wiih

GRAPE

some peculiar style of arcliitectuu

iLe dwelling-iiouse, or other contiguous buildings (and
these points ouglit often to be considered), the ridge-and
furrow roof offers the greatest faeilit'es, as it may be
in

adapted to almost any form, without destroying its effi
ciencj, for the vines can be trained horizontally
under the
roof; the grapes also look very baiulsome in this
position
as they hang perpendicularly down from the whole surface above.

The canes

in thih

along the under surface of

ease

may be

eaclt furrow,

and the

conducted
side spurs

tixed at right angles, which enables the operator
to arrange
the bunches with the nicest regularity.

With
ble that

respect to the inclination of the roof,
it

be not less than

45,*^ for

it

is

desira-

the following reasons:

our almost vertical sun at midsummer, when
there is tha
greatest danger of scorcldng, will, at mid-day,
strike the
gln.s at an oblique angle, thus lessening its
intensity and
to a certain extent counteracting
the evil
The glass
bfting

more

upiight. the

wind or

draft admitted through

the laps, will be somewhat intercepted, and confined
more
immediately to the inner surface of the roof, which will

ensure a more equable temperature around the leaves and
stems, preventing somewhat the tendency to mildew.
A
steep roof also gives an additional length of rafter
on n
firen width of house, which Is an advantage, as the vines
with the general modes of training, have
more extent to
develop their energies, and produce individually
greater
crops.

The

firontispiece to this

work

designed for the purpose of shoving a comple arrangement
of the grapery to
mit all purposes, and at the same time to form
is

a beaut'ftd
ttrchitectural stmetnre.
Allowing the Cold Grapery to he
feet long by twenty feet wide,
and the otkers col1*rfevelj to bft om hundred feet
Im^ bv tw«nt^-fiT-A ft^^

^

HOUSKS AX1> CONVENIENCES.
the wliole could be

i^!Je,

and every coiivenieuce
The main front is shown in

fin! she J

included for about S2500.

the ground plan. Fig 2, to face
^\ilI
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full

south.

In such case

It

be understood that the Retardirg House would have

a due north aspect, which is soDiewhat a dlsjidvantage, &fi
In order to
the sun would have little effect upon it.
remedy this, one-third in depth of the upper part of the
central longitudinal division wall might be of glass, which
would allow a considerable poition of light to p;,sH through
from the southern side, and thereby obviate the evil. Such
a contrivance is now under the charge of the wiltcr in a
house for flowering plants, and answers admiral ly. There
is, hoAvever, no objection, where circun-stances will permit
of choice in location, to the placing of the front aspect a

few degrees east of south, which would in an equal ratio
turn the northern side towards the west, indeed all things
considered

would be as well

it

If a

fur all requirements.

Retarding House be not wanted, the northern side might
finished row of convenience
be converted into a neatlv
V

rooms, or if

were objected

tliis

to, it

would make as

house for apricots, camellias, oranges, or such
could be desired.

It is intended

by the plan

fine

a

like, as

to fix the

heating apparatus in a cellar beneath the noithern division,

and the

boilers or furnaces near each other

and adia-

cent t3 the chimney, each flue being conducted into the

main

outlet as

shown

in

Fig. 10.

jected, the north-east portion

If the cellar weie re-

might be employed

for *hn

same purpose; Dut in the former case all nuisance if
prevented, and the whole building would be composed of
s

surface of glass, from the wall plates to the ridges.

Fig, 3 shows an interior view of a Cold Grapery, now
nider the writer's char^, which is 74 feet long, 20 fee*

and 14 feet lugh, from the base level j there i» a
Astern sunk beneati Bear the centro. 1^ feet deep by 12
vide,

22

OROUyi, fl^kS TO
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and a force pump, hose, aud tank for tempered
water. The bou.se rebts upon strong cedar posts, and the
borders are 20 feet wide each, outside; the inside likevise is prepared iu the same manner, which gives an ex
For prop<»rtions and
leaf >f eO feet extreme bi-eadth.
feet wide,

View

«i.^;.

oi Ike Coid Grapery of J. C. Gretna, E^q

,

&»!««

lasaad.

house is considered, hj most persons who ha\ «
Been it, to be satisfactory in every respect. The vines
were planted In llarch, ISoO, and there has been the fcltewiTig number of bunches, of good quality, cut in the
fSBpecUve je^rs mentioned below :
2t^2 btmeliM
*
.
1851;
ityle, this

lSo2

...

1S53,

61S
91S

1U7
H^^ng

a

t^^ ^

^45

4t

«i

U
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There is nothing extraordinarj
than others

may

accomplish;

in tlie

aoove produce, morti

only an averaore of what

it is

proper management and attention will do, and
ticularly introduced, as

question
^1

*'
.

will

it

an answer

to the

more

par-

repeated

oft

The average weight

pay ]"

is

of these re-

ective crops, if taken collectively,

hunch,

pin-

would be one pound
of which might have been sold at whole-

all

Bale for fifty to seventy-five cents per lb.

calculation of expenses,

which

50

at

cts.

Deduct labor
"
"
"

.

.

.

,

"

Sd

«

"

3rd

"...

**

4th

«,

"

5th

"

Eep^rs, painting, &c.,

:

.

1st year.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SI 472 50

S50 00
100 00
150 00
.200 00
225 00

•

... 100

Yearly dresangs, $20.

following

as correctly stated as

is

can be. will show the balance of profits

2945 lbs

The

.

00

200 00 1025 00

$447 50

By

be seen, that there
S447 above the lowest wholesale market prices and

u
ae

a

the above example

it

will

the bouse, borders, &c., cost about 85000, it leaves
surplus profit of 4| per cent, per annum, upon invested

which in the present position looks somewhat low,
must be considered, that in this case, profit was not

capital,

but

it

the object, everything was done, regardless of expense,
to

make a good and

rrystal glass

was

Legides, in the

fine

used,

looking structure; the best French

and

all

labor paid

by

the day,

year there is no return profit, and th«
List season is the only one, in which
a full crop has been
taken ; take into consideration too, that the labor account
for nfter management is reckoned
at S2 per day, and it
will r«adilj be seen, tkit a good and
suitable house may
first

;

HOL'SES
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be built ana tended so as to give a large return of profit
house of equal dimensions, and well finished can be

A

erected at Si 2 per lineal foot, with the exception of
tern, force

pump,

and tank and if we make an cs
incidental expenses on a Louse equal to ihe

liruate of all

and 50

active,

House
5C

cis-

hose,

;

feet long,

will stand

it

finished with

thus

two coats of paint,

feet long at $12.00

.

,

Brick cistern, cemented, 10

ft.

SOOO 00
70 00

.

by 10

Tank, Force Pump, and Hose. .
25 tons manure fur borders at §2.

ft.

.

90 00

.

.

50 00

.

Material for drainage.

90 bushels bones,

at

100 do. cliarcoal,

&;c.

50

cts,

cts.

45 00

.

15 on

Labor making borders,
4S vines, at 50

20 00

Sec.

.
.

•

20 00

.

.

24 00

.

$93i 00

The

comparative weight of

fruit that

may

be taken from

(be latter will be about two-thirds, or 10G4 lbs. at the
prices,

making the

sam«

value for the five years of S982,

total

and allowing the hibor, expenses, &:c., to be the same com
paiativelyin both cases, we may put down 6298 gain upon
A capital of $934, which shows a profit of about six pei
cent, per annum, and this too at the commencementli

we were

reckon upon after years, when the vines,

to

would bear regularly full crops; it will readily be seen that
the profits would be much greater, and that with go<id
management, there is no loss in havicg a Cold Grajy^f^
even though partial

When

the grape-vine

lection, the

purpose.

failures
is

may

to

occur.

be grown

to the greatest

house ought not to be applied

It appears, at

first

*^ppose, tbat for a genera! or

2

to

per

any other

thought very reasonable

ai^mer crop of

to

grapes* the

26

THE GRATE.
may

plants, but experience shows, tliat liowever late the

vbes

Eiay be kept back in the Spring, tlie buds will burst before
the weather is suitably mild to turn tho plants out, and
into the

open

air

;

and

at this time the vines will require

a temperature peculiar to themselves which would generally be too damp and close for the plants, many of which
at the time, will be in a blooming state, requiring more air
and a cooler atmosphere, than will be suitable for the

vines

;

besides

it is

almost impossible

in a house where plants are kept.
in an early forced grapery, \v hich

keep down Insects
There is some excuse
to

so congenial to the

is

well being of some natives of the tropics, but as a general
greenhouse requires heating and the cold grapery does not,
the expense of two houses is not so great, compared with
the advantage to be gahied ; therefore if possible, it is

iDuch better to have two houses where bcth are wanted
If pecuniary benefit be an object it is also more profitable,
for the

grape

if well dealt by, will

pay a large per-centage upon

be honest in return, and

capital,

ordinary expenses of labor, &c., hut
i-everse is the case.

In order

to

independently of

when

give free range to the roots

neglected

it is

thti

advisable

CO erect the

house upon stone pillars, or locust, or eedai
posts, (each of which ought to be directly
beneath a rafte-,)
-which will allow them free egress to the
outside borders.'
There are several ways by which these houses
may b«
ventilated, perhaps the most convenient
is to admit air at
the top, and near the bottom, or
under the wall plate.

ane lower opening ought

be made so as to shut re:y
tight, as the admission of
cold drafts from below has a
tendency to reduce the heat in the lower
base of thi
-^Ae very part which, if possible, ought to be
the
:.

to

Katnre here teaches as a l^st a. and

it

^rm, i^

1
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—

gare ear to her instructions the sun's rajg
strike the earth, and produce the greatest heat at the sur*
She has no Jixed confining canopv over the plants
face.
ii

WO

<-i1\^-ajs

under her charge to prevent the heat from passing upwaid, and if we are obliged to hare such, we ought not
to render our necessities more unnatural than there is occasion for. Keep the head cool and the feet warm, is ad
rice often given

hj our

physicians, and the t-ame rulo

applies to plants generally, with very slight modifications.
If the roof he made with sashes to slide over each other,

the method best adapted for removal of the
house at any future time, the upper ones -will become the top
reutilators; but when it is fixed, and composed of a con-

which

is

tinuous row ofsash bars over supporting rafters underneath.
the openings require to be lifted up from the bottom, and

hy hinges, or suspended by the
middle en each side, and opened on a pivot- When hung
by hinges the sides may rest upon the rafters, and the

hung on the

opposite end

lower end project a little oyer the next squares of glass.
thereby making it proof against drip, and this is perhaps
the best plan, for beside being safer against rain, air can

be admitted and the temperature lowered, without cold
draughts striking down into the house. If hung from the
sides there are no effectual

means of capping, and howevei

good the joints may be, the rain will find
more or less in time of violent storms.

The

internal

fixings

its

way through

required, are wires to

support

the vines, a tank to hold water while being tempered in
the house, a hose with a pipe attached to distribute
tlie

water, and a force-pump to supply

ih\t

hose.

Tt*

most convenient when placed parallel with the
iash-bars, and about fifteen inches below the glass, which
if le^a
will be sufficient to clear ik^ leaves from contact
t^ires are

;

twice

k aT.o^^ed,

the

Mia^

of vigoro:is vines v€l

ton^

THS GRAPE.
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ana dxe more exposed

tlie rotif,

tore, their action also will

to the clianges of

tempeia

be inipeded by belug cramped,

but a greater distance than

is

actually rec[uired

is

objec-

tlouable, as the nearer the glass the- better

For a large house, a tank that will liold about two hundred gallons will be requisite, apd for a smaller houo/>,
one in proportion.
This tank duiing the earlier growing
season ought to be kept full of water, so that when used
it

may be

of the saine temperature as the inside of the

Cold water applied immediafelf/ froi^ an under-

house.

ground

suddenly checks the action of all
plants, and ought by all means to be guarded against
The force-pump may be attached to the tank, and if an
clsternj or well,

ir-tight metal globe
air

be fixed over the discharge pipe, oa
the same principle as a fire engine, a steady stream will
be propelled through the hose. Ey having two faucets on
tke lower pipes, one leading to the tank, and the othei
from the cistern below, there is no need for two pumps, a&

they

may

be shut, and opened, so as to answer the double
purpose of drawing water from the cistern, or distributing

h

from the tank over the house.

where economy

is

an

object, a

osed instead of the hose, but

pump

is

in

For a small grapery

common

syringe

may

be

a large house the force

more economical, and has the advantage cf ena

bling the operator to drive the water well into the crevices
&f the wood-work, which greatly assists in keeping clear
(if

insects.

If there

is

not a good supply of

soft

watei close at hand,

have a cistern sunk under or immediatflr
uear the house, and the water conveyed into it from
ihfc
roof by gutters and pipe, which saves
much labor, beside
iLe benefit of always havmg rain
water, which is thy best

it is

desirable to

for all plants.

matter

HOUSES AND CONVEXIEN'CES,
aacBj and

m

making arrangements

eight

It

sliouid

bW

of.

sides, if possible,

be freely exposed

away from

ronniing buildings, and
west, so

much

the better

Shelter

practicable,

is

is

not to be loMt

and

to light

the shade of

air

on

or sur-

trt^es

sheltered on the north, east, and

if

;

eufiicient distance, so as to

around.

ouglit
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but

it

is

best for this to be a

secure a free action of the aif

not indispensably necessary, but if

of use, as

it

assists in

warding

off the cold

winds, which often prevail until late in spring, and after
the vines have begun to grow.

The Early Graperv.

— When the giape

an

earlier crop

to

resort to artificial heat,

is

produced as

than the cold grapery will furnish,

and

witlt

w« have

our ever variable

climate, particularly during the frigid blasts of the latter
part of winter, it becomes requisite, that we should have a
tight

and well protected house

work with ; so that
case to succumb to circumto

variety of design has in this
stances.
When a warm temperature has to be kept up

by means of fuel, economy ought to be a prominent feature and further, it is indispensable that a wholesome
and growing atmosphere be maintained, which cannot b«
;

the case unless there is a command of geniid moistun^
during the earlier stages of growth ; both these requ're-

ments are best secured by close
there

is

as little cubic

bulk of

built structures, in

air to

which

be heated as m;^y

consistent with sufficient convenience.

l>e

It will ije readily

understood from this that, the different forms of curviliueac
and plane lean-to roofs are tke best, the wail plate upon
irhieh the lower ends of the rafters rest, being otdy a short
distance above the ground level.

Where

there

is

nothing

to interfere with choice, thtj curre line is preferable- so fee

as beanty,

and the equalizing of the suu's rays

cerned, but tliere

Hie

firreatOT

may

sLT.rPnof*

nf

be a
rrlnsc

is

con-

sct-oif against this form,

from

urhw-h

Tna-ir

Kd

iT»Ancrlif

fcff
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conduct
ratio.

tlie

Balancing

in the other,

away with a more tlian
points, what is gained by one,

and

With regard

all

is lost

])oth are ec[ually suitable.

to aspect, full south

yenience will allow.

commended,

ctjual

applied heat

is

the best, where con-

South, south-east,

although with care,

but,

is

sometimes

re-

answers well
It often hap-

it

enough, there are the following objections.
pezuy *^hat the most severe cold, or lowest grade of the
thermometer outside, is immediately before, or at the time
of sunrise, on the clearest mornings, and the heating apparatus must not be allowed to cool down ; now as the sun

nearly perpendicular from the horizon, the
rays strike (with this aspect) very quickly upon the plane
of the roof, which in conjunction with the internal action,
rises direct, or

•suddenly raises the temperatiu-e, at the time

when

the ex-

and often severe winds, will not admit of air
being ^ven, consequently there Is danger from the quick

treme

cold,

If the

transition unless the greatest caution be exercised.

house face

full south,

the sun at this time will strike

more

obliquely on the end, which will to some extent counter-

and there is also an advantage
greater natural warmth later on in the evening.
act the evil,

in

having

The following cross section, and ground plan, figs. 4 and 5,
aad description of an Early Grapery, now
erected

und^ the

in care of

and

supervision of the writer, and which has

answered every expectation, may be of service here, and
will Illustrate

our

own practical

ideas on the subject.

The

dotted outline shows a house, which, in this example

Is

^bvoted

in

to the

this poijition

growth of Camellias, and, being fixed

does

away

with the necessity of a shed, and

keeping the grapery from exposure. The sanift
;_ent will apply where there is a buildins; already
eted, and which, Toald become the back wail of tha

assists in

intended honse.

HOUSES AXC CONVENIENCES.
In iMs case
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house faces south, south-east (owing to
CODVcnience), Avith a slope on the roof of 40°, It Is 78 ff^et
long, hy 12 feet wide, 2 feet high in front from the grruufi
tlie

r«.

t7

^r

i
I

I

>

i

1

t

I

5.

^

7

t

^

»^

level,

Red

I

I

I

I

-^

t

i

:5.

t^JS

i^ki
)

(if

r

I

I

and 14

f

t

I

*

V

*

f

^TA^H^J

4

^

feet at the hack.

The

*

1

»

foundation posts are

Cedar, placed six feet apart and sunk

ff^ur feet

the ground, with the upper or exposed pari, Iressed
square, and out at the

"^op

so as to form

m
off

an even Iwmaontii!

upon these the wall-plate is fixed, and made iirra hj
being let in about an inch, tlie lower end of the rafters,
which are six feet asimder. and the sash bars are sor^PtCiJ
fine

;

T
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and

into ttie wali-plate,

GRAI'K.
it

made

is

allow of five iuolies projection on

sufficiently

tlie

wxJe

to

outside* this part

the upper side, and becomes the gutter,
by Avbich the water is conveyed to the cistern pipe Loside this there are cross bars every four feet on the !en^b

is

scooped out

oti

;

of the rafters, that stay
lation is obtained

by

and make the sash bars firm

slides in the front

;

venti-

wood work,

iuuiie-

by sashes 2 feet six inches long and the same width, fitted by hinges at the
ridge pole, these are lifted by a three-eights iron rod,
having a hook at the upper end which is slipped through
diately beneath the wall plate, and

a hole in a small plate affixed to the middle of the lower
end of each sash ; the rod is steadied by being passed
thro^lgh two apertures at the end of a shaft three inches
welded, each into a small plate, and this
the back side of the house one about nine

lono" that is

screwed
feet,

to

;

and the other

five feet

from the ground. In the front

J

of the lower hole

is

a screw

worm, and a thumb screw to

which on being turned either way liberates or fastens
the bar, and the sash is kept firm at any desired heiglit.
fit,

opCB
ive,

hsffl

Thip simple contnvaac
the adTantaire of n«v
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tht hoiise itas
permanent
Is
as
and
repaii^
of
out
getting
building glasi
It will be understood that this style of
sel£
houses, is simplj a frame work covered with glass, witu-

out any double sash, and consequently there is no use fui
above the sash l.ti*a
fi-*y additi<^nal portion of the rafter

where the sashes are mjvde to slide), which
a decided improyement in appearance, and equally suit-

'as is the case
is

heated by one of Hitcliins' of ^New
York middle sized boilers, and there is a lineal measure of
340 feet of four inch pipe employed, giving a doub'e row

The house

able.

of flow

and

is

return, beside the necessary appendages.

One

and the other at ^ distance of seven feet nearer to the back, which leaves room
is
for a pathway, without any dip in the pipe, and there

row

is

fixed close along the front,

arisiitg
heat
all
the
having
of
advantage
additional
the

from the front, and lower part of the house, thereby seall
curing as much as possible, an equal temperature over
to th*'
one
planted,
vines
of
rows
two
are
There
parts.

and the other about a foot nearer to the middle
makes
a
which
pipes,
of
row
front
the
than
bouse
the
of
distance of eighteen inches from the extreme front; ibe

back

wail,

lower part of each of the roof vines

is

curved towards

and consequently project partly
prevent
over, but are some distance above the pipes, and to
is at work, there
apparatus
the
when
heat
the
from
injury

the bottom of the

rafters,

behind each, a short board, about ten inches
wide, which protects the stem most effectually. The object of this arrangement was to insure warmth in front,
and more particulary the lower part, and at the same time
with the vines planted inside. It is a plan which we hava
not st^en elsewhere adopted, and was conceived from a know*

is affixed

renatural
with
accordance
in
somewhat
being
led^e of
quirements,: so far it has fulfilled all that was pre.iicted,aud
wW. answers in our own practice, may be justifi^ly
its

^*

u

THE GRAPE
ordcJ, creu tliongb

ot others.

As

It

to planting

sLould conflict witL

tlie

notions

an exotic grape vine outside of

tho house, so long as the roots have free egress, or exposlug tlie stem to the vicissitudes of climate, such as we

have

in

country

this

;

we never

vet saw the argument

has been attempted, and as often elof^nent
being
\y advocated, that could bring conviction, as to its
la nature, we find the heat
philosophical, or reasonable.
greatest near the ground, from the fact of the atmosphere

tflen though

it

being compressed, and the reflection, which take places by
and although wq knowtlie sun's rajs striking the surface
;

that the stems of

some plants are injured by

his direct ac-

upon them in hot weather, they are seldom affected
by the same temperature if kept in the shade. This is the
only explanation that will allow any amount of advocacy
in the present instance, and it stands to reason that it

tion

» srves little purpose.
fig. 7.

F*gs. 7 and 8 wiB explain

adapted

by

f

1

t

i^ed, and

it

a hiick
is

flue

h^w a

suitable structure

may

and furnace, with a shed

preferable that

T»hole length on account of the

it

should

extend the

As

the flue will

shelter.

«Mmpj mote room th an hot water

at-

pipes-, it is adv'ss'rie t0
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making

plant the rtues close to the inside front; and in
calculations, the entrance to tlie
»o that the pathw<ay

may

house should be elevated

pass over the top of the flue
Fig. 8.

always be troublesome when walking through the house. This only re(][uires a little inge-

without which

it

will

nuity in each individual case, according as the details of

arrangement

may

suit the particular circumstance.

Grapery for Pot Culture.

—

If a house were to 1^

erected purposely for pot-culture, the most suitable and

economical would be as shown in
rig.

jr;^

rmk

9; the inside

floor-

%

level,

and the

outside

fbunda-

a foot being below the ground

Bnder base well
lion, to

fig.

drained asound the

prevent cold moisture from penetrating latwaHj,

THE GKAFK.
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and

if

the

apparatus

heating

be

fixed

iht

arouiul

near to the walls, there will be an equal (iistril»u
Sudi a house, if only ten feet wide,
lion oyer all parts.
would accoTRinoclate three rows of vines, and leave i<.(tin,

inflide,

for a

pathway

;

with the patli

With

one row being paced near to the back
next, and the other two nearer the front

arrangement, there would be no occasion

thirf

elevate the roof

more than

to

to

give sufficient headway, ai

the path would be directly under the ridge,

—say

six feet

above ground, and seven feet from the inside level, by
which the exposure to cold, and severe winds is considerably avoided, and a steady heat maintained with much
saving of fuel.

hack

There n:ay be some

which should be of

lights,

readily covered

by

weather the evil

is

objection to the short

glass, but as these

may be

and in severe dull
the common form of lean-

shutters at night,
less thaii

which has to be elevated according to the width of thn
house, and inclination of the roof. It is only for pot culture that this will become serviceable in grape growing,
but for the pm-pose named, it is most suitable, can \>o
erected cheap, and is a compact and easily -managed strac
tuve.
IVhere the house is alreadv built, or it mav be In
convenient to adopt the above plan, on account of otherwise general arranfrement, an ordinary lean-to, and more
particularly the curve line will answer the purpose ta
almost equal advantage, and the design is only given as
the best adapted, where the intention is to he as perfect
to,

•J

as pcssihle.

The Eetardkxg House.
Ing house

is to

—As the

object of the retard

have gmpes beyond the time

Cohl

Grapery, or least forwarded house will fnmish them, it
ou^it to be so situated &b t^ assist in checking the e«-lj
growth of the vines, it is also desirable that it should ha
eapahle of

hmng rendered

thoroughly dry inside, and like

HOUSES AND COJSVEXIEXCES.
erected on a plan,

irise

bj

wliicli

It

mny
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be reacinj' and

economicallj Leated, or rather that the appliei heat
cot be wasted, consequently, a lean-to form offers

mav
the
*

greatest facilities as regards the latter, and a west front the
forn^.er

requirement.

There

The

are several reasons m

v

Ii

tliia

more particuiarlv
ill the earljpart of the season, being from the west, aud
north-west, there is a better chance of keeping back ve^^etation in the spring, aud of preventing the invigorating
power of the snn at that time, thereby helping the vines
to rest for a time, and retarding the buds.
It is also advisable on account of the young and sappy growth being
liable to mildew during the damp and close weather of
July and August, at which times this pest Is more than
usnally prolitic, and generally when the wind is south,
[juoitirn is preferable.

or south-east

away from
troyed.

;

coldest winds,

so that if the

house be turned, as

these points, the inflnence

It

may be

were,

it

somewhat

is

des-

thought, from these considerations,

that north-west would be better

still,

—

so

it

%vould,

but

sun light that in such case would be
for under any and all circumstances, the grape-

for the deficiency of

the result,

vine delights in a free exposure to the action of powerful

and without a due pioportion, the
not become sufficiently concentrated to
ligbt,

after

store

growth

up the

will

re

quired elaborate juices, or produce healthy and active roots

Improvement, and greater perfection in all buildirgs
IS now advancing with rapid strides, and these lean-tf
glass honses are beginning to be looked upon as obsolete.
and whenever, or wherever such shed-lookirg structures
<ritii bare back-waHs can be, they ought to be avoided
finder some circumstances they are better adapted to the
Rluation of the garden, bnt it is only where they compose
boundary line of a parallelogram, and wnen the lack
part

is

not seen

:

in ftuch posicins

th^

are

iblai'g»iL(<i

.
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and, also,

wLere strong

winter, but there are

has to be kept up

lieat

many

all

tLe

instances where such might

be avoided in outside appearance, and yet the inside re-

main the same

and so with the retarding

in character,

boiise

Any

pur
pose, is sure to have one or more graperies, and most
likely one for the general summer crop, which is only
partially forwarded; in which case, a double span, with
the ends north and south, and divided longitudinally
through the centre, would answer both purposes; the
west side being used for the late, and the east for the
person

who wishes

erect a house for this

to

Fig. 10.

rarller crop.
in

We do

not advise the east front as the Lest

a general way, but when

mentioned, there

is

no reason

it

gives the advantages here

why

it

may

not be adopted,

And we spe^ &om experience In ikying that good grapes
may be grown as a second early, or general crop, with an
easl^ni d.ope of the roof. The annexed end section, iig. 10
win exphun better than words, how such double detached

H9
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be constructed, so as Bot to sliow even tli«
convenience for tlie heating apparatus, further than a door
to shut down over the under-ground vault, and even this,
a part of
if thought objectionable, may be made to form
honscs

may

one of the pathways inside.

The example given

is

an

and now under the charge of, the writer,
and answers admirably. Hot water is here used for heating, but the same is equally applicable to the furua.^e and
common flue, with the difference of placing the chimney
arrangement

of,

at the opposite end.

Since the above was written we have been apprized of
a method of ventilating double pitch curvilinear houses,
which has been invented by Mr. William Webster of

which he is about taking out a patent.
His plan consists in having a movable chiamber along the
whole length, upper part of the house, and which he can
If the machinery can be made
lift or lower at pleasure.
Rocliester,

and

for

work well and kept in permanent order, he has conferred a great benefit upon the public, and deserves the
to

thanks and support whicb

osfbt

to

recdve.

all

such useful improve ::;ei.ti

;

CHAPTEE
ARTXl'lCIAT.
In

tlie first

III.

HEAT AXD

stages of civilization,

API>ARAT^3S.

man was

contented to

produced them in
each division of climate, or separate locality, but as luxury
crept in, he began to wish for those of more favored climes
eat the fruits of tlie eartL as nature

than the one in which he, in

His

placed.

and

to

cnses,

earlier peregrinations

countries enabled
flowers,

many

him

to

see

and taste the luscious

into

happened to be
more southern

splendor

the

of tropical

which there abound,

fruits

enable him to enjoy these desirable additions at his

own home,

it

became necessary

to

imitate

as

near a?

and
heat, which

could be done, the climate from whence they came

hme

is

the

first

inducement

to use artificial

j

though of impeifect character so far, to a certain extent,
mnsweied the purpose. This partial success bet ingenuity
to work, houses constructed partly of glass were erected,
and so the thing has progressed from the half-glass, halfslate huiluiiig, with clumsy stone or brick flue, to the
Crystal Pahice, and the elegantly modelled and scientific
hot-water apparatus,
n*g:ons, the tiuits

duced
which

in equal,
is

found

besides which,

ir^

ur.til,

even

in

and flowers of the

torrid

tlie

skill

succession of crops

im

zone are pro

and sometimes superior quality,

to that

places to which they are indigenous

bas so far triumphed, that by a judi-

cious application, or withhohllng of the

iBtft fastidious

most inhcspitable

may be bad

mind.

artificial caloric,

to suit the

d^res of

a

tb«

ARTIFICIAL HEAT

To

say the best

necessary

evil,

ought to put

method that
arising from

ture

of,

nnder
and so

we can

AND APPARATUS.

of

artificial lieat,

It
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is

but as vre cannot do without using

onl/ a
it,

we

in practice the best

and most ecouomical

known.

The only advantages

is

at present

tliis

necessity, is the raising of the tempera-

or drying the atmospliere

in

any given house

care, so as to suit the particular purpose Intended,

by adopting the latest improvements and forecnsting as to what is required, we can work along with
far,

There

comparative surety.

is

no use of entering into a

theoretical disquisition of the relative properties of caloric,

nor of showing up the science of chemistry in combustion.
our object is to find out how we can at the least expense,

and with the more certainty, apply this subtle pnnciple.
Suffice it then to say that there are about four ways in
which we can adapt it to our use, viz. by steam, hot water,
brick flue, and what may be considered a modificatioa of
:

the latter, the technical tei-m Polmnise

Steam

is

of no practical use, unless where a large ex-

tent of houses, all in

heated, neither can

it

the immediate vicinity are to b«

be used with any certainty, unless

kept up to the point when the steam is given
off in great quantity, so as to force it through the pipep,
and the heat along with it besides there is the great disadvantage of a want of bulk of heated substance, which is
the water

is

;

sufficient

reason

why

this

mode should

not be adopted, for

SB the fire going down, the house immediately becomes
cold, and consequently without the most careful attention,
there is danger at almost any moment in severe weather,
jf injury to, or the lo;?s of

a crop.

Water has of late years become, and m<^t de?er
vedly so, the popular favorite for warming plant and firuit
houses. This method possesses the advantage of raising
Iloi

the tempe.ature without parching ^he

air,

or giving osU

THE GRAPE.
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any

lioxioiis gases,

may be

and

If

constructed on the best pit

placed on the credit side cf expenses, there

a steady heat

in

is

also

the working, and a suificiency of hulk in

the C[uantity of water, which,

when once

put In moticn,

continues to flow with increased or lessened velocity, ac-

cording as the
after

fire

kept up, and

is

no further heat arises

some time even
from the furnace. There have
for

heen ditFeient methods adopted, as reservoirs for circulating hot water, such as lining the inside of brick flues with

cement

;

tanks of wood

;

tin or sheet iron troughs,

with

the tops left loose, to be covered or not, as circumstances

may

dictate

so

circular

The cemented

pipes.
is

;

copper,

*inc,

tin,

and

cast

iron

flue is objectionable, as the material

non-conducting, that there

is

great loss, and the

cement is also liable to crack, which causes leakage. The
open tank, and trough Is well enough for a propagating
house, which is generally small, and kept very damp, but
is

not suitable for a grapery, in which

is

req^uired, a moist

dry atmosphere, according to the different stages of
growth; this p^an also occupies much space, and looks unor

Tin pipes are not advisable from their tendency
to corrode^ and unendurable q^uaiities.
Zinc softens when
hot, and is next to useless, copper if made strong enongh
to re^st hard knocks, and be really serviceable Is very
sightly

expensive, so
iron,

we

are driven to the last substitute, east

which answers every purpose,

is

lasting,

erected

comparatively cheap, strong, and the different lengths are
readily cemented, the joints becoming as firm

any other
pose

part.

tight as

Tlie constraction of hollers for this pur

is also various, an*!

consumption of

and

there

is

a great differencf^ in the

according with the ratio of heat distiib^ted to the water. In the most primitive boilers, the
£re OHiy pla,yed on the under surface, and the consequence
wa8»

foel,

a great ^a^e of

heat, unless the residue

was con-

AXD APPAEAXrS.
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veyed around the Loose in a fiue, which almost nullified
the improved principle; but of late years a great improvement has been, accomplised, so much so as to make
it almost perfect.
Several ingenious mechanics have given their attention
to the subject of heating gi'aperies and other glass structures by means of hot water, and the result is a number
of boilers remarkably efficient in use and economical of
These are complete in themselveSj requiring no
fuel.

brick setting or other

mason work, but may be brought
Fig. 12.

Fig. 11.

in

and

set

nary stove.

up with

The

scarcely

ash-pit

is

more trouble than an

ordi-

formed by the base upon

In the different styles of heaters
much ingenuity is shown in presenting the greatest
securing
amount of surface to the action of the fire and
The engravings 11
the rapid circulation of the water.
and 12 show one of these heatei^, gi^iiig a view of the
-which the boiler stands.

m

and of a

The

is

double,

the water being contamed between the outside
interior c;^ing; there are, as will be seen in the
internal connections also containing a portion
water, thus presenting e vast sstent of heating

and an

exterior

section.

boiler in this

section,

of the
surface.
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Boilers are

made

from those capable

of several sizes,

of heating a large grapery, dov>-n to those suited foi

small ^een-houses and plant-cabinets.
Brick Flues. -Heating by bnc!i tiutis is often practlsciJ

—

and

if tlicy

be constructed on the best method,

good

-with

workmanship, they answer very well
the expense on
first erection is less it is true, but they often want rep^iir,
besides which they are unsightly and cunabersome, and ay
thing, will consume more fuel than a hot-water
ft general
boiler on the above plan.
If the situation, or circum;

BtaiiceSj

make

more convenient

it

to

burn wood instead of

coal or coke, then the fine is to be preferred; in such case

the furnace should be large, and the draft be under the
control of the operator,

by having a door

In front of the

and a damper in the chimney, which, when closed,
more or less, as may be wished, will keep tlie tire steady.
There are some cultivators who still cling to the flue for

ash-pit,

grape-growing, on account of the drying effects of the heat
evolved, which, as they assert, is of some importance in

damp

when

weather,

the grapes are coloring, or ripe, and

that at other times they can use evaporating pans.

True,

dry enough, even to parching and were this the, only
time when it would be required, the fine would answer the
it is

:

But

best purpose.

this point is

a matter of very

little

same can be secured by pipes heated
Nothing can be more erroneous than to

consideration, as the

with hot water.

Ruppuse that heat given out on the
tains mAisture;

were

it

so,

latter principle con-

the water would waste consid-

erably tbr >ugh the pores of the metal, which

is

not the

cixse, for all

or nearly the whole of the evaporation

takes place

is

at the flllmg

up

tank,

and

if this

which

be kept

covered, the working of a night will not lessen the watei

more than a few
lal^ed,

srill

pints.

Heat, from whatever sources oh-

ahaorb moisture, and as

arlas^

houses are art

ARTIFICIAL HEAT
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generated heat

coiidtautly passing off through the crevices,

more

ii

particu-

upper part of the roof, and the molbture
The main difference, then, l>et\veen the

larly those in the

along with

two

is,

it,

that one only raises the temperature, while the

other d-ics the same

;

and, in addition, imparts a certain

amount of sulpliuretted hydrogen and

otlier injurious

gases

that escape through the joints and the bricks, in quantity

according to the good or bad workmanship, or the porosity
of the material.

"Smoke

has thin shoulders,"

adage among gardeners, and we often find
the

use of flues.

flue heat,

and

veritied in

the best

some cases

in

when so,
aiTangement we can.

only means at command;

make

ble to

an old

Notwitlistanding these disadvantages,

good grapes may be forced by
this is the

it

is

it is

advisa-

If a steady

and continuous heat be required, there ought to be euougl:
room in the furnace to hold a large bulk of fuel, and if it
is situated somewhat below the level of the flue, the heat
will flow more evenly, and disseminate itself more equally,
as it travels along with the draft, by which a greater portion will be absorbed by the bricks, and given off into the
house.

A small furnace,

with a quick draft,

is

never eco-

a considerable portion of heat passes off by the
chimney and is lost.
narrow and small fine is also obnouiical, as

A

upon the mason-work,
abstract the oxygen of

jectionable, as the heat acts directly

and the bricks become so hot as
the

air,

rendering

it

to

so devoid of moisture as not to be

for the leaves to respire in.

To

fit

a certain extent^ this e\

II

may

be counteracted, by keeping shallow vessels filled
with water upon the flue, and damping the floor of the
hous^e

io

;

but mast of the moisture produced in this

a vaporous

state,

and not

way

is

in the exact solution required

by the absorbing stomata of

plants.

The analogy

he*
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tween plants a.uii animals is in tins respect the same, and
everj bodj wb is possessed of ordinary observation must
»

be able to discern

bow

different

is

tbe air tbat

raised in

is

temperature Ij a red-hot stove, even though a vessel of
water be kept upon it, to what it is when raised to the

same tempejature by the
that

if

we wre

We

sun's power.

know,

also

able to control other circumstanres accord-

ing to our V ants for the time being, success would more

we

often attend our operations, providing
imitate the

warmth of nature.

then be certoiuly to our
as

we

own

If this be true,

it

must

interest to approach as near

can to this desideratum.

capacious

could exactly

To come

to our point, a

gives a greater surface exposed to the ac-

flue

t'on of the hc?t, without becoming hot

to bring

about so much chemical action as to
the house, while a small one is sure

inside of

in that part

next

to the fdrnace.

enough
burn the air
to

To

do

so, at

any

be effectual

rate,

in this

Sue ovght not to be less thai eighteen inches
high, by twelve inches wide in the clear; and if raised up
by placing supports mderneath at intervals on the length,
respect, a

with fire-proof
as

it

then

tiles to

is free to

famace ought

form the bottom,

so

give out the hea+. on

be not

much
all

the heifer,

sides.

The

than eighteen inches wid.% and
equal height, independert of the arch above, and two feei
long.
ftimace of these dimensions is qualified to work
a house of forty to fifty fc^t long, by twelve or fourteen
to

^est

A

feet wide, the flue being conc^u-^-led along the front

and

twf*

Double the length will reed two fires, and so on in
proportio. "When two furnaces are required, there may
ends.

one placed at each end of the houjfe, and conveyed ti\
the same chimney, midway in tbe back wail, so as to unite
into one outlet; but in such case tht^re oujht to be an
fi3

acute level

upwards

at the place

of unioa. or the

twe
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opposite currents are subject to clieck tbe even

smoke, and drive

it
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of the

floft

back.

The Poimaise method

of beating

a pbin that origin-

is

ated with a Mr. Murraj, of Poimaise, in Scotland, and, like

manj other

ingenious contrivances, was the result of pecu

At

I'ar necebsity.

tbe time of

its

introduction,

it

caused a

great furor amongst the seekers after novelties, and like
the fugacious follies of such persons,

repute with

all,

to

acknowledge

its

favor,

may be

it is

it

soon

fell

into dis-

excepting those who were determined not

To

their error.

only a modified

called, consists in

fine.

sav the best

Tbe

having a hot

we

can in

principle,

air

if

so

it

chamber over

and outside the furnace, and conducting the heat therein
generated tbrougb one or more apertures into tbe bouse at
one end, and at the other having a hole level with the
floor, which forms tbe top of a drain that is conducted
along under ground to the fiimace, and which supplies the
fire

with fresh air to support combustion.

tbe heat from the chamber

and a partial
first

By

these

means

drawn through the bouse,
current produced, and from this it was at
is

predicted that a great benefit would arise, on account

of tbe near imitation to nature^s invigorating breezes.
glass

was not a rapid conductor of

If

heat, this plausiblf

theory might have

F%.13^

been a practit a1
good; but as it is,

and

as

heat will

ascend, in opposi>

tion to such a

power
it,

LU^

repress

a great portion

t3j--^'l flows
j

to

weak

along at the

top and back part

of the house, lear.
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ly

!Hg the lower part, or front, cold
•erence, ought to be the warmest.

Fig.U

this

;

wliicli, if

The

there be a dif

only

way

In

which

plan can be tolerated, or be of

advantage,

Is,

to

ber and Hue, and

This

combine the cham

make use

of both

economizing, as the whole

Is

of the heat which radiates from both

made available. Figs. 13
and 14 show a longitudinal and
sources

is

transverse cross section of both combined.

In concluding, we

maj

say, that

many years* practice with most
apparatus for hot-houses, we are thor
after

kinds of heating

oughly convinced that none
as hot water.

»

is

so efficient or economical

CHAPTER

IV.

BORDl.RS OR PREPAKEO BEDS.
1'he formation of beds, or more tecliulcallj borders,!

grow the grape vine is of great importance, perhaus more so tlian any other portion of the whole routine
vhich

to

of culture, for without a proper matrix in which the roots

may luxuriate, it is impossible to succeed.
The more important any branch of horticulture

is,

often

number of opinions respecting it. This is
in the present instance.
Some have advo-

the greater the
strictly true»

admixture of great quantities of raw animal carcasses, in such quantities, and large masses, that one would
think, if their reasoning were true, that a recently filled
cated

tlie

cholera burial-ground, would be the best place on which
%o

erect a grapery, or plant

a vineyard.

Others again

have recommended large doses of blood, and the stinking offal of slaughter-houses, in so &esh a state that the
very idea is enough to nauseate the strongest stomat^h,

and

forbid the cultivation of this luscious fiult.

Fortu-

nately these materials are not reqnired, although

when

thoroughly decomposed and well mixed witt maiden earth,
there

is

no objection

to the using of

a portion incorporated

happens when thus applied
that a very vigorous growth is produced for a tin.e. bui
Bulficient strength can be had without these stinking nuithrough the mass.

sances.

If used at

It often

ail, it

should be in the form of top-

dressings in after years, and forked
ity will

in,

by which

the fer-

be a^sted, without making the whole bed iat^

3

(«>
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an unctuous paste, more

fit

to pudtlle a

duck pond

with,

than for the tender and fleshy roots of the gmpe vine to
If proof of this were wanted, there aro
luxuriate in.
plenty of examples if tliey were to be examined, where
ihe roots that have come into contact with these masses
of fioap-like substances, befcre

they were thoroughly de-

oomposed, have been found quite rotten, and if the vines
have continued to do well, it is not from the nutriment
derived from them, but from their ready adaptability to

form fresh spougeoles from the back roots, which may
have travelled in other directions, and with good treat-

ment added.
advocates of this putrid animal matter, contend for
the greater invigorating powers and more lasting proper
ties, than is to be found hi barnyard manure, or decayed

The

To

vegetable substances.

the

first

we

will agree, pro-

viding the stimulating portif-ns be administered in a proper
manner, and here ends this part of the difierence ; but how
it is

to be

more

lasting, is another p irt of the subject.

It

is

a well-know^n fact, that highly nitrogenized manures, during

decomposition, give oif vej

tained in them, and as this
tion

from

is

a great stimulant to vegeta-

during active development,

wonderful effect

produced

;

it is

easily seen

how

such

as this exciting principle,

evanescent properties, porcolates into every aper-

its

ture in

is

the volatile anmionia con-

y freely

its

and no doubt a
by the young and

escape,

gaseous state

portion

is

taken up in a

readily absorbing spon-

^des.

But does it follow, that this is any proof of petnanent action. Judging from the premises It would appeal
die very reverse, and the frequent use of other mannrea
%>£

—guano,

a similar character

for instance

—have

clearly

lemonstrated, that ofi-repeated applications with oceaiional additions of carbonaceous organic balk,
^

>

"rt

!>

»

a^ ilitance,

have to be applied

and otkef

to maintain fer-

>-:c-
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where the same spot

present subject

we
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constantly cropped.

are precisely in this position,

la the
and there

ought to be great regard for the future constitutional
power, if a healthy after-life be cared for, which is not to

DC acquired by the excessive quantity of these helps
tliat only act upon the vegetable, in the same manner
as do alcoholic drinks upmi the

human system.

All our
best physicians acknowledge the good effects of stimu-

lants in particular kinds of disease,

when administered

and eveiybody knows how soon the strongest
constitution is broken down by the great quantities that
with
too
all

skill,

many

indulge

in.

So

it

is

commence with endeavoring

with the grape viae,•
to

we

gain strong, and more

than natural growth, but there certainly is no reason why
we should keep our plants in a continual state of intoxica
tion, from the moment of tlielr Orst awaking in the spring,
till

they finally rest on the approach of winter, and

still

leaving the same baneful influence, to diffuse itself o\'er
the whole outer surface of the roots (which are equivalent
to the

mouths of animals),

until the

again arouses their action.

nest season's warmth

We

would not by any means
h&ve it understood, that we are opposed to the judicious
use of ammonia, or any of the other compounds that are
to be found in more abundance in the animal,, than in the
vegetable body; but do protest against the inordinate
mixture of such, often to the exclusion of other, and mnre
Eecessary bases, and which leaves the plant after a few
years of undue excitement, a pter to disease and prema
ture decay.

If success has seemed to attend the progrefc

some instances, the failures have been much greater
and unprejudiced experience shows, that more injury than

in

benefit

even

has arisen from the admixture of animal m^ter,

in small quantities,

I'k'.se

and

anything like a fresh state,
remaiks are onLj Islex^ed to apply to the Eefclij
in
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TfiK

HuH i^uickly putrefying portions of the aiiimai body, witb
out

ail J

reference to the Lones.

to the re( onimendation, because
aii*l funiislies

ture,

Heie we
it

is

will

subscriba

corsistent with na-

along with other useful propeities, the

ofien m:»bt wanting ref^uirement, lime; in this all grape

growers are agreed, and the invariable prospeiity
pet, in places

ou?

w here liniektone abounds among the soiL

produces the most conclusive evidence.
tloiibt

oi*

but the want of this substance

is

There

is

the reason

little

why

Home of our ri^Acro.'^s have occasion' to complain of rot
and want of success in various ways; and here we may
Hsk, whoever saw a grape vine tliat did not do well, and
produce fruit of good C[uality, providing the climate was
suitable, and the roots could creep along under the soil^
and lie upon the suiface or in the fi.ssnrcs of a limestone
rock,
'lliere are other

to faur feet
tities

persons

who make

the beds from tluce

deep of suitable materials, but use such quan-

of the richer tjuality, with iiisufficient drainage, that

the whole bulk, after a
vious to eithei sun or

becomes sodden, and imperwhich no root can exist, much

tiu:e,

air, iu

These are some of the many causes
why our gi aperies so soon become weak and unprodtic-

less

extend

itself.

tive; jet the natural constitutional

powers of the grape

vine are very strong, and of great longevity

;

it is

a gross

feeder and can absorb a large amount of food, but -whea
thus maltreated, although it may boar such usage tor a

time with

much

pertinacity,

it

will in the

long

nm (Fke ati

overgo^ed glutton) become deranged, its physical Tunc
iKuis wOI be weakened, and it either dies tf plethora, oi
wears ou an exhausted existence, producing little or uotlibut watery leaves, and weakly branches.
If such very strong growth were really requisite

iiig

9

1^

to pro-

ne? tie finest bunches, or berries, and could be obtained

;
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by these means, there vyouIJ he some excuse for thus
dhusiiig nature ; hut such is not the fact, for the most
superior and hest flavored f.uit, is had from solid, well
ripened, and vigorous, hut not over-fed wood.

Whtjn the

hearing shoots are unduly strong, there are frequently
two or more developed from a hud, while with moderato
growth only one is formed, and as each of these buda

having received

share of nutriment, wherewith to start
future development, thus takes fiom the others a portion,
the consequence must be (as only one can remain) a weaker
its

and correspondingly less power afterwards,
than woidd be the case if tliere was only one centre.
The bunches emenating from such a hud, will also contain
action at

first,

generally a greater

number

of florets, and shoulders, equal

to the
for

it

concentrated accumulation in the embryo shoot
is formed previous to bursting, and before the leaf

of the previous season falls, in the axil of which

In
riates

all

it is

fixed

cases of permanent success, the grape vine lu3u

upon

a naturally, or artificially well-drained bottom.

warm, and comparatively dry climates,
and the constitution which nature has fixed, man cannot
alter.
We must then adapt as near as we can, its position
It is best suited in

in cultivation to its

we produce artificially a
amount of growth, we ought to have

wants, and

greater than ordinary

if

a corresponding medium whereby to mature that growth.
Well-drained borders is one of the means by which this
can be accomplished, as the superabundant moisture is
taken awaj, and the air and the sun's heat can mor*
readilj penetrate the

soil.

If the following directions are

followed, there will be no reason to complain of
success on this point.

want of

Take

out to the depth of two feet, the whole of the ti[iper surface, then dig a trench two feet wide and one fuot

^ep, with one

or

more

outlet* for the water to escape, adl

;

THE
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around

form a

below

GRAP?..

margin of the excavated space, wliich
drain, three feet deep from tlie top, and one
tlie

lower base of

tlie

tlie

borders;

fill

this

foot

trench with

stones, or brick-bats, the rougher the better

3*li

will

;

after-

over the whole surface, about six inches of
oyster, or other marine shells if to be had readily, but if

wards

fill

in

broken stones, or pieces of brick and lime rubbish
answer, and if a quantity of broken bones are to be

not,
\dll

them over the top of the other drainage cover
this with turf-sods, or any rough Utter, to prevent the soil
fi-om falling through and among tne drainage, and throw

got, strew

;

prepared compost to one toot above the top level
will give a deptk of three feet, which will settle down

in the
this

about six inches, leaving the permanent depth two feet
fflx

inches, viz.

:

two

feet

below and six iucbes above tLo

ground level.
In some situations the original base

when

will

be a dead

level,

the excavated surface ougkt to slope from tke house

tew ards the outside of the borders", which will cause the

water to run the more readily towards the lower drains.

Care skould be taken in this respect, whatever the level
may be, that the bottom is so arranged as to allow the
water to escape freely the means of securing which will
occur to any ordinary mind, according to the level he may
;

have

to deal with.

may

It

and

be thought, that with thi? amount of drainage,

and not over deep borders, the soil will bedry throughout the summer to maintain vigorous

raised,

come

too

growth, but experience

testifies to

the contrary, for al-

though the lander parts will m)t be over wet, the moist jre
is equally divided through the whole, and if the upper
surface be mulched, examination will prove that every
^rtioa is eq^ually damp, and the innumerable small rootlets

are ramifyiBg in every direction, each taking

xta
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work, to supply the structure of the
plant with wholesome food.
Etlectual drainage has not
illotted portion of

antil lately received that

share of attention

vators generally which

benefits ought to

its

aven at the present day, there
understanding respecting

it.

To

is

among

culti-

command, and

a great want of proper

a person

who

is

contented

go along scratching over the ground, sowing seed, and
ieaving the rest to Nature, it is a ditiicult problem to

t3

how

away water in land that is
already too dry and hard in summer can be of anv service.
Thanks to science and agricultural chemistry, this
is now made so clear, by having been so often explaim^d,
solve,

the conducting

with examples here and there as proofs, that the mysten^

how men can

is,

or entertain

still

remain so blind

to their

own interestSj

any prejudice against what has been

so prac

tlcally demonstrated.

Although

it Is

recommended above

of the borders at once, which

is

;

yet

prepare the drainage as advised, and

to

viz.

:

the whole

it is

zonch better

make only

half,

that part next to the house, of properly prepared

compost,
little

up

make

only one trouble and ex-

pense, and will answer very well

a

to

tilling in

the other with the intended base

enriched, and after the

first

season's growth,

soil

work

in the following fall, into the half of the unfinished

same quantity of fertilizing materials as the
fanner half was mixed with. In the spring, before growing commences, this may be again forked over, which will
inci^rporate all more eveiily, and the next fall the remaining quarter may be done likewise. By this method the
borders are kept loose for a longer time, the air is more
portion, the

freely admitted, and the

whole

is

better adapted for the

healthy progress of the roots, which, as tliey extend from

jear

to

portion.

year

will penetiate

more

readily,

TliC tendency to becoDie solid,

is

and

fill

much

ever}

redattid
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become filled with routs, as tliej are alw aya
more or less drawing nutriment and moisture, tbereby
leuflering the base soil more porous, Avhen the gases of the
atmosphere, which are very beneficial, have a chance of
aftei tie borders

occupying the

interstices,

uations with the material

;

and forming chemical comlnthereby producing a continual

supportof vegetable life.
We have ample proofs of the correctness of this, and where
borders are constructed as above advised, there will be an

renewal of suitable food

admission of

air,

for the

not only from the openings to the drains

and from them under the whole bed, but also from above.
It is not hy administering such enormous doses of stimulating-,

roots

or fertilizing mateiird

have progressed

appropriate

it

at

all

in sufScieut

to their use, that

once, and before the

numbers, or distance,

we

to

are to calculate upon

the most permanent results, or immediate auccess. So
long as we supply from time to time what is rec[U'red, it is
jont'-h, and if we have got well drained and porous borthe more read'Jy apply top-dresshigs and
inulclnngs in after years, without injury, or covering
Jie roots too dae^ ; for if, in efficiently drained ground* a

we can

ders,

layer of
Iter

dung be spread over the

a time, that there

is httle

surface,

it

will

but dry chaff

be found

left, all

the

having been washed hj the rains down into
below, and the plants will have received the bene-

soluble parts

the
fit

soil

of

it.

With

mnnj

TO<<ard to

opinions,

the dictation

and

the width of these borders there are
different persons

have been led by

of fancy into dogmatic assertion, wlthoist

^uly considering the req*urements of nature.

Now,

take thiirfor our guide, and, generally speaking,
best veasocer,
ftir

we must

it

if
is

we
the

provide a large superficial area;

the roots of the grape vine are great travellers, and

will

if

allowed their

owk waT. extend over much «uac&
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I'KJi.fAKttlJ tit*A)S,

consequently free egress and plenty of room must certainly Le essential,

wheie the intention

terrupted fertility for a long time
to consider the

;

is

to retain

unin-

we

onglit

beside which

close proximity of the vines

as they aro

most commonly planted, and it then becomes still more
evident that we ought not to be penurious in this respect.
Our own recommendation is to make them ten feet wide
A* the commencement, add five feet more the next season,
and five feet again the year following, making a total of
twenty feet, which will give ample space for a long time
;

but

same stock some ten or
fifteen years, and the roots at the end of that time are
found so closely interwoven, as to be in want of more extension, it would be advisable to add auotlier five feet, so
that in making first designs, it is well to forecast after necessariesMany will, no doubt, think that this is a waste
of land that might be turned to advantage in other ways,
and others may not have so much ground at command foi
the purpose. As to the first objection, it may be answered
by the simple question of, what more paying crop can be
put on the added fifleen square feet that will be required
for each vine, than the increase of two or three pounds ot
good exotic grapes, beside the benefit sccuied by retaining the natural longevity of the plant, where considerable
capital has been invested a.t the cutset in erecting a suitaif

success should attend the

ble house.

In the latter case there

js

the opportunity of

reducing the number of vines inside, and extending the

branches of those

left so

as to keep the wLoIe roof covered

thereby giving more root room individually.

The

common

worn out

notion, that a grape vine is so often

—

very

be classed with the things that were, depend
upon it, if all its wants are duly supplied, and the house
iubstantially erected, a grapery may be left as a legncy
fleserves to

•2
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^uentlj
to our offspring, instead of beiug, as it too fre
years.
fe\v
a
of
pleasure
tlie
becomo
to
calculated
only

Tte
are, a

is,

most suitable materials for composing the borders

good

loam (the top

friable

pastm-e), witli

sod, grass iucluded, of a

a suitable quantity of partly decomposed

latter
tbe
of
one-fourtb
of
proportions
in
manure,
stable
dressing of
to three-fourtlis of tbe former, and a good
cubic
every
to
bushel
one
say
bones,
up
ground
brok».^.D or

If tbe soil contains much lime in its own
they
base, the bones may be dispensed with, but generally
givmg
manure,
lasting
very
a
being
benefit,
much
are of

yard in bulk.

out slowly, and when all tbe phosphates are exhausted
which
among
lime,
of
carbonate
a
as
remain
they still
the grape vine delights.

where the house is to be erected, is
of the above nature, it may be used, and the other mateThere
expense.
save
will
which
spot,
the
added
on
mis
in
this way.
caused
expenditure
useless
much
often
b

When

the base

soil,

Never remove away the
bad, excepting with

can be procured

matter and drainage

msmj

instances be

a much better substitute
by good mixing of the fertilizing

little

for

;

existing base unless absolutely

to

made

outlay,

correspond, a poor

good, and often w^hen

dered impracticable, most likely
perfect

iainage

success,

when

it

is
is

soil

fre(iuently

all

may

it is

that is req^ulred.

in

consi-

Im-

the cause that prevents

attributed to an unsuitable constituent

The grape vine is not so capricious in ita food as il
pmeraRj suppo::ed,btit a dry bottom it mui* and will liav«
base.

l>i.AN'riNG

CHAPTES V
AND MANAGEMENT

TIi:>

FIRST YEAR.
In

cTioosing yines for planting, see that the

wood

la

well ripened and solid, and the roots clean and healtlij.

One year

old,

propagated from the eye are best for the

grapery, or from cuttings for the vineyard, hut those of

two years are not objectionable.

The most proper

time

about the beginning of 3Iarch, under glassor so soon as the ground is in good working order, out of
doors, when the vines have not been prematurely started
for planting is

they are then just commencing to move
from a long repose, and have no great time to remain in
their new quarters before fresh rootlets begin to push
into growth, as

When

fbrth.

deferred

much

longer, these fibres are snb

ject to injury, being very brittle.

grown

in pots,

which

is

If the vines

hare been

generally the case, with the ex-

ought to be entirely shalten from them, and
the entangled roots carefully straightened out, care being
nsed when planted, that they are spread in all directions
After loosening up weJl, and
divei^ng from the stem.
gmoothing over the surface around on the base, where it is
intended to ^x them, have in readings a quantity of tha
game material as the border is composed of, broken up
otics,

the

soil

and mixed with a third portion of leaf-mould, if to be
had -if not, it is not of much consequence, but the young
rootlets soon lay bold of it, and a good start I^ half the
^rew two inch^ of this compost over th« sal''
bttttln.

fine

—
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face, place the plant thus

H

ith three Indies of the

It,

and ovci

It will

be uuder-

spread out upon

same mould.

Btood that this mode of procedure will elevate the crowns
of the roots a trifle above the general level, which will
prove advantageous afterwards, as a top-dressing can he

added without their being buried down below the surfaie
Avoid deep planting in all cases, for it leads to cankered

and places them out of the reach of the warming
influence of the sun, and the cxhilirating action of the
air, both of which are as beneficial to them as are light and
heat to the leaves and branches. It is not to be expected
roots,

that this particuTai-itv can be applied to the vineyard, but
so far as can be done economically, the same rule holds

Before planting, cut

good.

of the plant to

off the top

about six or nine inches, or down to two or three good
The advantage of leaving more than one being
buds.
the choice it gives of retaining the most promising when
started,

when

all

the worst can be rubbed

off.

It is sometimes inconvenient to plant at the time above

recommended from some
plants may be removed

local cause, in
into pots,

if

which

so

situated, of a

larger size than those that they were previously

grow

case, the

in,

put to

some other house, and attended to as regards
heat and moisture, in the same manner as if in their final
in

resting place

;

as the

young

shoots progress in growth,

they will require to he carefully tied

to

a stake fixed up

and as the roots Increase, larger sized
be requisite to prevent them becoming pot-bouuu,

light In each pot,

pots will

by which the vigor
to these points,

afler

which,

if

is

tLey

conslderaby checked.

may be kept

on

till

By

attending

June or Jidy,

carefully turned out of the pots, withoii!

any more than can be avoided, a good
cane nsay be obtained the same season, though not often
tv>ng enough to Lear fruit the following summer: hni
disturbing the roots

"1

PLANTING

MANAGEMENT.

AN'L

I?1

wlach,if planted in March, can generally be accomp Hshed

ATiQv planting, give a good soaking of water to scitlo the
soil

around the

roots,

but do not allow

ated afterwards by too

being to keep

ofl

it

become

to

satu-

repeated applications, the

ol>

moderately moist, but not sodden, a?
he tender roots are soon rotted when not drawing freelj
If the vines have been prematurely started into growth,
which is not desirable or it is thought fit to plant those
that have been raised from the eye the same spring, the
planting ought to be deferred till the middle of April, or
beginning of May, even though the house may be ready
in due time; for if planted sooner, they would, under such
»ect

it

;

circumstances, receive a sudden check, from their being

removed

a much colder atmosphere than the one they
had previously occupied, and which would militate v^rv

much

into

against their future prosperity, if not be the eaas#

of failure.

"We

will

now suppose

that the house

ready for a favorable beginning.
three

weeks keep

all

as close

is

planted and

For the

aud cool as

first

may be kept

a

little

two or

possible, only

giving sufficient air to lower the temperature.
time the house

all

After this

warmer, and the vines

syringed overhead two or three times »-day. Do not yet
apply much water to the roots, only maintaining moistun^

keep the soil damp, without becoming soaked.
as they have not yet got into brisk action, and coiise
quently cannot draw much of it up. Avoid dry winds,
and retain a ntm^ atmosphere, allowing the thermometer
enough

to

from 70^ to 75^ in the middle of the day. By tht
middle of April the buds will be mostly started, rub off
trt

rise

mind that it iH not injured,
or the top broken ont- As the young growth continues to
exteud, the paths, and the whole interior of the honse, aad

U but the

«'

strongest one, and

likewise the plants, i^old be

damped witb

the synnire

m
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hom

in
weather
dry
during
and
t-v^nhi^s
aa^
noHiTug

tlie

middle of the lay, avoidin-, iLe application in the briglitest
Bo not give aay bottom air until a vigorous
sun^liiue.
great
witbout
tlien
not
and
obtained,
is
action
stroiig
and
causes cold diafls in the lower parts of tbe
house and checks growth, /enJering the vines subject to
mildew. Shut up early to retain a genial wai*mth before
caution, for

it

and gradually increase the temperature, so that at
90"*
at
stand
may
thermometer
the
the beginning ot May
at mid-day ; in cloudy wenther keep all closed and ensunset,

deavor to keep as steady a heat as possible. By the latter
end of the month, the vints ought to be growing vigorously : tie the canes up cartifully as they progress, leaving
the

ties

somewhat

room for after swelling,
puth, pmch them off to one joint, re-

loo.^.e

to give

and as the laterals
serving one or two entLa

nt the top at

each pinching in

oat
clean
take
likewise
and
l^iaer.
the
accident
to
of
case
tbe lowei- ones, or those last
fdtare operation.

By

th.B

left

mode

with one

leaf, at

each

of proceedure they are

gradually reduced, and finilly taken away, without endangering die bursting of tie buds in the ax'd of the leafstalks,

the which are wanted for the next year.

The

be increase 1 to 95% still recollecting to ply
the syringe freely, excepting in dull or cold nights, when
water ought to be withheld, as under such circumstancea
a matter of
it is apt to starvB and che ek the circulation
heat

may now

—

great importance.

The

roots will

now he extending

expan.5ion of head, and

in proportion to the

must have some attention

oere are tne mouiiis, ana nere are also tne t fe
and woe betide the other members of the body
are not well supplied-

if

;

foi

they

Equally with the amount of

he w'hy foliage will they draw moisture from the base in
which they are located, so long as free
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aud water ought

progressing,

cordingly.
this,

As

there

may

to

be applied

be reason in

and the borders ought not

to
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to the soil ac-

all

things so in

be saturated bj too

often repeating the application, but of this there

much danger

if

the under base

is

well drained.

in

A

not

ibik-

both Inside and out, over the whole suiface, will n'»w
bo of service, but do not injure or disturb the roots ; thU
i;

^,

up and leuder the bed more porous, and the
small rootlets will feci their way more freely, after which
a mulching of dung or short grass, four or five niches
will loosen

prevent evaporation, keep an equal temperature and moisture in the soil, and, during hot and dry
weather, will almost entirely prevent the want of that
thick, will

greatest of evil necessities, artificial watering, to the outside beds.
Gradually increase the heat as the vines pro-

gress more rapidly

by the beginning of June it may be
fiom 9o^ to 100*^ at mid-day, aud if the
;

allowed to rise
air 18 kept damp, scorching from so high a temperature

be prevented, and both combined will enable
plants to develop their fullest energies.
will

Many

persons do not give heat enough

;

the

even some of

our very best grape growers are sparing in this respect.

We

ought to consider that, as the grape vine is generally
grown under glass, we place it in a position, by the supply of rich food, to produce a more than natural distention of cellular tissue

;

the larger leaves also are capable of

doing Uiore work, in elaborating the juices drawn up from
the roots, and these large leaves being filled with

common amount
en the

an nn

of sap, require a corresponding assistance

form of heat and

light, to

properly chemiealize

(excuse the expression) this extra quantity of crude €uid.

Hei ce tha necessity of a warmer temperatoie than would
suffice for
air,

the same plants,

they were growing ti. the
and the roots in a soil only ordinarily fertile.
if
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When

tlie

canes liave grown to

top of the roof da

tlie

not stop them, but train the tops between the vines ou
the opposite side, if the house be a double pitch, and if a
lean

to,

they

may

be allowed to hang

down by

the back

waU. stopping the leader when it has advanced somewhat
downwards, aud leave the laterals on the same length.
Thus the plants will go on swelling their growth without
check, and adding bulk to their structure.
I'owards the middle of August, the air may be allowed
to become somewhat drier, and syringing overhead gradually lessened, as the wood will begin to mature the lowei
:

may

ventilators
first,

increasing

also be

opened ou clear days

more from day

to day.

By the

—a

little ai

third

week

water should be withheld altogether, and as
the wood will be ripening, air ought to be freely admitted
through the day, and the temperature decreased as the

in S^^ptember,

canes approach maturity.

When

the bark becomes brown

and the wood soUd, the house may be thrown open day
and night, excepting in case of frost or heavy rain, as the
object now is to let ail go quietly to rest, and the leaves
to fall off yellow and fully ripe, when we may rest assured that nature has done her work according to her own
will,

and we have

assisted her in accordance to her

own

laws.
as the leaves are fallen, proceed to pruning

So soon
If all has

gone on as

it

ougiit to

have done, the canes

wiil

average five-eighths to nearly one inch Jn diameter, ac
cording to the natural vigor of each individual variety,
% conespondlug length
thirty-five feet.

Cat

when not

an*l

stopped, of twenty -five t3

off the strongest to

about seven,

atnf

iLc weakest to five feet. Afterwards take out with the point

©fa knife each alternate bud, which will leave the remainder
about fifteen to eighteen inches apart, the object of which
ui

eX|.Iained in the chapter

on pruning,

Conamenceai the
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top, leave tliree huds, one for next year's leader,

two others

sjmrs

for side

cacli alternate

;

and

tlia

proceed downwards, leavirg

pair (one on eacli side) to the wall plate,

and as beneath

this,

the leaves and

fruit

would be out

of

the sun's Influence, and only subject to encourage niU-

dew,

all

The

buds ought to be removed.

vines

may now be

carefully

following preparation, which will

eggs of insects,

washed over

destroy the larvae or

any should be

if

soap, one-fourth pound;

witJi the

Whale

existing.

n\

sulphur, four pounds; tobacco

nux vomica, one ounce pour over
these boiling water, three gallons, and stir all up until
ihoroxighly mixed as the nux vomica is a deadly poison
one-fourth pound; and

:

;

to animals, care should
lessly about.

A

soft

be taken that it is not left carepainter's brush is the best for the

purpose, and after the operation the canes
loosely to the wires

when they

till

the weather

be^ns

may

be slung

be severe

to

should have a coating of straw three or foui

inches thick tied around them, and the heads brought

one over the other

down

a horizontal position, about two feet
above the ground level, in rows along the lines of plantin

ing; this will leave the lower parts of the stem nearly

crown of the roots from being
At the same time, be prepared with

upright, and prevent the

Btralned or disturbed.

a quantity of recently rotted tnrf sods, or fresh earth,

which has been mixed up two or three months with a
fork over
third part of good stable or barnyard manure
the borders both outside and luside of the house, and add
;

I dressing of three inches thick

of the above composi.

•he crowns were planted slightly

elevated,

If

as before

recommended, this dressing will make the surfece level
and greatly assist the production ot yonng rootlets next
Spring, besides protecting the tender fibres through

winter.

Over the whole area maj be put a good

tx^a

coiiting
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of litter/ dimg, tree leaves, or other suet material to

out

tlie frost,

keep

and wliich may remain as a mulching next

summer.
ICothing further

Is

now

required, but to shut

louse on severe nights and wet weather,

till

rfiow signs of bursting in the following spring.

up the

the I'idj

CHAPTER

VI.

MANAGKMENT FOR THE SECONO YEAH
AND Pfc:RMANEXT TREATMENT FOR
THE COLO GRAPERY.
The

following obsen'ations contain directions for tte

treatment of a planting of vines in the second year, the

permanent management of the Cold Grapery, and some
other details of a general character.
As the winter milds off, and Marm snnny days commence, give air sufficient to keep the house cool, and to
prevent the buds from pushing as long as possible. If too
soon excited, the young shoots are in danger of being

aud cold storms. When
it is perceived tliat the buds are swelling, and can no
longer be kept back, lake the covering off carefully, and
tie the vines down in the form of an arch, with the heads
injured

by the

late spring frosts,

leaning from the glass, as in this position they arc not so
subject to injury in case frost should occur ; there is also

the advantage of causing a more lateral propelling force
to the rising sap, which is compelled to develop the

lower buds with more certainty, and this action ouce
^uiied, with after good management always remains.

Sive a good and thorough soaking of water to the insid«
borders, which by this time will have become very dry,
also syringe overhead two or three times a day, esceptiiig
when the weather is cold, or frost is to be expected, they
^ted
(W)
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THi;:

gka?k.

The temperature should now ha

regulated as advised

foi

the same period hist year, in the preceding chapter.

When

young shoots

the

bej^in to elongate, sling the

ranos loosely to the wires, but some distance from the

a short time the safer they will
be from act^dental frosty nights.
So soon as danger is

glass, as the further off for

past, tie

loo^e

them

enough

finally in their places, leaving the strings

for future swelling,

the leading shoot upwards, as at

If not q^uite straight with the older

and easily broken.

way is
a time, when

cane, the better
ft

little at

and be careful in training
this time it is very brittle

to bring

the

it

woody

into the right position,
fibre

begins to form

in

the base.

The bunches

and when
unfolded from the buds, so as to show

will

they have fairly

now be

clearly dLscemible,

and comparative strength, take out all except*
ing the strongest and handsomest one upon each shoot,
and remove likewise the tops of the side branches, beyond
the third or fourth leaf above the bunch. These will
again break from the top eye, and as they do so, from
time to time, nip out the leader to one leaf above wheie
it was last stopped
this keeps the branches within bounds.
and at the same time leaves sufficient foliage to mature
the fruit and perfect growth.
When the blossoms begin to expand withhold water
overhead, let the atmosphere become somewhat drier, and
keep up a little more heat, and if the weather will allow
It, a £:eer clrctilatioa of mr, &oin 85^ to 00^ at mid-day Is
not too much, close with good waimth iu the afternoon
tLiiH open soon enough in the morning, to prevent a scaldtheir form,

;

ing smell

in

the house.

At

all

times, with a clear sun in

the morning, ventilate so soon as the house beg:ins to

a

warm

and close early ; the temperature by these means
and falls graduaDy, Nothing is -worse in all plant

little,

STANAGKMENT FOK THE SKCOXI) YEAR,
cuiiure, than allowing a house to

hot.

and admitting

grape growing,

and

soon,

it

bccomci

Open

leads to the most baneful rebults.

ought

to

be a

maxim

well riveted

Always have a thermometer hanging

mid-

in the house, about four feet from the ground,

from the sun

ftliaded

by

until

once a great quantity of cold air; in

at

close early,

on the mind.

way

it

be closed

CT

it,

and experience

;

observe

it

closely,

bering that a gradual rise
little

and be guided
be acquired,
always remem-

in ventilating will tioou

—

by words
and fall are the

better than can be described

Attention for a

and

desiderata.

while will teach, that early closing

tends to regulate the heat in the after part of the day, and

a due observance will lead to exact adaptability.

As

over the house

the flowers continue to open, go

once a day, and shake the bunches by a light
finger,

which

assists in distributing the pollen,

impregnation to go on with more certainty.
tion

is

of the

flirt

and enables
This opera-

best if performed in the morning, about the time or

immediately after giving

air,

as the flowers of all plants

are then in greater activity, and consequently there

chance of more perfect

fertilization.

kinds, as the Alexandrian

Muscat and

There are
its allies,

is

the

certain

—purple

damask, &Cv which do not readily fertilize with their own
that may be much assisted by
pollen in a cold house
staking over the flowers a bunch of HaniLurg^i or other
hardy sort, and as there are more bunches than is required
;

always enough to spare for this purpose.
When blossoming is past, and the berries are fairly
set, a good syringing over-head will clean all the decayed

for ripening, there

is

portions of flowers which cling to and

ami

will invigorate

the whole plant.

among

the berricj

Let water now be

fieely administered over every part, being careful that at

no time
it

it is

driven with force against the

injures the sarfiice,

and produces "

fruit,

rust."

as

m such
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It Will

now be

plainly seen wbicli are

llie

best set and

handsomest bunclies, and as there aro more than It is advisable to ripen off, on account of the youth jf the vines,

and the coasequent danger of overbearing, thereby injuring
iHeir permanent prosperity, it will be better to reduce the
number according to the strength of the plant, or weight
of the bunch.

A cane of three-fourths inch diameter may

be allowed to carry from six to seven, and one of half an

pounds but when they are smaller than
this, only one, or at most two bunches ought to remain.
Some kinds form much larger bunches than others, which
may be ascertained in some measure while young, and
the number may be calculated accordingly.
A well
shouldered Hamburgh will weigh from one and a half to
two and a half pounds; if very large, from three and a half
to four pounds ; while the Malvesia is a large bunch of its
inch;

^ve

to six

;

kind at ten ounces.

Better to be guided by comparative

weight than number of bunches, as greater equality

is

gained, and the vines are rendered more uniform in vigor

remembered, that it is much more difficult to bring back energy where a part Is injured, than
when the whole is so, for the well-d»ting will take the
afterwards.

Be

it

In removing
the superfluous clusters take out the worst foiiiied and most
weakly, and let the greater part be near the top of the
lion's

share of nutriment from the borders.

plant, leaving the

bottom spurs as free as possible for a
vine while young is prone to push its strongest growth
upwanls. By bearing the upper part the heaviest, the
;

and the lower laterals are re
the flow is encouraged to take a latcraS

circulation is equipoised,
lieved,

and

course at

wards.

if

first, it

There

is

is

much

no occasion

top, only let the greater
accompliftlit^a

easier to retain the
to

crowd

pwt be

all

same

after

the crop at the

there and the object

is

MANAGEMENT FOK THE SECOND YEAR.
All

is

now

to

be considered in

full action,

7i

—tbe grapes

about tbe size of peas, and swelling fast, when it becomes
necessarj to commence thinniug out tbe superfluous
berries.

First, tie out tbe side brandies, in

position to tbe wires, if

a borizortn]
not aheady done; then fasten a

end of eacb sboulder, and

string to tbe

sling

up, at rigbt

it

angle witb tbe stalk, to the wires also ; tbe smaller clusters may now be opened out by inserting small strips of

wood, notcbed on tbe two ends, under tbem, and supported
upon tbe projecting stalks below, Tbis will open out tbe
bunch, and prevent tbe weight of eacb cluster from bearing upon the lower hemes, Xext, proceed to cut out a

commencing at the bottom, and leaving
those for ripening far enough apart to allow the aggregate
part of the berries,

to swell up,

when

grown. Some care

fully

and also a
berry

without squeezhig each other individually

little

sufficient

is

rec[uired in this opetatJon,

idea, for the object is to leave to each

space to allow for

jet not so far apart as to

make

full

development, and

the bunch loose and

No

exact rule can be given as to distance
required, but generally, one half to two thirds ought to bo

straggling.

cut

away

;

the larger berried kinds will need more thin

ning than the smaller, there

is

also a great difference in

the setting, but a reference to tbe descriptive list hereafter
given will be a guide ; the latest sorts too, and those in-

tended to hang longest, should be more distant than the
others; for, when a little assunder from each other, tie
giapes keep much longer than when they are crowded.

An

experienced band can

ihin, so as to

make once

tell

pretty accurately

going over nearly

suffice,

how

to

but for

perhaps better to perform the operation at
two or three times as they swell up After the first year'a
l>eginners,

it is

practice the

afterwards.

z%ht idea

When

is

gained, and there

is

no diScuky

diinnine, do not handle the berriss.
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or let

tlie

itair

nib them, for

-vvbile

roung,

tlie

skins art

verj soon injured, when thej become disfigured, ^ud
marked with a russetj rongbness which is technioallv
ealietl rust.

Continue to keep up a temperature of 90^
through the day, and use water freely

;

damp

to 100**

the lower

two or three times between morning and
evening, and, when syringing at sundown, force the water
into all crevices and comers of the wood-work, to dislodge
part of the house

Where

insects.

this

is

attended

to,

red spider, or other

such pest. Will never do any harm.
these vermin

make

their appearance,

the principle, " prevention

As

is

Do

not wait until

but always act on

better than cure.*'

the leading shoot continues to progress, train

it

over

the top to the opposite side, as advised for last year, and

when

it

downward
would cause too much

interferes with the fruit spurs in Its

course, pinch

out the top, as

it

crowding, and deprive the leaves from receiving due
light.

be necessary to use water
on the outside borders generally, one or two applications
m enough for the season; but if severe drought should
continue, it will be advisable to repeat the operation every
In very dry weather

it

will

;

two weeks, till the fruit begins to color after which there
Is no occasion for more, as there will be plenty of moisture
;

in the

ground

for all purposes.

Were

it

not so gent,'rally

considered that large berries are a part of peifection,
(ihoald

be disposed

to

recommend

we

the withholding of water

and those who would prefer a rich,
sugary grape, letr^rdless of size, will be more sure to get
^'t
c'ng water very sparingly after tlie stoning process

an

at

earlier period;

'

m fairlv secured.

Under these circumstances there is

& better chance of producing good color, as the drier
atmosphere and borders of a Cold Grapeiy, the less d^T

also

the
g'*?
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of rail Jew
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consequently, a greater supply of fresL an *'ay
be admitted with safety, the result of tvliich is, more 9 *M
;

a greater concentration of saccliarine nisu'er.
and, as a matter of course, a nearer approach to the natural
Bliades of color.
When water is appiii^d outside, let it he
thorough soaking no mere drlbbKng, but bufficient to
Ity of fruit,

—

down and through

penetrate

the borders.

The mulchiig

which was appl'ed previous to winter should also be «f,xamined, and if the surface is not well covered, add tne-e.
If the liquid drainings of a dunghill can be had, so mt h
the better

;

hut,

first,

dilute with

an equal portion of »
but in a clear state,

or rain water, and never use it
otherwise it clogs up the porosity of the
it

sodden and " sour."

The

is

also verj- good, but

ought not

what fermented,

soil,

and

fl

is

ren*l-rs

drainage fiom a cow-bou.ie
to

he applied until some-

while caustic, the salt^ contained in it
are very destructive to the roots.
Many persons a^jtly
liquid manures, of various kinds, without caution, and
often do

much

as,

injury thereby, while,

are of the greatest advantage.

By

if

rightly used, they

the second

week

July, some of the earliest sorts will begin to change
ripening,

but

when

M-ater

may

in
foi

be dispensed with overhead,

applied to the roots in clear weather, which will
cause the atmosphere to be drier. With the ripening cf
still

the fruit comes also an approach towards maturity cf the
wood, and during this period, water is only essential to keep

ap a healthy action, and should be gradually discontinued,
Asa little quantity, often distributed, only damps the surface,
and the evaporation resulting therefrom produces a moist atmosphere when a dry one is wanted, the times of applying it
ought to be le^ often ; but when done, a good soaking
should be given. Once a week^for two or three weeks, will
he enough, and after that time once in two weeks, up to th«
Huddle id September, when it maj be withheld entirelr.
i
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As

the grapes contli ue to color, admit more air lu cieai

days, open the l>wer ventilators, a
increasing,

till

a free current

very much In improving the

is

little at first,

graduallj

obtained, wliicli will assist

q^uality in

all

respects,

and

likewise help in ripening the wood.

After

are

ail

ripe, the

house

may

be thrown open day

and night, excepting in storms or wet weather, when it
ought to be partially closed, so as to exclude the rain, and

same time leave air to prevent the grapes from
coming mouldy or cracked.
at the

When
be closed

be-

frosty nights begin to occur, the house ought to
in the evening,

and opened again early in the
maraing. Let the temperature gradually cool down, but
keep the leaves from injury, for the grand object now is to
preserve them until they fall off perfectly ripe, when we

know

that nature is satisfied,

and the wood

sufficiently

matured to insure all requirements for another season's
development.
Immediately after the leaves are fallen is the best time
to prune ; and as we are now considered to be dealing

vmes
down the cane of the present season

to the

same

lengili,

according to size or vigor, and likewise disbud it, as advised for the last fall pruning, which will make a tot^

length

&om

the bottom of nine to twelve feet. Cut the
s'le spurs to three or four buds from the extreme base,
according as they may be plump or well rounded, aad at
the same time peel off the loose bark from the outside of
I lie stem which has two seasons' growth,
but do not injure
that which is immediately beneath the loose outer coverng, nor remove any

hma

the hide spurs, or the present
object of this peeling is to prevent

Kimmer's c*ae. The
the lodgment of insects ; with this exception, it would be
bctt^ 1<^ on, for natuxe never fomxs %nj coTeriag but

what
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but as this outer and loose bark

is virtn-

useful

is

tMj dead,
cold

treme
Jjon,

if

the vines are carefully covered from ex

there

frost,

The

of no further use than protection against

it is

go that

;

;

is

no harm in taking

it off.

may now

be washed over with the preparaas advised for last year, and brought down into the
Annes

same horizontal position; and as it is not easy to cover the
spurs, if wrapped around with straw, the better way is
to have long, narrow boxes, open at the ends, or to
cover loosely with maivh hay, or evergreen boughs. Let
the house remain op^-n through the winter, excepting in
stormy, wet, or very severe frosty weather, and shut up
the doors at night,
as they will

gnaw

a good plan to

A week or
the borders
it

i/)

the bark, and do

kf.'.p

t-v.i

prevent rats or mice from getting

much

mischief.

in,

It

is

a cat inside.

previous to the leaves

i;a/ftfnl!y,

falling,

both outside and inside

;

fork over

by doing

which may be unavoiJheal np before winter sets

at this tiu>^. at>y small rootlets

ablj brokd// '^iU have time to

WLeo

in.

fAv/>re

weather

is

apprehended, cover over the

whole .Jj-j^a^e with three or four inches of good stable manure, •id a^M an additional layer of litter or leaves of about
the same depth to prevent the frost from entering, and

make

"assurance doubly sure."

As
ply to

the general loiztine of this season's practice will ap-

it is

by

all others, fc far as

the Cold Grapery

is

concerned,

useless to follow this part of the subject farther, than

stating (as

we

are treating of a set of vines in the

bearing), that the average crop

may

first

be donbled next year,

according to robustness and health, which will admit of
ten to fourteen pounds of grapes being taken off each, pro
viding ail are healthy.

It is well to obser\-e the progresi

ef any which do not keep pace with the
tliere is

a want of

vigo^, to

^^c

rest,

accordingly,

and where

by not aHow
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mg them

to carry so

much

fruit as tlie

mxicli larger wc'.glit tlian tlie

stronger ones.

above might be

left to

A

ripon

under some c'rcvim stances, but. as a general rule, it w(mM
not be advisable, where permanent prosperity is dcshiul
What is mentioned is easily attainable, and nothiug U
advised that I have not practically found to succeed

In pruning in the fall of the third season th
IS some diffeiTUce, which will be found fully described
lL« chapter *^7^ pn*:u*^
described-

la
.'€

i

CHAPTER VIL
THE EAKLY GRAPERY, OR

FOUOIN'vV

HOXTSE.

Whkx

the gardener aspires to the high attainmert of

modifying or improving landscape, he ought to possess the

and should be acquainted
with those nice perceptions cf light and shade that the
most sensitive painter is endowed M'ith but when his
mai-vellous ideality of the poet,

;

abilities are

applied to the forcing of the grape,

there are

many

most elevated position.

may

be

and observing

said that he puts his best practical talent
faculties in the

it

It

details of another character

is

true that

which require

and they may be as successfully carrier
out, but the popularity of this justly esteemed fruit eclipses
as

much

skill,

and he looks with feelings of enthusiastic
pride upon the crop, as he views the fine clusters hanging

everything

else,

from his thrifty vines.

Those who are satisfied to have ripe grapes by the middle or latter end of June, need incur no very extraordinary
expense, but whoever would require the same at the beginning of May, must expect to swallow dear moisels, and
there are not many, excepting those who have wealth at
Ciunmaud that will attempt it. There is, however, a growing desire to enjoy the luxury, and increased eneouragentcni is gi' en to the commercial cultivator in the highef

prices that are

now

to

be obtained.

May we

hope that this
although it has not

encouragement will progress, and that,
hitherto Leen suScient, yet It may become sa great as

ft-
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However eneigelk

bring a larger supplj into market.
are, to saj tlie least of
sion,

it,

may

and in this tliey
on a par with any other jirofes-

our most scientific Iruit-growers

be,

cannot be expected, that they will supply an
which will not meet with some profit. To this they

jet

ftrticle

it

are entitled

by the standard

of reward which

other attendants upon refinement, and
Le a lack in this instance, for those
cious,

why

who

is

given to

should tliero

set a dish of lus-

tempting grapes before their guests at so early a

period, not only

show

their

own

hospitality to the invited,

but also pay a compliment to scientific horticulture, give

a stimulus to the exertions of the skilful practitioner, and
encourage the development of that important contributor

Pomology. It has become fashionable to display a handsome arrangement of flowers on the
festive board at a time when every blade of vegetation
seems withered hj the frigid blast ; no expense is here
spared, and why should it not be as much desired, to have
an equally rare representation of fruit 1 Let Pomona and
to the country's wealth.

Flora meet on equal terms at our entertainments, recognize

each alike, and

we

shall

prove that

we can

appreciate

all

which the all wise Designer of the
oniverse has committed to our care and keeping, and which
he has commanded us to improve.
When very early forcing is desirable, it ought never to
he attempted with plants that have not been previously
sahjected more oi less to the same process. If the vines
are young, they may, in the first year of bearing, be forwarded somewhat, and in the next year they will be in
a fit state to be worked early. With older plants the case
is somewhat different, particularly if rhey be spur-pruned,
parts of *he garden

Ibr there

is

a grer.ter tendency to bnr^t the buds;

eveai in this case,

the

--c

it

wore better

s :n previeus.

if

still,

they had k»en forwarded

Itis<^u argued

that the coiitiniial
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same Ftock weakens, and cventuallj w
Dut the plant, in conseq^uence of which it is best to alternate to a certain extent we may admit, that there is some
truth in this, but not so much as some would seem to
think if the borders were to be kept warm, and the roots
attended to with the same care as the tops, there would
not be so many examples of early imbecility to complain
of.
True, all may be done that ingenuity can invent, and
forcing of the

;

;

yet the exact growing temperature of summer will not
be obtained artificial heat is not so stimulating as that of

—

the sun, but in our cloudless clime, even in the winter
time, there is

much

bright and clear weather, which con-

siderably assists our action,

as

we

could wish,

it

is

and

if

not quite so favorable

sufficiently so to enable us,

with

good management and proper conveniences, to so far succeed that a house of vines will admit of being uninterruptedly forced for many years in succession, and with

more certainty than the exploded notion of resting.
It is more reasonable, and much more consistent with
nature, that the same periodical action should be allowed
to go on, provided it is not opposed to the peculiar constitution of any particular plant, and in the case before U8,
there does not seem to be anything unnatural, unless the
fer

allowing of a greater length of time for the

full concentra-

can be called such, and it is well known
that the finest grapes, and most prosperous vines, are to
be found in those countries which have longer and steadier
summers than our own. So that, if all is well done that
tion of the juices

ought to be done during the earlier stages of development,
the plants have all the remainder of the summer to mature
their wood from the embryo fruit buds, and prepare for
the more willing start the nest season.

Of course we may

over-do this like most other things; as the grape vine,
with the great amount of keat th^ we have throu|^ th«

THE
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and that vhicli

Bamuiviry

GRAPJto.

given in

is

tlie

tremf a of forcing, will be subjected to as
of thit element than

much

if

s

not mort

be found in the very hottest

to

is

greatesc

which regions our present subject
but in the most extreme cases, it is bettei

parts of the world, in

does not thrive
to

;

commence anew when nature

is

so far

exhausted as to

be no further remunerative, and as in establishments whor«

always gcvftral houses at work
in naving tne worn-out lot replaced

this la required, there are

there

:s

no

difficulty

by another planting.

Where grapes
it

is

are required so early as above mentioned,

necessary that the outside borders should have a share

and we here take the opportunity of offering
a few general remarks on this head.
If we refer to those localities or climates where vegetation prospers best, and to the most fruitful regions, we
of attention,

find that there

sliall

is

no great disparity in the average

degree of heat between the atmosphere and the ground

which the roots of plants exist con?e(^uently, there is
a reciprocity, and an equal action, or equal quiescenca
ta

;

over
if

We

all parts.

know

likewise from experience, that

any plant were exposed to summer
In the cold of an ice house, prosperity

the head of

and the

roots

not long continue
•«en,

we

should

and

alter

ay,

there are

;

in such

know

a

case, if

it

heat,

could

were positively

the evil results that would follow,

the circumstances accordingly, yet strange to

some men

at the present day, strongly at-

tached to planting the giape vine cutside of the house,
«nd still stranger, the same persons are more particularly
•o

when

forcing

is

intended; such

this position, the roots

men

will

argne that in

more readily progress through the

outside borders, and that

it is

indispensably necessary, as

they have seen fine grapes grown in this way. Such logic
Id, however, contrwry to all true physiolo^eal reasoning.

;
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for

we

all

know

the Lenelit of keeping

all

Si

parts of otiiei

an equal temperature, or ii here is any iifference
to be made, a gentle bottom lieat under and amoi:g tiie
roots, and also about the lower parts of the steme, conduces to liealtbfulness and success. Why then should the
grape vine be made an exception, for it is subject to and
is governed by the same laws as other parts of the vegetable kingdom, and the reason why it does not so soon
resist the bad tieatment which is so often practised upon
plants

it, is

ill

i

on account of

its

For

greater docility of constitution.

late crops the planting outside is not of so

quence, as the natural temperature only

much

differs

conse-

compara-

tively little from the inside, but for early forcing,

it

is

absolutely requisite that the stems should be in the house,

and

if

possible, the roots ought to

in the

same

To accomplish this desideratum,

temperature as the tops.

some of the best

be kept

cultivators in Britain cover over the bor-

ders during winter and spring, witli a sufficient depth of

fer-

menting manure, and replenish

this

may

it

as the heat decreases

;

do well enough where the winters are not severe, but

in such

a climate as the Middle and Northern States of

America, the same practice cannot be satisfactonly adopted,
for,

owing

to the severity of the weather, there

would be

no end to labour, and the quantity of material required
io that we ought to have recourse to other and more convenient means to accomplish the same end, if we wish to
•cquire the

ber.t results,

and endanger as

the welfare of the plants.

little

as possible

We may get along pretty well

hy covering over with a good depth

of tree leaves, or

other like material, that will arrest the escajte of the heat

coatained in the soO, and prevent the penetration of cold,

and
is

this will

»isw^

practised, but

hr

earlier

it is

well enough m lien gentle forcing otdj

nothing more than a makesliift job

crop^ mnd ui»wers a very poor purpose.

A
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better suljstitiite

and a much more

cover the border witli glazed

effectual plan,

wcoden

saslies. or

is

U

slmtters,

conduct an extra pipe from the hot-water apparatus,
or a length of flue, which may he conveyed around the
outside, and sunk in a cavity, so that the top may be open,

and

to

and even with the surface.
is

going on, the heat n.ay in

During the

tiir»e

way he

this

when

forcing

n.ade to circulate

and forms a stratum of warm air w'thin
the cliamher made by the covering, which need not to be
elevated more than six inches above the upper level of
the border, so as to keep the collected heat more imover the

surffice,

mediately near the roots, and by limiting the space to be
heated, prevent waste.
as retaining the heat

is

Wooden

shutters are best, so far

concerned, there

is

likewise no dan-

ger of breakage, but glass sashes have the advantage of
collecting a considerable degree of caloric during sunshine,

and w^ill somewhat counterbalance the loss occasioned by
No doubt some persons, who
its conducting properties.
may he disposed to have early grapes, may think such
appurtenances very troublesome and expensive, to which
we would answer, if a thing is worth doing at all, do it
well, for all horticultural products are cheapest

when

well

and such a convenience once obtained will
last nianv years, as it mav be removed in the summer season, and packed away, and the channel -in which the outside heating apparatus is placed, may at the same time he
attended

to,

prevent any unsightly appearance, further
than the row of boards or flags, as the top w^ill be kvel
with the surrounding surface. That good grapes have
been aiid still will continue to he forced early withont such

covered over,

to

an appendage

is

reasonably admitted, but

is it

not more

accordance with nature, to supply the roots with warmth
St the same time as the branches, and is there not a greater
to

ri"()babilitv that

sacQees

wUI be more

certain,

and the

yield
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er.dbling the planti

go througL the various stages of development, and aftcf
concentration, with less injury to tlie whole body.
to

As

stated above,

it is

generally conceded that a house

many

cannot be forced very early, for
vines becoming

years, witliout the

weak and exhausted, consequently many

growers go on the plan of alternating from one house to
another, each, or every other season thereby, as they acknowledge, resting the vines. Where all other requisites
;

are added to good culture, there
for,

when once a

break early,

it

is

no necessity for

plant has been induced

by

this,

forcing to

afterwards disposed to the same, and

is

it

only requires half the amount of heat to start such a plant
that will be necessary for one that has not been brought
the season previous to the same condition.

and slender bearing wcod,

it is

As to the weak

quite reasonable that that

a consequence of the tops being unduly excited while
the roots are confined in a cold base, and therefore have
is

not the power to supply the plant with the proper juices
in sufficient quantity for its

aware of

own development.

The

best

and the adoption of the
above plan has resulted in the most marked success, and
we have knov»-n houses which were forced year after year,
produce heavy crops of fine fruit, when the borders were
cultivators are

this fact,

covered as advised above.

It

is

not to be expected that

or as large berries can be obtained from

as fine bunches

the earliest forcing, but that a good quality

uninterruptedly,

is

may he had

a fact that needs no further demon-

Btration.

For the first early crop, the vines ought to be pmned in
October, and if the leaves are not faDen at the time, let
what are still left remain on- f ^r, until they become fully

—

ripe

and change color the structure of the plant

ing more

matmed

bodj.

Comme^se

is

receiv-

operations the

1-iitei
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November, by tjmg down the lie/, ts of tLe vines
before advised, and as it is presumed that the inside borders
have become verv dry, give a thorough soaklcg of water
over the whole interior, wash well into all chinks and croTices of the wood-work to dislodge insects, their eggs, or
part of

larvjB^ maintain fur e'glit or ten

of 45^; allowing
at the

end of

it

to rise to

days a n'ght teinperatuio
60^ or 65 with clenr sunlight
^

time increase the heat for the next two
weeks to 50' by night, and 65^ to 70 by day, with a free
this

'

1166

of the syringe over the vines, and

keep a quantity of

evaporating pans on the flues or pipes constantly filled with
water. All artificial heat, excepting the open tank, has a

tendency

to

dry the

air iiihlde forcing

than that from the snn, and as

damp atmosphere

velopment, a
this point

in

houses more rapidly

the earlier stages of deis

particularly requisite,

cannot be too caiefully attended

B8 the heat

is

to.

According'

increased, let the moisture correspond—-

warm April morning, and imitate that as near as
possible.
The buds will be swelling by this time, and
most likely the weather severe, when care must be used in
ventilatir.g.
Our own practice in all plant culture is, not

fancy a

admit any bottom air from the fiont lights through the
winter months, being convinced from repeated experiment*
IB different ways, and with many plants, that is one of the
mist injurious methods that can be resorted to. The

to

temperature
whi^lesome

may be

sufficiently lowered,

mr mamtained, by

the top ventilators, which

it

is

and a current of

letting the heat pass off at

sure to do from its

own

re

duci'd specific gravity, and accordingly as it escapes ther
is n. certainty of a fresh snpjdy being drawn
in through th

laps

the glass,

and other apertures, which occur even
in the tij^test constructed houses; depend npon it the
Uwm or front part of any wint^ worked house, will at all
itf

times be cool enoagli. without purposely introducing

t
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the leaves,

a.

traverses upwards, and forces the lieat out; most of
tLe
mildew that attack? roses and verbenas in the winter tin^e
it

prodiiced

bj

and if such p.ants as these suffer
sureij the grape vine must share the same fate.
One of
is

this cause,

the worst things that

we have

to deal with in forcing this

the extreme difference of the outside temperature
from that which is essential for its well-doing inside
of tlie
house ; and particularly during its more
easily injured
fniit is

stages, there are the

and very sudden

frigid blasts to

transitions,

to bright sunshine;

carefully

most

owing to

contend against

from dull or cloudy weather,
which it behooves us to study

how we

proceed, and imitate as neaily as we c^in
those peculiarities of natural climate which
observation

shows to be conducive to the most healthy development.
This Is more particularly mentioned here, because
many
persons are prone to taLe advantage of all the
little opportunlties that occur to admit "fresh air,"
without taking into
consideration these principles in trying to accomplish
the
object in view.

So soon

as the

tied to the wires in

buds are well burst, the vines may be
their permanent position, and the he;u

very slowly but gradually increased if it were possible
to be so exact, about two thirds of a degree per night
and
one each day in clear weather woxdd be about an average.
;

until 65^ at m'ght,

and SO'

to 90'

by day

(according as

it

might be cloudy or sunshine) were arrived at As th**
rfioots continue to elongate, tie them to the side wires, but
le careful not to commence this operation too soon, as they
are very

yonng.

and subject to break off at the axil when
The bunches by this time will be readily seen ard
brittle,

M the future treatment

with regard to

ping, thinning, &c.,

the san;e as explained in the last

is

fertilization, stop-

chapter, there is no occasion for repetition.

The ]^aJe«f
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now inquired between

difi'ereiice

Grapery,

is,

and

this

Cold

tlie

in maintaining as nearly as possible the

same

more simply obtained wLcn
he weather is genial; and from what explanations are
given, it will only require a little observation on the paii
gr )wing temperature, wlilcli

is

of the cultivator to carry out these instructions.

When

the fruit begins to ripen, the fiont lights

oponed on

may be

and mild days, but not otherwise, for anything like a sudden check will injure the color, and stay
the carbonic chemical change which at this time is going
on in the fruit, by which the sugar may more or less
abound, according as this action is encouraged or intercepted.

soft

It

is

also advisable

exact period, that

at this

the night temperature be kept very carefully

average until the
firing

and

fruit is fully ripe

more than pays

labor,

by

;

a

trifle

If the outside borders are covered

to the

of prolonged

quantity of fuel

fertile small extra

the better sample which

up

thereby gained.

is

by

glass or shutters

they will require an occasional supply of water, say three
or four times between the period of the fruit setting and
the final swelling, which
the covers, one

ther

is

mild,

by

may be

accomplished by

one, for the time being,

and never use water which

is

when

lifting

the wea-

cold for this or

any other purpose in grape-growing. Have a tank large
enough for all uses situated in some convenient part of
the house, and ^eep it filled, so that what is applied may
be of an equal temperature, or nearly so with the air.

When

the fruit

is all

well ripened,

it

is

desirable

to

and the house maj
now be freely ventilated during clear and warm weather,
but when fog, damp, or cold pr^jvails, the air ought to be

keep

a part of

It

for successional use,

only partially admitted.

dew

There

is

no occasion

to fear mil-

an early forced house, bi t no advantage is to be
^filled by submitting the fruit, or even leaves, at tlu»
in

7

.

^h
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Stage,

to

extreme changes

tlie

This free ventilation

will, in the

frec[iieutl7

tliat

course of a

week
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occur.

or two,

prepare the leaves for the full and uncontrolled action of
the air, and the house mav then be left open night and
d uj throughout the remainder of the season, and tl ere
M ill be no farther trouble than stoppiiig the too oxtende'l

growth, or an occasional thorough syringing over all parts
to check the red spider, thrips, or other insects, the
two
first of which become a great pest to earlv forced
vines
when not attended to.

To

obtain a second early crop, which

to be ripe

by the middle of June,

may be considered

or early pai t of July,

it

be necessary to apply fire heat from the beginning
or middle of February, as the case may be ; and as all
will

the details of management have been heretofore explained,

the same practice, with slight modifications, will be appli-

The annexed

cable.

journal,

which was kept by the

writer, during the progress of a house

of this character

year, giving the temperature inside the house, and
outside in the shade, at sunrise, noon, and ten o'clock at
last

night

—with the

remarks,

will,

current kind of weather, and occasional

perhaps, supply any deficiency that

may

have accidentally occurred.
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dlh,59.72.6ll:i7.50.38
((
10lfit5-.73.60l37.4>.40
Utiil61.S0.6^36.o2.3-zC:ear.
l.thjeO. 84. 63 32.55.40
13lh:61.87.6441.66.54
l4tlii59.H7.65l43.58.42tPartia!lyclo«dy,
ii
15Uii61.S8.bo^41.66.45i
16rh 62.90. 7W47. 76. 53 Clear
!7lhl63.89.7d41 72.48 i>
18thi6I .91 .67 28.31 .20|0lear, ctM wimt.
l-.Hhi62.92.64 22.34.30
20ih:.33.S7.59|28.37.17
21«i60. 89. 62521.35 26

Syrin^iig continued
and evenimr-

m

Tied upCfaasselas Foatajse
bleau
Tied up Frontigsans.
*^

"
u

Tokay-

Hamhurghs.
MuacHl

It
II

^2di50.8l.6«25.36.3O Cloudy, with snow.
23d :61.S3.&4l3t.40 28rfiorni till noon.
24lhJ59.91.62J28.35.26l'ariiaUy cloudy.
25(h«0.88.64*).31 mk:!oudy, cold wind.
**
*^
26thi61. 87. 62127.33.26
27Uii59.87.e4{d3.37.24*Cleaf. cold wind.
'Z8lhifi©.85.67 22.35.19 Partially cloudy,
29lhi59.80.63 21.38.36 C"td wind.
30thi59.80.63 29.38.32 t'ioady, wiih sqow.
3iat!57. 74.6332.37. 33poudy, with fog
§ipt

U^.T5.62 33.42.2*1

'Hed pide tranrht*^ to wire*
as they cijalmufd lo elon*
pale, stopping tht: weakest four. anS the strong
«l at three leave* abt»v«
the bunch ; syruigmga!»t»

i.^

2d !58.86.&4j26.40.28!0lear.
3d '59,90-

23.39.27
4Ui|60 83- 63i30 51 40JCfoudy
,

.

aucnded

,

to.

Sth!60,9l ,68|:J8.58.40pear.

6ihl59,92.&4^50.7t,6(MHarUany cloudy.
7ih;6i,93 6^56.T6-5i*Klear, lamig wioa.

HamUirghft

8ih'60-t«.6^47.T0.4«pean
9th^l,95,T(«52.80,43| "
100^.86.66|4I -60.28 Cloudy,
111^62.93.71 33. ei.+^iknoudy, with
I2iiim.96.7(«32.60,43irear.
i3U**52

97.6Tm.6T.iJ

I

ftlcet-l

ear,

I

19ii;ti0.T5.fi2i3I.36-29i'Korm C4»atinu»-ii.
17!h-aH T4,fil[a«}-3R/>^'^iwm e&a^tinu^^d-

"ISt:i^,8S,67b5,59.3*|C^rfldf aioramg.

iSk&^ a?.70^.58.4:^iear

u

|

14ta|83.86-6aja8,42-41 Bazy, htaryenow
78,^32, 43.33| and wind aialRhl

16^1

rha«ae!«a
Frontignaa

in blooir

and fertitixanou a«M»tefl
by jcfki^ ibe baoche* ta
the mkidEe of the day or «

.

.
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I

ISMDE-

;?ii]

RKilAKKa^.

;f

2GthH^

-^howers

£2J 61 84 69i3S =15 -iOf'Ji ou>f y
23d 62. 87. 70142.66. o'Cloudy
24th 63.92.67 36.67.50 (Jiear.
.

*»r

WHter overhead renewi-d,
bat cffrefully on account
of danger lioiu '-ruiL''

noon.

Cienr.

fi3

25lh
26th
2Tlh
2Hih
S3th
301 h

till

.

.

64.95.71 43.72.5fi
62.96.70 54.85.*it^:
64.95.68 51. 72.411 (I
62. 31.64 140. 52. 3fj H;iin

Uil

Eoon.

Commenced

Ham-

to thin

burg ha
Cha«e!H!i.

IVita
*•

ail ilay.

,82.69 40.58.5'
61 ,88.67 47.74.^S loudy.
1st 63 .87.64 44.71.50[Clear.
2d 65 .92.67 o2.79,55}C.oi;dy arternotHi.
3ili&3 81.R6l4fi.62.44k;ie»r.
4t;ilfi4 ,79.70^41.58.00 Cliftidy
showers
fit!i{65 ,88.t:5i41.69.65 Partially cloudy.
6lti64 91. t6 43.55.3f'Oiear
"
7lh!6. 92.67 3-!. 64. 4^

Frofdijinjtus.

•*

Tokay,

•

Mustut.

'is

I

Pmii>hed thiiintti^Hnd iOi«e^

over lUdide

iMird'-r*.

&

8Ui64

9-i.66

41.68.4

9jh

88.67

41).

Knh

Gra|)es fh-gining U>

It

-4.51
66, 89.6ff 54. 81, ai^lParluiIIy cloudy

llth 63.90.65 55.81 _*iW Hazy.
12th 66.95.67 58.82,54 Cte»r.
131(1 d5 ,92.61 5S.77.6t ^""gSy morning-.
Uth!'i3 ,88.67 57-79.59 t'og, with showers
15lh;6I ,90.65 5-S.84.5Sk:iear.
16(h!6t ,97.68
-. .^- 58.84.5. fo^fjy

mornine
17tn65 90.e5S).73.58 fos wilh showers
18th 64 87.70 5S.8I.«9|Foggy.
19it>63 91.6: 57.81.56[Cicar.
20tt.6o 87. 6t 56.-8.58i "
2l8l64 86.67 56-75, 57 Cloudy

blQC

91.65 Vi.78.^ Ciear.
92.66 54.77. 54
93.6S 53-74.541 tt

22d
23d

l«3
iea

24th

fi2

25ti

63 84.7fe.70.58 Olofidy.

26th65.i»1.6*
27ih|64 93.65
28ibri6 95.70
'^Iti64 .93.65
30tht65..90.67
3t?tl66,.91.71
lst!64..90,68

56.79.58|C3ear.

i5^79.5P
59. 84. 6t)

54.73.56
57.71.56
&6.T2.58
47.72. 4«l

2d 6fi,,90-6148.82.54
3d 67.,91.fi857-8l.62
4th 66. 92.7159-82.6.51
5thj68,.61. 69161. 89. 6«
6lhk}7.,92.68|61-82,63l
7lh'66.,90.87!6l-7»4.66jC!oadyartenioffl
6tb,&^ ,92.66i62-85.64jH!Sly tiii qooq
6i60.T2.57(Clear.
9lbf6g.
•'
lOthlPft 9].70i«l-84.64|
Jith^9. 92. 69*64. 88. 631 HazT.

over head

Watt-r
titiui

d,

Cotiiinenced to open lower
venti avots-

Grizz'y

tathifts. 94.65|S4.^,6S^o«-ery.

93.67^2.84. eqThundei
15ih|67. 92.68;61.8€.66^howrer>
ieth!66. 9l.64Je5.81j
l-lth;68.

IVtfal©* 92 6:ieo.72.i

.92.7iS7.itt.Ti

Fr^wtignan

b^EfW

til e«»!<tr.

Gii*!«cias iH-gm last sweU
insWater entirely diM-ontttw«K

Hambarghe begio

M

l^h|66. 93.66f61.83.64!rhaBder alona.

diacfltt-

MtiscBts

begx

Wt

to ?cla»

.
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DATS

Jane

REHAHK3.

ISSIDB.

m

19th
.9l.6tf6d.9t> .68 Clear.
20th 72 .94.73i71.95 .74
2lsl 73 .93.6iii7L.90 .61 Cloudy afternoon.
iL
i4
22d 71 .92.6*68 72 .6i
23d 65 87.63)60.73.61 Cloudy with raia.
24lh|66 90.63 57.81 60 Clear.
^
25ih65. 91.62 i8 . 77 58
26tli67. 93.6 59.82 G8 Partially cloudy.
27tli 70. 97.6 65.98 66 Thunder showers,
**
**
28th
91. 7a 68-85.
29lhl71 93.t>8 68.86- 65ICIear.
£Mlj64. 87.71i58.81. 70iCloudy With rain.

^.

n

Cut Cha<tselasFoatainebIeaUp
ripe.

Cut White Fronti^nan,
Cut Grizzly Fronlignao-

Cut HamburijhBCut Cannon Hall MuacaU
Cut Muscat of Alexandria*

A^^^T this time the house was kept open at all tirne% excepting darmfp
Mrong WEodi^ or »evere storm, and an occasionai ioaiciag of v&ter Wm» gi t%sl ovei
ttc luv^e* to deiiroy insects and keep up a beaithy actionu

CHAPTEE

VIII.

POT CULTURE.
The
tubs

is,

growing and fruiting of the grape-vine In pots
in some parts of Europe, very nincli practised

men

the present day, and some of our best practical

country are in favor of

t>t

at

in this

being more generally adopted.
As this mode requires the most vigilant care, we must
its

amount of labor incurred in watering,
potting, and other attention which is required, besides the
expense of pots or tubs in which to grow the plants, aud
consider the annual

also the continual raising of fresh stock.

credit side, there

is

avoided

;

the other, or

the difierence with regard to accom-

modation and conveniences
outside the house

On

;

pot culture takes up no space

the expense of outer borders, covering,

a yearly item in prepared
compost which only amounts to about the sum that top&c.,

is

;

but there

is

—a manure-water tank,

Jressings would require
is

or cistern,

absolutely necessary to supply the vines with nourish-

ment, while glowing freely; but this

a thing that ought
to be on every place that pretends to good gardening.
As
to house-room, what will produce a given quantity of fruit
by the usual mode, will do the same in pot culture ; and
all

is

things considered, if sufficient care and attention can

be relied on at

all

times, the latter

mode has

the prefer

be home in mind, that without all
ibis, a poor sample of watery fruit will be the only reward,
while with it, fine grapes, of good quality, can be realizijd
ence

;

still it

ought

to

and, considering the contingencies,

it Is

«dopt this system i^ a ^rst early cn*^.

only advisable

ta

;
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If

we

consider that eaeli fruiting plant in this case wtli

occupy one

sc[uare

twelve

Iionse

aJmk room
ler.gth,

feet -wide will

for a

tliere

yaid, wklcli

pathway

will

;

is

about an average,

a

accommodate three rows, and
and allowing forty feet as the

be house-room for thirty-nine vines,

which may he ripened

seven pounds
af grapes, wliich will niahe tlie whole crop from two L^rdred and thirty to two hundred and seventy pounds
iip>n eacli of

six to

If the vines were planted out three feet apart,

v/eigav.

way^ tho same house would contain thirteen
plants to the roof, and the sunio number on the back wall
but as tho laticr will only hold good for two or three
years, on account of shade, or may hav3 been used up by

in the tisaal

cropping, tliey

previous

can only be put

down

as

a

small set-off against the advantages oa the other side.
thirteen vines, if forced equally sarly, cannot be

These

expected

to

produce more than nn aveiage of

fifteen

pounds, which will give a total of one Jiundi-ud and ninetyfive

pounds.

—and we

If the above calculations be coirect

judge from practical experience in the matter-—the weight
of produce is in favor of pot culture; bat as vo would not
mislead, it is necessary to repeat, that the samt quality is
not to be obtained without skiO, and the mojt caiefui
attention-

There may appear

&om

to

be an objection to poi culture,

the general understanding, that

when

the

grape-vine are confined in so small a space,

lootsi

of a

it will c»nly

bear one remunerative crop, and is afterwards usele.is;
ttlio, that a preparatory house will be needed for succession
plants

;

thus keeping occupied two compartments.

As

to

an error to suppose that a second, or even a
third fruiting, may not be obtained from the ^me plants,
the

if

first, it is

the roots are allowed to pass through the bottoms of tLc

p4>t» into

the base beneath, which ought to be made suitm

POT CULTUKE.
and

ble

Uuder

the purpose.

fertile for

9i
these clrcumsfar.

and with the addition of liquid manure, there will bo
enough organized matter stored up for another season to
miintaia and develop all the next year's requirements
ces,

But allowing that only one fruiting could be realized, it ia
presum**d that the crop would be ripe by the middle of
May at the latest, and either all cut, or fit for removal to
another and cooler apartment and as in such case the
plant-* would not Le wanted again, the ro«>ts that may have
gone into the base below might be cut off, without any
;

detriment to the quality of the

fruit.

sion plants previous to this will

have been only

The young

succes-

in a state

of propagation, and have occupied nc

more space or head
room than a tolerably deep hot-bed frame would furnish
so that, after the flooring of the house

is

;

again forked over,

and a quantity more manure added, this young stock maj
be brought in, and established in their permanent position

Thus

will one house, with the exception of a small pit, or

hot-be-l,

at

answer

all

for this

purpose

purposes, and will be kept constantly

work.

Vin^s

m th**
tion).

T*ell

and

may

be propagated from " eyes "

—

usual way, by coiling, and by layers

When

(sec

Propaga-

eyes are used, the young plants, after being
rooted, ought to be encouraged by plenty of pot mom,

growing temperature maintained, sualLir
to that used for fruiting.
The most suitable compo^ is
the peeling, or upper sw. vd of a g( od pasture, which has
laid

p.

fine genial,

together until the grass

compobed.
ad*!

Chop

is

dead, but not farther de-

this into small pieces with the

spade

an equal quantity of well decomposed bara-y^d ma-

and if there are any clean broken bones to be had,
or, what is the next he^.t sabstitnte, ILaie-rubbLh, mix a
quantity, say one-eighth part, and as much or more of
cliarcoal lumi>9.
This furoJ^hes an of»^, porous, r^^ rich
cure,

THE GRAPE.
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material. In whicli the roots will ramify vcrj freely.

the

move from

first

Ai

the striking-pot an ordinarily fertile

may be

a quart in measure. As
the yonng plant continues to progress, and has grown a
foot or eighteen inches in height, it will be safe to remove
soil Is best,

and the pot

into one of a gallon size, using the prepared compost,

and

make

bot-

sure of efficient drainage

by throwing over the

tom a couple of inches of crocks,
charcoal

;

over

compost, and

fill

this

or, still better, pieces

of

put a portion of the roughest of the

into near the top with the finer pait, after

having placed the plant in its proper place and position.
Be careful not to break the ball of earth, during removal,
when the pot is turned npside down, which may be prevented by giving the npper edge a smart rap on any solid
substance near at hand, and keeping the fingers over the
under surface, so as to receive the whole as it becomes
liberated.
s

After potting, give a good watering, and as the

continue to elongate, tie them up carefully to stakes,

they have attained the height of seven feet, when
tops may be pinched oE, Throughout the season the

until
tlie

uppermost eyes will continue to pnsh fresli growth, which
ought to be stopped, each time, one leaf above the previous operation.

young

The

object of this

vines firom extending so

is

to

prevent the

much growth

as

would

cause the lower leaves to be shaded, and consequently not
able to elaborate the juices sufficiently to produce matured

buds in the axUs, the result of wh'ch
formation of the embryo

fruit.

is,

a deficiency in the

If the plants are kept in a

ing'

and moist heat, and properly attended to by syrlugand watering of the roots, they will progress fast, nnd

hy

the middle of

brisk

feltiiig-|K)ts,

July will be ready to be placed in the
which ought to be from three to four gallons^

according to the luxuriance of the vine, or robustness erf
ike Tiuriety. Th^ 5ame process as to potting mnyfc hm

POT CULTURE.
gone
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tLroTjgli at this as at the last

remore^ and the same
material used, aud particular care should be taken 'hat no
woiTns, or the

good plan

lar\'oe

of beetles be in the

C(

nipost.

It is

a

to use a little caustic

powdered lime thror.gh
the mass, a short time previous to using, which is siue U
have the desired effect, and is likewise beneficial to tlie
plart.

Throughout the whole summer the same treatment,

with regard to heat, moisture, &c., that is suitable for plantedout vines will be right for those in pots ; and if the best

management has been observed,

end of the growing
season, the canes will be well matured, correspondingly
thick, and in a fit state for fruiting the next year.
In the
at the

may

they

be cut back, the strongest to three feet, and
the weaker ones to two feet six inches above the pot, and
fail

there be a portion that are not strong enough to bear
fiuit, it is best to head them back to the lowest good bud
If

same time. These latter, in the spring following,
may be removed out of the pots, and the soil shaken from
the roots, which ought to be somewhat shortened in, and
%t the

the plant again replaced, using fresh compost of the same
kind, with the exception of a small (quantity of good, fresh
earth, but only sufficient of this to

merely cover the roots,
mn d keep the richer material from coming in close contact
until the

young

Young, healthy roots
«rill push into and luxuriate in a base that would destroy
those which are mutilated hence the caution.
"When the coiling method is adopted (see Propagation,
page 133), the frniting-sized pot may be used at once,
aud the after treatment will be the same as for the others
fibres are emitted.

:

This

is

the best

method

for obtaining strong vines for pol

culture in the least possible time, and

when

there

is

a

rirplus supply of canes from other houses at pruning time,
tliey

may

be used

to

advantage for

A pot vm^ if prepay mj^^icd,

this purpose.
is

certainiy a pleasing

-

—

m
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d1 vt^ry

pretty object, but

To

of traimiig.

tlie

^dttly

gain this advantage, the plant ought not

be longer than

to

much depends upon

is

actually necessary,

and the

fiuitiiig

branches should be as near the surface of the pot as

is

plump buds to start froift,
which can be mostly gained with a cane of two feet six
inches to three feet long. After it is seen which shoots
consistent with securing good

will

produce the best bunches, choose sis or seven which

are Tiearly eq^uidistant from each other, between the top

and bottom, and

as they elongate tie

on

out horizoutally, diverging

them
sides

all

from the stem, which may be very neatly done by fixing a wire trellis, as seen
in

fig.

This

15, inside the pot.

is

also ser^

viceable to suspend the shoulders of the

bunches

to,

material,

is

and

if

not

made

heavy

scarcely visible, being decidedly

preferable to a display of
It should,

of too

wooden supports.

however, be put over the plant

much growth has progressed, or there d;inger of breaking the young shoots.

before
is

When

F^.

15.

the plants are to be fruited more than one season,

the double spur method, page IIT,
gfeiiter choice of

/jnence wlien the

good buds,

wood

is

a.

is

best, as

gives a

some con.ieand nnaer these

chatter of

not over strong,

circumstances the bearing shoots

il

may be

cut clean

away

which admits the light and sun
to tb»* remahung leaves on the maiden spurs, thereby
ailing them to have full scope, and uninterruptefl freedom durhig the after part of the sununer. Immediately
aHer the leaves are fallen is the best time to pnige, and

so soon as the

fi-uit is

cut,

?::;

^

same time, the roots that have gone into the soil
below may be cut away, the p^ts cleaned, and the vines
wmdbeA over with tfce mixture, page 65. Let all now ffp
tlie

POT CULTURE.
luietly to rest for a time

07

hj keeping a low temperature

and day, and onlj giving enough
water to prevent the roots and branches from shrivelling.
Two or tliree weeks before commencing afresh, the plants
ought to be carefully turned omt of the pots without dis
Witli

plenty of

air niglit

turbing the balls, the roots examined, and any decayed
poi^-iuns cut

clean off;

portion of the outer

soil,

at the

and

same time take a^ay a

after putting a

good quantity

of dniinage into each clean pot, again place the plant as

some of the before-mentioned coinpost.
Before they are again placed in their permanent
situation, let the under base be forked over, and some
more decomposed barn-yard manure added.
When growth is progressing freely, at all time*, from
the showing of the fruit until It is ripe, clear liquid manure
before, filling in with

ought to be applied; on

this, in

success, or the beat of quality.

a great measure, depends

Each

third or fourth supply

of water should be, either diluted drainage from the dunghill,

of guano diss*>lved, in the quantity of one ounce to

r

the gallon, and

The remainder

if

of the treatment required

tji other culture,

^here

ts

these two are alternated

and

no fear of

if

it is still

is

better

the same aa

the above directions are obstired.

fiiilare.

CHAPTER

IX.

THE RETAROIXa
The

the Earlj Grapeiy.

lu

tlie

as possible the ripening of the

niTicli

different

to retard

Is

management

and truly speaking,

as

while in the

fruit,

it

so far as

;

in fact. In one, the process really

if

judiciously applied, gives to the

vine the requirement of

by

of

can be done.
therefore evident that the two features require very

former, the intention
It is

House is tlie reverse
latter we wish to forward

object of the Retarding

its

own

or original constitution,

the assistance of artiScIal heat at the time

when

the

be benefited by it, while the other
has the same applied, only to keep out the frost at midwinter, and to create a dry atmosphere when the fruit is
plant

is

hauging

best able to

purpose of preserving

ripe, for the

From what has been
readily seen that

previously explained,

will

bo

difficulty

attempting to thwart her established vitality;

such becomes true here,

much

it

must occur, when we are
cultivation anything that is opposed

some

trying to carry out in
to nature, or

it.

for,

as possible that free

will ensure the best results,

our intention

h

to stay aa

and brisk action which alone
notwithstanding which, as

we

have an object in view, and the demands of luxury mmH
be supplied, our skill is brought into xet^uisition, and in a
certain extent the difficulty

is

overcame.

The

general routine, in this case, will be the endeavor
to keep back the precocity of th e fruit by all consistent m^am

— -oiw

of which

is

to

avoid the verv eai^est varieties;

ai«
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otLer, securing the right aspect of the house,

explained, page 37.

which

is

fully

It is also eszicutlally requisite to give

hoth day and night, excepting in severe
weather, during the whole of the spring months, hy which
free ventilation,

R cool temperature

may

be maintained, and the early flow
of the sap prevented. When it is seen that the buds cac
be no longer kept from bursting, the house may be closed,
but as it is not advisable to raise so high a temperature in
this,

as in the other successions, there ought not to be so

much water

applied, because, if it be too liberally supplied

in this counteraction of the natural energy, there

would
be too much moisture absorbed from the atmosphere by
the leaves, and from the soil hy the roots; the consequence
of which would be too great a preponderance of fluid
matter, without an equivalent amount of carbonized and
solid material, and hence, a plethoric state of the whole

—
blossoms— a bad
strueture

^a

liability to disease

poor quality of

—want
—and coasequentlv,
of fertility in the

set of inferior berries
haiilly flavortid

fruit.

Water may, how-

ever, be administered with discretion.

According as the

growth progresses, as it is more or less active, or the
weather is wet and cold, or dry and hot, so let the water
be given or withheld.

When

ed, the shoots stopped,

and the blossoms expanded, syring-

ing

the leaves are

fiilly

develop-

may be entirely discontinued, excepting occasionally on

bright mornings,

for,

unless due

caution be exercised

during the remainder of the growing season, t&ere is danger
of mildew. This troublesome guest is more likelv to
Rttack the Betarding House than any other, and cou^quently, greater vigilance
ally to be

is

necessary.

apprehended while the

before the carbonaceous matter lias
tiated as to
acidity;

It is

most gener-

m

sTrelHug, and

become

so far conceik-

fruit

be relieved from the greater overplus of

and as the secretions of the plants

in this holism
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ire in such a state, fluring

wben
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tlie

montlis uf July and

the eporules of the fungus are most active,

keep careful watch,

to

jie2e£.s;iry

antl

.Aiigi st

it is

\GTy

much

avoid as

a?

sudden transitions of temperature; do not

possihle all

becoiues hot, hut

allow-

the house to he closed until

aduiii

air freely

djaiis,

keep the lower ventilators closed iu damp weather,
such continues for any length of time with a hnmid

and

if

atmosphere, a

it

whenever required; be wary

little

artificial

heat

may

of hotton?

be applied

for the

time beii g, with the upper ventilators opened, which will
keep down the thermometer, dry the air, and stay the

progress of the mildew

germination

if

nnt

strewed over the

Sb.

be present, or prevent its
Sttlphur aught to be liberally

if it

floor for the

same purpose, and

quantity be thrown on the Hue, avoiding the

if

a small

hottest end, or

on anv part of the hot water pipes, as the case n^ay be,
Anthere need not be any fear of its ravages extending.
other mischief to be expected at times to this crop

is,

means of avoiding which is
to continue the same legtilarity ef management that has
been observed through the whole progress, and until the
and

ghrirel

&uit

is

(shanking, the best

colored; after this period there

may

the house

afterwards be

left

dally, or entirely closed, as the

A

festy.

is

no danger,

ntid

open constantly, or paiweather

may

be wet or

portion of the grapes in this house will have to

remain on the vines during the whiter, and must be kept
quite dry and free from frost, which makes it necessary to
nse a

trifle

Hian, to

more
were noi

of fire-heat at times, just enough, bat not

answer the purpose; and

if X\\e

berries

well thinned at the proper time, they ought to be

reduced in number now, so that they

may hang

fiirlfaei

loosely,

thereby preventing close contact, and admitting a free
f!r^'i!atiou

As

the

aronnd each.
fr'iit

often remaisiSF berr^nd the usual ttme

ci€

;

KETAKDING HOUSE.

Tllh:

pniuiijg",

make

well not to

a general rule of

once, or leaving tlie vines until the crop

all at

but do

and

is

it
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it

so soon as

tlie

is clearcil,

leaves are turned jello'y, or

wliole of tbe fruit

tlie

cr.ti tig

taller.

gatliered on each separate

is

plant, wliich will enable the operator to accomplish a g* od

work

and give a portion of the stock
a better chance of the same action tLat we always find of
uervice, by a periodical and judicious pruning in all other
instances.
This is more strictly applicable where tlie
pait of this

spur method

mended
ties

sooner,

adopted, but

is

is

nevertheless to be recom-

for the long rod, as the latter offers greater facili

than the former, because there

is

a less disposition to

break or burst the buds, with a young and strong cane in
early spring, than with spurs; and as the whole of the

previous bearing shoot

taken away, there

is

is

only one

cut exposed to the danger of bleeding; a subject of some

importance,

the fruit has been kept on the vine until

if

In such case, immediately on removing the branch,
the severed surface should be covered over with a coatinf*
late.

of grafting wax, white lead,

powdered

oyster-shells

what is still better,
and cheese, worked together
or,

finely

into a

thick cement, and a portion rubbed well into the exposed
pores.

This,

after pruning,

It

is

we
and

repeat, ought to

danger of bleeding will be avoided.
attempt to stop the sap after it has

all

of little use to

commenced

to flow, for there

is

a propelling power in the

actinn of a plant at this time that

although there

is

not so

much

is

ofieii satisfactorily

may

full

;

and

would have us believe

better to prevent the waste, for

check, to some extent, the

It

truly wonderful

injury from the loss of a

portion of the fluid as some persons
still it is

be done immediately

it

certainly does

burst of narnre, as

we have

proved.

be tlionght, from the preceding caution, and

Meminsr uncertaintv. that the

fietardinfr

House ous-Kt

to be
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abanduned

to

;

ought, "were

It

it

not for the desirabieneai

having ripe grapes at mid-winter, and before the earliest
Louse can be made to produce them and it certainlj is,
these advantages considered, worth a little trouble and
of

;

tra care.

tr.

In taking a review of the various succession crops here-

we may now

oofore treated on,

calculate

how long

it is

have ripe grapes fresh from the vine. The
First Early can be had from the beginning of !Maj, and
will continue to the middle of June, when the Second
Early will be ready, and give a supply until the middle of
August. The Cold Grapery now comes in, and will furnish
possible to

a general quantity

till

the middle of

House gives

the Retarding

its

November

;

after this,

quota on to the last of Feb-

two months deficient,
or without a supply
and as there are some kinds, as the
Muscats, Frontignans, and Chasselas, that may be preserved hj care, and if It is absolutely required, even in
ruary,

which

collectively leaves only
;

this

remaining short period, a far better sample

furnished than

is

to

be had from the

is

demanded,

it

may be

be

finest quality of im-

ported raisins; so that, where expense
the luxury

may

is

no object, and

enjoyed without inter

mission.

K

tlie

air of the

grapery be kept dry enough, some

grapes wHi remain good on the vine until they become
raisins
so,

;

and

but

it is

not convenient at

all

times to leave them

in such case, those that are to be preserved

may

be cut when they can no longer be left;
When they are
removed, the bnnches ought to be carefully examined,

and

all

injured or decayed berries cut out, and suspended,

the reverse

way

which they were grown, by
hooked wires fixed to a firame-work, so that each bunch
luid berry may hang free from contact, and they will reo uire to he kept in a very dry room, partially exclude^
to that in

THE RITxiRDING HOUSE.

^om

the light, and where there

is

enough

lOS
fire

at suitable

times to keep the temperature from 40° to 50^,

planned fruit-room
is

is

all

that

is

A Trell-

needed, and where there

not such a convenience, the above luuts

maj

assist in

some other apartment about the
answer the purpose, and enable the

directing attention to

premises that will

iover of this ambrosial fruit to enjoj to the fullest extent
ilua inuDlficeut gift of our benevolent Creator.

'S

CHAPTEE X
USr OF
To
r»)

begiQ

to Intlividiialize,

the uniiutiatod

As

atTair.

VARIETIES.

it

in

now

or render a plain expoeitloB

grape noinenclatiire,

is

a very difficult

stands before the public,

it is

nothing

a Leterogeneous jumlile of confusion, and tlie
search af^er a thoroiiglilj practical understanding of the
matter req^uires more time, patience, and expense, than
even the enthusiast would be -willing to encounter in the
investigation, if he only knew beforehand the maze he

more

tlian

had to travel through. To such an extent have the various
synonymes become multiplied, that the examination of
them shows clearly the ridiculousness of the number, and
of extricating the subject from the tireaome
burden of incongruity, is by making use only of a few that

the only

way

which we live,
and only introducing such kinds as are distinct, or worthy
of cultivation, headed hy the most popular name by which

we know

are

most familiar

in the society in

would be no difficrilt matter
to introd\ice and describe some hundred so-called varieties,
but when tli«y were applied for, and obtained, vrl^ich they

it is

known

fflisht

be

in our midst.

fnm

It

the vaiious nurseries in

otir

c^vn country

Bnd Etn ope, the half of them would prove to be merely
duplicates,
^nay, we will go further, and awert that not

—

nioie tlian a f^irth, fiom

some

places, if thus sought after,

he really distinct; besides, were the eip^cted vaneiy
t, he forthcoming undei such circumstances a great porllon are only novelties and would lead to chagriii »b^
will
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resati >n wlien tliey were proved.

TVe take in this cam
a utilitariaiT view of the subject, and would leave the
further action open to those of unlimited means and uncontrolled enthusiasm to go along with their

own fancy

1'hey cannot be better employed, and the results of thcii
tabors will be of the same national benefit as is that of

and experimental farmer; good coliec
the exjicnse of the individual, and praiseworthy,

the onli/ theoretical
timely, at

without

ment.

we

profit, to the

the exertions of such laudable persons that

It is to

are indebted for

fluch

searcher after progressive improve-

much

of our knowled^re and

j'ain,

and

deserve more often than they receive the gratitude

of their fellow

Having

men and

a

monument

much,

it

becomes our duty to keep our

said thus

position,

and give

for their patriotism

in the first place a general descriptive

of the best sorts in cultivation, and select out of the
same those varieties that are adapted to the various purlist

poses treated on.

BLACK OR PURPLE.

Black Hamburgh,
Franhmdale.)
dered.

The

(syn.

—Bundles

Berries large,

best black grape

true; the berries

grown

mlture) as
B

it

if

black,

hammered

quite equal to the

—Similar

MjrLBa's

it

to

above

the

black,

when

and th«

—Bunches very compact, Iht

round, appearing (under gc-d
on the surface ; a fine grapo. bat

first in flavor.

—A seedling from Black Hamburgfe
scarcely
be
B^RGt.^DV.
MULer Gra^e.) —

WiLMOTT's No.
and so like

for table use.

somewhat larger and very

Tery

large,

Vine-*

and well shoulround, black, flavor fiUJ and sw^t

bunches more tapering.
TVilmott's Hamburgh.
?ies

Court

large, com])act

Hamburgh.

YitrroRiA

Ha.npf n

as

16.

to

(syn.

distingaishc<I.

^Banehcst

THE
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short and close, berries roundish oval, black, rather smallf

covered with a blue bloom, flavor not good' until fully
ripe.

An

early variety of second rate

(^lapeiy, but suitable for out-door culture.
*}ns sort are

pubescent, hence

lowny appearance.
Bi ACK Cluster,
clustered

(syn. Black July)

leaves of
the white

—Bunches small and

black, small, flavor sprightly but

berries jet

;

The

name from

its

for the

{]^nality

wanting in fullness, one of the very earliest kinds, but not
worth room in the grapery. The leaves of this are free
of the downiness mentioned in the

West's St. Peters,

last.

—

Lomhard^ Poonah
Raisin des Carmes.) Bunches medium size, long, tapering, well shouldered
benies medium size, oval, very
(syn. Black

—

;

black, covered with a blue bloom, very sweet and sprightly;

a

line late sort.

—Similar

Mitchell's St. Peters.
handsomer hunch and berry.
ZiXFiXDAL.

—^Bunches

to the above, but

long, peculiar in form, being some-

times composed of two shoulders,

hemes roundish

black, sweet, but tame, a good hardy sort.
Bl.a*:k

Frontignan.

Frantt^aac

medium

(syn.

Eh.ck Consfantia

oval,

— Black

—^luscat noir de Frontlgnac.) —^Bunches below

size, tapering,

round, uiack,
€olor,

a

small shouldered; berries not large,

musky and

sweet, a good grape, but bad to

auJ in some houses subject to shank.

Black

Cambridge Botanic Garden-'
AHjant.y -Bunches long, tapering and well shouldered
bei ries a liule above medium size, oval, black, very swee
Pri.\ce.

tn^l sprightly,

Si:HARr.K's

(syn.

a flrst-rate

Hexling.

sort.

—Bunches

long,

tapering,

clustered; benies small, oval, very black, sweet

and

and brisk;
pretty in form, and a seedling from the Burgundy.
Black Tripou (of Speechley).—Bunches in fonn lik«

—
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"berrlea large, blacky flavoi

J

EsPERiOAE (sjn. Cumberland Lodge— Blue Windsor)
Bundles large shouldered ; berries medium size, black
With

bloom

fine

;

pretty, but second rate.

Pri-Vce Albert, (sjn.

/%a/

^/^er/.)— Bunches large,
heavy shouldered, and tapering; berries medium size
roimd, black ; fle.sh solid, sweet and sprightly
This is a

very strong grower, and shy bearer, except
otherwise

it is

a first-rate late

We

sort.

in

poor

soil,

are inclined to

think that the Black Barbarossawill prove the same as this.
Black Morocco, (syn. Black Muscadei .)—B\\ni^h^s large

and heavy shouldered
black

when

;

berries

fully ripe, flesh solid

large,

ovoid, brownish

and only second quality;

a very late grape, and with fire-heat tolerably good.

Purple Frontigxan.
Frcntignan

—

Voilet

(syn. Purple Cons' an!ia~~B'ue

Frontignan.)

tapering with small shoulders

;

— Bunches

medium

berries

long and
size, hl&e

Mack, flavor slightly musky, and agreeable. This grape
and the true Black Frontignan are so generally mixed up
in different collections, as to frequently lead to disputes
in their individual identity ; our own observation inclines
to distinctness of the

colors further

two

sorts, the

black scarcelv ever

than a brownish jet;

while the

purph

assumes a true bluish-black, even with ordinary culture.
Tlie former has also a stronger musky flavor, and -nill

hang until they become raisins.
Oldaker's St. Peters, fsyn. Black St Fe/er
Black Palestine) Bunches somewhat like Hamburgh, f)ut

—

loose, berries rather large, round, black

good

late

;

flavor sweet

;

m

grape but not a very free bearer.

WHITE AND AMBEK COLOREIX
Ghasselas db FoxTAFXEBLEAir. {sjTk, CAass('as pr0
•<<=
W^kiU Chasselas Ro^l Chassela^ Ckasselat dt

—

—

;

THE GKAPE,
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—

But &ur Aube.) Bunches tapering, well-sliouldei ed, medium size berries round, medium size, amber-wLite
One of the most relicable and
flavor sweet and full.
early of white grapes, and the very best quality,
M A-LVASIA. (syn. Grove-end Sweet Wata &//>'
White Malvoise) Bunches rather below medium size
Bniall shoulders, tapering; berries greenish-amber, below
;

j

—

—

medium

size,

roundish oval, transparent, very sweet

;

a

good early kind.
GoLUE.N Chasselas.

—^Bunches long and tapering; ber-

ries

yellowish-amber color; sweet
heat this is a good grape, bat in

medium

size, round,

and sprightly. "With fire
tiie Cold Grapery it is often a bad
times somewhat uncertain.
IIoyaL Muscadlxe. This grape

—

and

setter,

is

is

at all

often considered to

be the same as Chasselas Fontainebleau, although quite disThe bunch of this variety is much larger, and the
tinct.
It is seldom seen true
color more inclining to yellow.

named being often substituted for it.
Chasselas MusQiiE.(syn. Muscat B'anc Hatif—Joslyns
Bunches medium size, tapering berries
Si. Alhans.)

the last

—

;

round, flattened on the end

and very sweet; a

free

grapes in cultivation
if

;

;

amber-white, musky, rich,

bearer,

and one of the

however, very

it is,

finest

liable to crack.

not well ventilated, and more than usually subject to

shrivel.

White Gascoixe.
^ed, tapering
%& crack

;

—Bunches

berries oval

;

rather large, well-shoiild-

wMte,

sometimes in a damp house.

flavor good.

A good sort.

—Bunches

Vkrdei.ho. (syn. Madeira Wine Graj}e,}
ther small, loose

;

berries

groen, sweet, ami pleasant

medium
;

size, oval,

a good variety

grower, but not a very free bearer.

WuiTR

TwiiAV, (syu.

True

Subject

Teku^

ra-

yellowish-

and vigorous

— Tokai

Blame.^'^

:
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Buuchrs long and compact berries roundi?b-ov v1, niccliaa
fiiKC, wliite, sweet, and pleasant; a fine sort, but
subject
to 8hiivel wLen growing in a wet bordef.
;

White Froxtigxan.

—

Fronlignac

WkUe Camtantia

(syu,

Mitscat ^/^zwr.)— Bunches below

I.ng, small shouldered; berries
An?ber,

muskj and sweet

Decon's Supkab.
Im^^Q and handsome
pearing as

if

(
;

medium

a fine early

;

syn

Saklbee.

looking grape, but of second quality
often a bad setter.

;

medium

size,

size

round, Ugh-

sort.

)

— Bunches
amber

berries large, oval,

frosted over the surface.

— WhUx

This

and

is

rathei

color, a|)-

a splendid

in a cold house

—

White Nice. ( syn. Xeres, )
Bunches very large, and
many shouldered; berries medium size, round, amberwhite, sweet, and sherrj tasted.

A

and occasionally most extraordinarily large.
It has been grown to
nineteen pounds weight, but such bunches are only
exeeptions.
Many Spaniai-ds to whom we have shown this
grape, recognize it as the one from which sherry
wine is
fine

sort,

made.

Syrian.

—Bunches

White

Lisbo.v. (syn. IMilte

very large, and heavy shouldered
berries large, sUghtly oval, white and sweet.
If we hare
at the present time any grape in cultivation which is
the
the one brought by spies out of the land of Canaan, this is
the most likely sort. It is always large, and sometimes
very heavy ; a fine late kind.
gai.'

—Bunches sometimes

tlier loose,

but

©valj w^hite,

rate

This

jars.

It is

irell

when

well

large, solid
is

;

large shouldered, large

grown very handsome

;

and

ra-

berriep

flavor sweet, but ouly second

the grape that

a fine sort for the

and ripens

Hamburgh— \MiUeF- -tu-

is

Re

imported from Enit^pc ic
UUSC

late.

PiTMASTON White Clustre.

linm

.

;
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compact; berries round,

good

flavored.

A fine

wliite,

medium

sii.e,

sweet, and

earlj sort of the Chasselas

—

'^lasia.

Scotch White Cluster. Very like the above.
Bunchea
Q-ROMIER DU Caxtal. ( sjn. Decandollel)
berries large, round, am!argc, broad, heavy sbouldered

—

;

ber colored, blotched with purplish brown, sweet, and

bnek Savored; very

thin skinned; a good sort for

imme-

diate use, but soon spoils,

—

De

la Palestine. Bunches much branched, and very
long, often two feet ; shoulders very numerous and long
berries below medium size, oval, amber colored, very
sweet. A good late fancy kind, and distinct in appearance.

—

Pareyl
Dutch Sweet Water, (syn. Pearl Drojp
Bunches medium size, compact, and well-shouldJDnitif.)
ered in form like Hamburgh ; berries large, round, trans-

—

;

A

parent, white, very sweet, skin thin.

seldom seen

true, the old

fine early sort,

White Sweet Water being

substituted.

Muscat of Alexandria,

(syn.

WJiite Muscat

often

—Ma-

—Bunches

handsome, well formed, and lai^e; berUnries large, oral, amber colored, musky, and sweet.
questionably one of the finest grapes in cultivation, but

laga.)

requires artificial heat, particularly while in bloom.

Cannon Hall

!M!uscat.

—Very like tbe

above, but of

more robust growth, and larger berries; the bunches also
are generally more tapering, and '/ie stamens six, occasion^

My

seven, in mmtihei

Mt'SCAT OF Ltn\EL.
with smaller berries.

—

^TJke the

Chablesworth Tokay.
"well

Muscat of Alexandria,

— Bunches

laige, long,

and

shouldered; berries large, rouud'sh oval, amber-

white, rich, vinous, and musky.

and flometimfB mistaken

£br

This is a good variety
Muscat of Alexandria, «1
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tkotigla r[ni*te distinct.

lil

foliage of tLis

more

is

and not reflexed on the edges.
White Cori.xth. Bunches tapering berries
small, very prettj, and prolific, a fancy kJud.

ilecply

cut,

—

;

close set,

RED AND TAWNY COLORED.

Red Tramixer.—Bunches below medium
eredand tapering;

berries

This

one of the best wine
some situations for out

is

grapes of the Rhine, and suitable in
door culture in our own climate.
Royge.)

dium

shouW-

rather small, round, of a rus-

setv-red color; a good sort.

Red Ghasselas.

size,

(syn.

—Bunches medium

Red Muscadine
shouldered

size,

— Muse jdmt,
;

berries

me-

round, sweet, aud good.

size,

This variety is remarkable for having the berries red from the first, and
afterwards changing to a lighter shade when ripe. Tho

wood also is of a reddish color.
Rose Ghasselas. (syn. Violet
below medium size, shouldered
;

round, rose color, sweet.

AuSTRiAiN

This grape

Bvmc\i^^.

A good sort.
ronndish-oval,

set,

is

—

below medium,

berries

MrscAT.—Bunches medium

pact; berries closely
thin.

Chasselas.)

size,

very com-

tawny -red; skin

not unlike the Grizzly Erontignan

either in flavor or appearance, but

is

not so good

;

and

is

subject to crack, but hangs long after being npe.

Grizzly Fsontignan.
Vrantignac

—Muscat

(syn.

Gris.)

Bed

ConstaTUia

—

Grizzljf

—Bunches tapering with

small

below medium size. Berries, medium size,
s^und, grizzly red, musky, rich and sweet.
fine ear?y
grape, and hangs well after being ripe.
shoulders,

A

Reinb PE

of Zrf^OT^jrJj^.)—Bunches
very lai^e, tapering, well-shouldered and handsojae. Ber"ies lai^e, oval, irregular on the surface, rose color,- fiesL
liara

^N'ick.

and STeet.

(syn. Queen

A fine

late grape, but soinetimeb a shv
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heare* if spurred in too
loiig as

the imported

Flame-colored
Bundles
berries

very

clos*:.

It

may he presened

White Lisbon.
Tokay, (syn.

Red Lombanlif.)^
anj

red, sweet

roundish, pale

large? close-set,

handsome

and

well -shouldered

large,

m

A fine late grape.*

qjrightlj.

As most

persons will only re«uire to ^row the

fincHl

and many have but a limited space, the above
rednced to the best twenty, ten, and five (includ'.Tg

quality,
list is

lo far as can be a variety of color), as follows

:

COLD GRAPERY,
BEST TWKNTV.

Black Hamburgh,

Black Prince,
Black Fronti^uui,

White Gascoine,
White Frontignan,
White Nice,
Synan,
PitmastonWhite Cluster

Ziniindal,

De

Eed Traminw,

Bed Muscadine,

Boae Chasseiag,

Grizzly Frontignan,

Chasselas Fontainebleaa.

Eeiue de Xice,
Bojal Muscadine,

Williiiott's

West's

Hamburgh,

St. Peters,

Obasselas Mtisqnc,

la Palestine,

BEST T«\

If'ack

Hamburgh,

Chasselas Fontainebleau,

West's St. Peters,
Black Prince,

Syrian,

Wlilte Frontignan,

Heine de Nice,
Chasselas Musque.

ZinOndal,

Grizzly Frontignan,
BEST FIVE.

Blaek Hambargh,
West's St. Peters.
Black Prince,

White Frontignan,
Chasselae FontaiueLU a;^

B^ECING HOUSE.
Bi^T TSS.

CiUBion
*

Tj

this list

HaH

may safely

Muscat,

Chasselas i ontainebW^

be added Golden lfemhur?h, a

new Eog^

wiiite

OF VARIETIES.

I.TST

Muscat of

Ak xandria.
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Grizzly Frouti^^-.Mi,

Black Hamburgh,
Wnimot's Hamburgb,

White Irontignao,
Chasselas Musque,

i/ufch Sweetwater,

Black Pnnce.
PEST FIVE.

Muscat of Alexandria,
Black Hamburgh,

Grizzlv Frontignan,

Black Prince.

Chasselas Foataineblean,

RETARDING HOUSE.
BAIT TKX.

Black Hamburgh,
Black Prince,
West's

"White Lisbon,

Muscat of Alexandria^
WOImot^s Hamburgh,

St. Petei-s,

Prince Albert,

Syrian,

Reine de Kice,

Flame-colored Tokay.

Black Hamburgh,
West^s St. Peters,
Beine de Nice,

Muscat of A!exandri»,
White Lisbon.

VOT CULTURE.
BEST FIVE.

Black Hamburgh,

White Frontignan

Chasselas Fontainebleau,

Black Prince,

Grizzly Frontignan,

Where

profit

•A view. Black

and quality combined are the

objec

Hamburgh and Chasselas Fontainebleau

i:

and Muscat of Alexandria added in
the Forcing House, will take precedence; and we may
here remark, that whatever care may be taken in impregnating the iia^cats, where artificial heat is net used, the
Ht win be uncertain, owing to a deficiency of heat and
e^ar waatfi^r in a&me seasons, tx bloominsr dme. Th*
the C^Id Grapery,

JV
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whole

more heat and a drier atmosphere
tiian is necessary for any other sf>rt
they flourish best
in countries which are ofteu too arid and hot for the succlass rec[uires

;

cessful cultivation of

grapes generally.

lu southern Spaia
and the warm and dry climates of Lima, and similar locali
tics on the western coast of South Auierica, they luxuriati

wi^out mucli care or

attention,

and produce

lost

i

abun

dant crops of the finest fruit, lender cultlva '.ion. a dry
atmosphere during the period of rest, and likev?ise at the
time of the blossoms setting for fruit, is almost Lndispeusably requisite ; lacking this in the first place, tie tmbryo
flowers do not receive sufficient concentration,

a^d a

defi

same in the latter instance when they expand, tliey have not power enough to impregnate-healthily.
By aitilieially fertiHzing with other varieties, or even by
their own pollen, this enfeebled condition is somewhat assisted. Where the musky-flavored grapesare preferred, and
fire heat is not toLe applied, the want may be made up by
plantmg an extra quantity of Frontignans and ChssseJas
Musque, which is of the same class, and one of the finest
eiency of the

quality

—quite equal

m

this respect to the

Muscats.

AU

of these have the good property of hanging long aftei
being ripe, and are also early varieties. The Chasselaa

Musque

is fiuilty

from

its

liability to

crack

when

for ripening, but a free ventilation at the time,

swelling

and a

drier

atmosphere, will considerably counteract this evil, and
when once ripe, it will continue good for a long time.
To give a long list of native grapes would be only
pfenning a useless array of words, considering there are
fcu few that are of sterling merit.
Of late years several
euEcrprisirg cultivators have done something to impro-^e
the present quality by raising seedlings, among whoin are

Mr. Longworth, of Gmcinnatti, Dr Underbill, of r^iton
Poilit. and otters: hnk so far tllArr» jo nnf ynTinl, ,»vi on-f»M
-r

LIST
to

Two

be reported.

OF VAKIETIES.

of the best

we have
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at present are

and Catawba, both of which ai-e only natural
seedliu^s; the former from the species Labrusca, and
the latter, which is the famous Wme Grape of the West
most hkelj an accidental cross between Labrusca and
Isabella

What

Vulpina.

a wide field

there here for experiment

is

we have advanced no further than what nature h«f
done for us, surely we are only on the first step towards
If

that perfection

which the energy of the country can accomplish. The necessity of a thing has only to be seen,
when ingenuity Is set to w ork to bring about the desired
ultimatum; and now we see this necessity, there is no
doubt but ere long

good quality

we

have as great a variety with

shall

for all purposes In the indigenous kinds, as

are at present found in the foreign. This is no overstretched notion, and we are confident that it both can and

be eventually accomplished. The American Pomolo
gical Society at their last meeting came to the conclusion
that the only sorts worthy of being considered best were
Isabella, Catawba, and Diana, with a recommendation
will

for further trial of the

Concord.* That meeting contained
the best knowledge throughout the country, and our own
opinion is in strict accordance with their decision ; conse-

quently

it

may

the present,

be better to

w ith the hope

let this short notice

that the desirable

serve for

addenda

will

Le forthcoudng hereiifter; and for this reason there is a
chapter in its proper place on the raising of new kinds.

As

the Scuppernong class

Is

found to flourish the b©rt

in the Southern States, the few varieties contained In

may be added

for that region

;

but these, like

all

It

the rest,

Improvement ; and it is very lik^y
that if the best varieties of Caiifoi-nia and southern Texaf
be crossed upon them, a fine race would be obtained.
are capable of great

•We mar conSdently accept, aow, Sidammv^
Nerth),

•r*

Oiam and, perhaj^, jhma.

:i;ghiy

spotea *^

grfiwvw

B^erd Pf^l^

Many okben remaut

See paijes 2a&~211.

to be better

(for

'ih».

^rawd Ihm

r

CHAPTER

XI.

PIITJNING ANt> TKAIN'ING
ffT

riiCBR are various metbods of pruning an J training tbe

grnpe-vine, and e;icL method has Lad

its

crops also have been produced by

many

bkilful
is,

hands, aud

iio

the gi ape-vine

supporters.

of them, under

doubt will continue

to be.

and

fruits

so productive,

is

Good

The

fact

so fieely,

even with very ordin«iry treatment, that bad indeed must

when

oe the case

ceases to j ield

it

Yet while so submissive under

ill

its

luscious s\\eets.

usage, and giateful, as

it

were, for a conmion existence, like other creatuies of nature's higher organization, its

expansive powers will become

contracted, and the tractable disposition lendered stubborn,

by long continued abuse
fruit is

iuierior

which case, the quality of the
deteriorated, the bunches are small, or the flavoi
and as pruning has something to do with this,
;

in

;

particuliirly the smi^ll biaiches, it

the different
rious leaults

Although
Iruits, to

well to explain

modes that aie practi:ied, and
obtained by them.
it is

state the va-

best to allow the grape-vine, like all other

judiciously

cial surface

may be

and

periodically extend the superfi-

cf the leaves and branches, our arrai:gementa

and conveniences do not always admit of this desirable
consummation beiKg carried out. Such bebg the case, it
heb*>oves us, under the circumstances, not to distort natur«
ftiiy more than we can avoid.
In accordance with these
fiews, first, is mentioned the plan we generally adoptSupposing that we have got a cane of the first summer'!
growth, cut
if

it

back,

—say

VWT" strong

m

length accoiding to tLickB«Mi

six f«et, or only middling so. to frrp

;

AND TKAIXING.

FKITNIXG
or evenfrur feet; next

ejeSf the upper one

commence

i'or

otliers for the top pair of

tlie
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at the top,

future leader,

leave threQ

and the two

branches; cut out the next two,

two beneath, and continue on so to within
eighteen inches of the soil, below which remove all to the
bottom, as there is no use in having anj fruit lower down.
During the next summer these eyes will, if well attended
leave

the

form side spurs, Avhich in their turn will have to be ciit
back to two, three, or even four buds, as thcj maj be
to,

plump, or well developed.
to

grow,

we ought

as onlj one

to

Now, when

these buds begin

have a shoot from each of them, and

bunch ought

be allowed to remain on each
base, the other shoots will appear so far supeiUnous. Retain the one at the base, or nearest to the main cane, and
likewise that one above it which shows the best bunch
rub off the others, and pinch out the fruit from the lower,
and also all, excepting the best foi-med bunch on the npper
one. As they progress In growth, take out the top of that
which has fruit on, three or four leaves above the burcli,
and let the other extend nntil it has unfolded seven oi
eight leaves; then stop

to

Bring the bearing branchef
down, nearly horizontal, to the upright cane, and tie them
to the side-wires; train the others at an oblit|iTe angle, a»d
tie them likewise.
They will now appear as seen in Fig
16.

a

IS

it.

the base shoot, and h the fruiting one.

«ontinue to push forth fresh growth from

As

Fig.

both

rt

time to time through the summer, nip out

where last stoppedAHer the fruit is cut, and the wood becomes ripe, say two or three weeks before
iiie leaves fall, go over and cut (b) clean
away to the base of (a), which leaves the

to

one leaf above

spnrs for fruiting the next year as near to
the

m^ cane as

if

the close cut method

^

THE GRAFE-

IIS

been adopted, with tlie advantage o£ having spurs
wliich hare not been burdened with fruit, and also the
proLahility of future finer bunches, for the most prominent

fcad

and well-formed buds always bring the best shaped and
Isrgest clusters, and this action gives a better chance of
oLtaiBing such. There is no fear of not being able to get
shoots from the base, if properly managed; for, in most
cases, adventitious buds, and generally more than will be
wanted, are developed, and have to be rubbed off. "When
these side spurs have accumulated, and extend along the
w^ole length to the top of the house, the leader may be
cut off above the top pair, and if proper care has been
taken in breaking the buds, as previously advised, there
will be a uniform strength over the whole vine.
If the
canes have been previously disbudded, there

no danger
of over-crowding, as the following year the bearing branch
is brought down to the same position as that of last season,
is

and the other one trained more upright into the vacant
Bpace.

All trees have a natural tendency to push the strongest
growth to the top and extreme ends, particularly while

young and vigorous and If the side branches are very
closely cut away periodically, the sap is directed more
;

strongly upwards, the lateral force

responding

weaker.
often

much

ratio,

This

is

reduced in a corand the aide branches are rendered
often seen in the gi-ape-vine, and is as

a cause of complaint.

Kow,

is

the above

method very

counteracts this evil, as a greater quantity of leaves

are encouraged from each individual base, and, of coui e,
A greater draw of fluid is produced into the side branches,

whioh,

when once

•o long as the

established, remains

same causes are

equalized,, the aide

permanent;

a:.tl,

in existence, the flow

m

spurs correspondingly stronger, the
buds become plumper, and the bunches larger. To still

PKUXING AND XBAINIXa.
fiirtlier

encourage

this lateral action, it

take out the overplus buds in the
that the cane

is

is

fall,
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no. advisable to
at the

same tima

disbudded, for the simple reason that the

|dauts are collecting .food, and filling

up the seemingly
latent parts through the winter, excepting when the whole
structure is frozen, and the channels of absorption thereby
stopped consequently, all the buds receive a due share.
Although a portion of this stored up nutriment is wasted,
by allowing the useless buds to expand, we gain the ad
;

vantage of encouraging a greater flow into the side branches
until the time when the unfolding leaves are enabled to

keep up the action.
Another method of spur-pruning, and the one most generally practised, is to allow the cane to extend itself up
wards each season, as above described, until it reaches tho
top, and retain the side spurs closer and alternately
arranged along the cane ; each year resting, or not allowing to bear, every alternate spur, and when pnining, the
cutting of all the spurs close

down

to one

those for fruiting the following season

and

in the next fail cutting the

cane; the object being

eye

;

or leaving

somewhat

same spur

longer,

close into the

keep the side branches "at
home."
Fig. 17 shows the cane when pruned.
V^ry
good crops are often produced in this way, with j^ ii;
otherwise good treatment ; but in the first instance
the bunches are generally small, and although in

^e

to

few years obviated, still there
is the disadvantage of having to cut back to the
main stem, and of trusting entirely to the buds which
may thus be prompted to push forth. This el ^se
cutting weakens down the lateral force of the plant's
energy, in a short time the spurs become weak, and
the whole cane has eventually to be cut down; hy
which, to say the least of it, one year's crop is lo^
latter this is for a

Wb
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are awai-e,

mcdfi of pruning,

grape-growers
fashionable,"

**

action in
Bi

ce

all

we

but

;

tbus speaking of tnis walking-stick

In

tliat

is

no

are going in the face of
tlie

many good

a thing being generally

fact of

criterion of its excellence.

Nature's

these matters ought to be our guide, and the

we adapt

ourselves to her laws, the

be our success.
Sometimes the long-rod method

more permanent

will

case, the first
X

summer

former modes, only

left

the cane

is

is

practised.

In

this

trained up as in the

somewliut longer

when pruned,

and this suffered to bear a full crop the next season after
whicb it is cut clean out to one eye from the bottom another cane having been taken up during the same time
;

;

from

base, to afterwards take the place of the one last

its

firuitedj

and

Fig. la,

By this plan, which is seen in Fig. 18,
fruit may be obtained, as the bunches ema-

so on.
fine

nate from strong buds, whicb, if they liave

been previously well ripened, throw off handsome and large clusters ; but there is the evil
of having to cut

off,

at one

fell

swoop, the half

of the plant, leaving no perennial structural base,

excepting the very lowest stump.

This w hole-

and oft-repeated cutting keeps the plant
in a continual state of excitement, which is sore
to eventually show itself in premature weakness.
It is sometimes useful to resort to this plan, where
the upright training snrface is contracted, as in narrow or
short raftered pits ; but here it may be modified hy ex
t'^nding and training the leading shoots horizontally a
sale

UtOe further each season, and taking upright canes from
these main branches, at the distance of two feet apart ; in
rblch case, each alternate upright may be cut out to as

ly^ aP.er bearing, auJ another shoot be taken up the next
•eaaon, to «rait in its turn, as

dbown

in

F'm

19.

As

the

ruUXlNG AND TKAINIXG.
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»

vines which are right and left

^tUiui may be taken out.
We may alno make an exOcprion in favor of the la»t
flaectioned, with regard to vine-

yard culture,
of

all

for

the best

it is

others for the purpose,

on account of the

with which the canes can be lied
to the supports, and the permanently less quantity of
plants that

And

necessary to coi:gregate on a given space.
have evidence to prove the above mentioned

it is

we

here

facility

asseitions

respecting the shortening of vitality; for a
plantation trained on the single cane short-cut plan, and

every season subjected to this severe lopping, requirei
occasional renewing. So much is this the case in some
parts of Europe, tliat a fresh plantation of vkies has to be
made every three or four years. 'Su\y, as this can be prevented with so little expense or trouble, and there is m

more than counterbalancing advantage
•ystem,

it

is

arising from the

well, in this particular instfince, to

follow

what best answiers the purpose in view.
TJie renewal method is adopted by some, ^vhich is as
follows : The one year old cane is cut back to about half
the length of the rafter, and allowed to bear the next
season ; while firuiting, the top growth is conducted j>erpondicniarly, and at the proper time is prui.ed off at the
top of the house

during the same siimmer, another cane
is tnken up from the bottom, and on one side, which is
cut
back one-half as the other one was the previous year.

The next

;

seasv^n, this

new cane

the upper part of the

bwer

half having

b^n

crop, oulj eaek half

C

first

is

is

als<*

one, the aide spurs on tha

cot out.

on

allow jd to fiuit, and

1

Thus, there

is

a

full

Ths
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yeungest one

is

now

suffered to grow,

cut off at the top, another brought up

and ;be oldest cut clear
Rg

is in iti

fi'oin

turn

the bottom.

Fig. 20 represents the three

out.

separate

20.

and

canes

in

respective

their

Here we have the fruit alwajs
borne on young and vigorous woodi
which generally produces the finest
fruit
no spurring is required, and
Btages.

;

there

is

the advantage of a large bulk

of leaves and branches, the former of

which

affords

nourishment

;

and pro-

motes the maturity of the roots; but
the tops require somewhat more side

room, and the vines ought to be planted

a little further apart than is necessary
where spurring is resorted to. Where

a vine

is

allotted only a certain space, this is one of the

best methods of training, but

it

is

unsightly, and

If

the

same advantages can be gained otherwise, and at the same
time beauty

in

sore both.

Xow

appearance,

this object in the

the

first

it is

certainly desirable to in-

described

mode accomplishea

grapery and also retains a larger amount

of ^jlid structure in the form of a strong permanent stem,

through which can
leaTes,

down

flo^r

an ample supply of sap

and receive hack the

to the roots in

to the

by them,
a healthy way, and without any unfood, elaborated

due excitement to the whole organization.
But the best of all plans, and also the most natural is,
to extend the head somewhat each season, so that finally,
one vine may eover a large surface. Kature works hj
«*?rt^i fixed laws which man cannot alter, and any long
soniinaed attempt to force her to swerve from her own
caurse, is sure to end in final failure and disappointment
eaiioot

be demed,

that timeh success is obtained bf

FKUNING AND TRAININa.
modes of

cultivation

wouM

which

appear
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spent to the

to

contrary ,^but observe the ultimate results patiently, with
care and without prejudice, and all these abuses will tell

own woful tale.
One of the causes whj

their

out> as

it is

the grape vine so soon wears

generallv considered to do,

Bucb close pruning as we yearly subject
of the plants

is

it

is

to

produced by

—

the

volume

increased for three or four years at

first,

and afterwards only allowed the same extent of surface.
There is no other fruit-bearing plant that would continue
prosper long with this treatment

take for example a
peach or an apple, allow either the one or the other to
to

;

produce a long straight stem of twelve or fifteen

feet,

cut in the side branches to an eye, never suffering

It

and

any

what is produced in the snmmeragain to be cut out and it would, after a few years' constant
excitement, dwindle down to a mere stump, and finally die
outIf the grape-vine does not show the same so readilj,
further extension but

—

only because of

extremely tenacious constitutional
powers, for tbe same law governs both, and both alike
must sooner or later arrive at the same imbecile condition
it is

As a

its

extended over a great space, would only
admit of a limited number being grown. It becomes necesvine, If

sary to explain

how

this

may

be accomplished

;

and

may be

wise how, during the Interval, the usual crop
secured.

In planting, place

row a vine of known gooa
twelve

feet

in the centre of the

may

intended

qualities; at Intervals of about

plant others of equal merit, and

vacancies with sorts as fancy

one

like-

may

fill

up the

dictate, so that eac*i

stand about three feet apart from the next.

During the first two seasons train all up as usual; so hr
we have elongated the sur^ce upwards, and tbe canes
w-'!l be near the top of the house.
In pruning the second
r£l, as there are m^ s^uxs on tbe lower half <^ tLe amet

.
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IB

the house, or on the whole length

it

is

the vhityanl, cut

Bear each other vine th«

these in to about three eyes.

nest 3'ear as heavy as

m

thought advisable, so as to

and coloring well ; ease the othei-s
iii like proportion, which will give vigor and assist thcni
afterwards. When the fruit is cut on those vines which
secitre the fruit ripening

have borne the heaviest crop take them out, and when
pruning the others leave the side branches about a foot
Next year
long, which will fill up the vacant spaces.
train these branches horizontally,

and in the

fall

following,

spur them as advised above, with the upright cane, and at
the same time leave another length on the end of each.
As these side branches continue to be lengthened and fill

up more space, bear those vines on each side of them somewhat heavier, and afterwards take them out. In the course
of a few years each vine will appear as seen in Fig. 21
Fif 21.
-

^^ %

By

this

system

it will

readily he seen that few varieti«i

ean he grown in a limited space, but quality always gives
the niofet permanent satisfaction, and where variety is

may be had

requiretl it

and quality
accured afterwards, If care is taken in planting good sorti
ia the riglit places at the commencement.
It

may

in the iirst instance

be thonght hy some persona that so

hw vincf
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are not able to carry a full crop In a given space; nerei
fear that, for if tlie:e

wood, the roots

in

sufficient surface of weli-ripeneti

is

good order, and the expansion judiciously

Lccumukted, the quantity of f*uit may be gradually increased until a ton weight may be taken from off a single
vine, and that without injury, as is proved by some which

now

and are known to be over two hundred years old, among which may be mentioned the large
Huniliurgh at Hampton Court, near London, that has
•re

in existence,

Show

frequently borne the above weiglit in a season.

me

an instance where the same longevity and continued
fruitfulness has been gained by the ordinary walking
stick confining to one cane or sbort-cut method,

I will believe that nature can alter

and then
Ler course, and that

man's simple ideas can control the wonderfhl action of his
Creator's intelligence.

That judicious shortening
proper circumstances.
strated

;

we know

Is

in at

the right season, and under

beneficial has

that

it

been clearly dtsmon-

tends to give

healthy growth; both theory and practice
it

we

vigorouii

and

us so.

By

tell

gain a stronger propelling power from

tlie roots,

without reducing their volume, or enfeebling their energy.

But

to cut aiiuiially, so

cine to a mere

mutilation of

^umpt

free growing a plant as the

is,

to

say

(he least

Gods provulence, and

lure weakness^ sappy

and^a^ery

is

of

it,

g raj e-

a harharous

sure to end in pteff.a-

leaves, spindJiug iU-rlpt^M-

ed wood, and barreimess. By this method, last described,
the roots Iiave ample space to luxuriate in one vine would
eventually occupy and fill a whole border, which usually
lias to accommodate a great number, and as the head has
;

corresponding expansion, according to the reqnirements
of the subject, a greater certaiiity of permanence and
foture vitality is gained.

As

most

surely more lasting ^3tin

beneficifii, for tliere is

a matter of profit

it

is

the

where
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^use

or even a vineyard will continne to yield a good

crop for two or three generations, than

m iking fresh

borders,

&:c.,

has

to

when the

planting,

be renewed everj ten»

or at most fifteen years.

la making these remarks we would not wish

many

severe, for there are
culiar circumstances

persons so »tuated

as to prevent them

to

hj

Le
pe-

from carrying

out the most natural or best methods of culture, even

though

tliej

may be aware

practice, yet there are others

of the error of their present

who have popular and

prac-

overcome, before they will be enabled
to see the desirableness of asking themselves a fewtical prejudices to

physiological q^nestions, or take the trouble to find the

answers

in nature's

voluminous

May we

hope that
these set notions and dogmas may speedily vanish, from
this free country at least, where the mutual and physical
industry of man is unfettered, and where we may become
a pattern to the world, in good culture, if not in artificial
folios.

grandeur.

We

cannot let the present part of the subject pass by
without a few remarks on summer pruning, and as it may

thought that this

merely a repetition of former words,
we plead the importance of the matter for the introdnc-

fee

^n.

is

has often been advised, and that, too, by some of
the best cultivators, to stop the bearing shoots at an eye,
It

some instances two eyes above the bunch, and likewise to do the same with the young cane when it baa

<Hr

in

^^ated to

the top of the rafter, or the upright support ;
also to pinch oni all laterals as they are prodTiced, thereby

making the operation

There is no doubt thai
ffiany conseientio^y believe such a systmn to be judimtm, and because their crops are satisfactory to themselv^^s.
Ihey

on the same practice without further coahut th's do€» not close up the avenue for f-^s

coiitsx.«£e

sideTaliofi;

into a rule.
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discussion, ueitlier does

of perfection.

If

it

prove that

we pursue

it is
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the nltimatum

m

the investigation of this

a physiological manner, we are led to nnderstand
that all summer pruning tends to lessen the vigor, and
Clippie the energy of all plants; and pnctical experience,
ter in

nombiued with observation, proves the fact. Arguing
from this point, we may be accused of advocating no sum-

mer prum'ng
the

at all, to

which we say, " not guilty."

If

greatest

extension of branches and corresponding
roots, or bulk of timber were the object, then the less

pruning the better, but the present position is a consideration of circumstances and adaptability, independent, to a
certain

extent, of nature's

coax her

to

action; the

accommodate herself

as the grape vine

&milj we have,

is

in

to

object

being to

our conveniences

;

and

one of the most easily trained of her
this case, a partial controL We ought

what we are doing, and how far we are
acting in unison with what are known to be established
laws, and to infringe too far npon these is sure to produce
eviL This or that man's dogmatical opinion must certainly fail unless it be based upon this indisputable certainty,
where is ike use of following this-should-be,
or that ought-to-be, unless somewhat in accordance with
these natural demands. Yet we find a prolific and luxuthen, to consider

—

riant

plant, such as

the grape-vine

stubbed

—we were

and sheared like a convict,
shaved too, for the pinching back
close,

fruit

is,

is

to

near sajnng

one eye above tho

nearly tantamount to that close operation.

reason given for this peculiar treatment

and also the

plant,

is

is,

The

that the fuiit,

by it. How would it
off a finger, supposing
or would as animal pnv

strengthened,

fetaengthen one's toes

another would grow in

by
its

cutting

place

;

body were to be mutilated ?
p»s#»iMe tk&t an amount of gangrene woay be

diiee the finar ofifepring if the
It ts jas^

in, cut
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the consequence; but as to truly healtliful action,

we

jiossible tliat

should be none the gainers.

knid of analogy

this

of explaining what

words

but

;

bited, to

As

if

may

might be shown

coarse, the true

meaning

show up the ridiculousness of
is

in
is

more

it

Pevhaps

way

be thought a very vulgar

stated above, the subject

we have

It

delicate

purposely exhi-

curtailing nature.

a matter of circumstances,

do with a family of plants that would occupy
great volume of surface, yet we wish to have a large
number, comparatively speaking, in a small space, and the
best we can do is, not to weaken down natural energy
to

more than there is occasion for. Pruning, properly performed, and In the right season, is certainly of great service

;

we

where
no

find

to

fiirtlier

it

so practically, its

be seen when
is

it

advisable.

it

is

good

adopted

effects are
;

every-

but so far and

If proof be req^uired

of the

may

be done by too close stoppi^ig, let any
one try the experiment of pinching in closely the side

injury that

shoots of a part of his vines, and leave the others several

and he will find at the end of the growing
season that those which were left the longest are better
ripened than the shorter ones, providing the light has had
eq^ual influence on both.
If the vines are no farther
joints longer,

apart than three feet, the distance will allow a shoot on

each side of fifteen to eighteen inches, upon which there
may be from seven to e!ght leaves ; and allowing the
fruii to

be on the second or third joint, there will

remain four or five leaves above

it,

still

each of which will do

Jity in elaborating the crude juices, and assimilating
the carbonic acid absorbed, thereby adding to the bulk
and sulidicy of the whole structure; and if so, increasing
the amount and greater firmness of the roots for, according to the amount and action of the foliage under faTora-

i^6

j

bl© influences, so are the und;: ground extremiti^ e&CQar^
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aged.

great longevitj
tice of

grape vine is a plant if
notwithstanding which, with the prac-

stated elsewliere,

some

;

vlgnercns,

it is

tlie

worn out in
have to be made period-

considered to be

few vears, and fresh plantations
This may in vineyard culture answer the particuically.
lar purposes of the cultivator, and by the method of only
allowing a few feet of bearing surface to each individual,
a great amount of
pose,

may

ployed.

fruit,

and suitable quality

for his pur-

be obtained from a limited extent of land emHere is evidence that too mucli cu -tailing of

the plant's natural disposition shortens

life,

am weakens

the constitution to sucb an extent as to make it
worthless, comparatively speaking, in a very short time.

down

Considering that there

is

not a very great expense in

replanting a vineyard, the means

the end, but

when we come

may

to tbe

be said

to justify

outlay incurred

erecting glass houses, preparing borders, &c.,

it

in

behoove?

as to think well how we can pay back a permanent iute
method
rest on the capital invested, and if there be any
that will keep a house of vines in healthy bearing for a
long time without tbe requirement of renewal, surely it
is a long
vine
grape
the
it.
adopt
to
wisdom
be
must
liver when allowed to extend, and soon worn out ii kept
permain small compass, is it not reasonable, if we wish

K

nency, that dl the available space that we have in the
supei-ficial area of a house should be covered with healthy
leaves, in order the better to concentrate and store up the

and add each year a fresb
layer of well organized alburnum to the previously existing sound vascular tissue ? If we take further into account
the glutted preparations that are often eompounded for
food

Hx

future development,

vinery boraers, and the consequently immense en'^ouragement sriven to luxuriant evowth, it really appears Mirpria-

m&

^
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does not either
tlie

case,

and

kill,

it is

or cause disease In less time than

is

just possible that the present ravages of

mildew in Europe Iiave been accelerated by this cause
SucL are the writer's ideas upon the subject, and as tko
present object

is

to enlighten the learner, they are submit.-

approval or censure, as each practical and suc-

ted to

cessful cultivator

may

think

fit,

with the conscientious

more becoming the present age of pro
followed up would be the means of prolong-

belief that such is

gress,

ing

and

tiie

if

heaithfulness and finiitfuiuess of the grape-vine.

CHAPTEE

Xir.

PROPAGATION AND THK RAISING OF
The

grape-vine

NEW

KINDS.

maj be

propagated from Eyes,

dugs, Layers, Seed, and

— An

Eyes.

Eye

is

by

Gut

Grafting,

a short portion of a branch baring

most commonly
is
and
varieties,
exotic
the
increasing
for
made use of

only one bud, Eig. 22.

This metbod

is

equally applicable to the natives; it is the best for all
purposes, where there is the convenience of a glass frame

The

or hot-house.

process

is

as follows

**"

:

time from the beginning of February to the last of March take wellripened yearling branches, and cut into

Any

ftB

many

pieces as

there are buds, so

that one remain to each portion ; reduce the w ood above
and below, by a slanting cut, diverging from the bud on

both ends

j

have

in readiness as

many

pots, propagating

pans, or shallow boxes with holes in the bottom, as may
be needed, throw in an inch or two of small lumps of
.iharcoal or

;

this, place

a layer of

up with soil, of loose but moderately fertile
make it somewhat solid, and press the preparefi

moss, and
texture

broken crocks; over

fill

an inch apart, so that the tops be level with
the surface; place them in a gentle hot-led, or a house
where a night temperature of 55'^ to 60'' is maintained;

buds

into

k^p

the earth moist, but not too wet, as

it,

^en they h«^n

to protrxide are liable

Ae young
t

MO

sLcntj
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For the same reason^ if a bot-bed be iis^J.
great eaie sbould be taken tbat there is no accninulalion
dampness.

of rank steam, or condensed moisture. In five or six
weeks they will have elongated an inch or two above the

when they may be

soil,

potted off singly into half-pii>t

and still retained in the same or a similar situation
^Vhen they have gro^vn some five or six inches more, these
pt)ts will be filled with roots, and the plants may be transferred into those of c|^uart size, which will be suflScient for
the season, if only stocky plants for future planting be

pots,

required, but
for fruiting

whsn

the intention

next year in pots,

move from time

Is

it

to

will

make strong

plants

be requisite to

re-

they progress, into
shoots will also need to be

to time, according as

gallons and two gallons.

The

tied to stakes as they continue to grow.

If healthy

stoeli

wanted it will be necessary to place the plants, during
the summer, in the same growing temperature as is recommended for fruiting vines, and by care and encouragement

is

young canes may be extended to twelve or fifteen
long; it is however desirable that the tops should be

these
feet

nipped out at the height of about six

feet,

which

will pre-

more freely on
the lower leaves, which in their turn mature the buds on
each axil. As stated above, this strong growth is not neces-

vent crowding, and allow the light

to act

eary, unless for pot culture; for a small well-ripened vine,

with plenty of healthy roots,

is

quite as good for

Bent planting, and with after good

headway equal
Cuttings.
oi

To

to

—A

management

perm a

will

u'ake

a stronger one.

cutting as generally undei^tood

is

a length

the last season's cane containing several buds, Fig. 23.
pr.-ipagate

the ground

by

this plan

proceed as follows

:

So soon as

good working order after the breaking up
of winter, dig, and break np well with the spade, a sufficient
is

in

plot for the qnantily intended; string

a line across one
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end, cut a trencli about six inelies deep, prepare

tlie cut-

shown above, and place each six inches apart
rt^ainst the bank so formed leave one or two eyes „
^
aboFe ground, press the soil tight to them, and
tinj^s

as

;

afterwards level with the spade;

from

eighteen inches

row open another trench, and

this

imtil all is done.

so proceed

If the season should prove

before the roots have got sufficient told,
visable to use water

;

and

it

is

dry
ad-

such be rec[nired do

if

not dribble, but give enough to soak down, that the

may be
waj will

earth
this

lings,

application in

do more good than a dozen sprinkwhich only bake the ground on the surface,

without any benefit.

and

One

mo'ster.ed below.

all

This method

things considered,

it

is

is

the most economical,

the lest for the hardy

which alone it is suitable.
Another mode of increase by cuttings, technically
termed coU'mg is to take a length of cane, say from three
kinds, for

to four feet forg,

and

inside of a large pot,

earth (such as

is

lower part around on the

coil the

which

is

afterwards

recommended

filled

up with

for
Fig. 24.

fruiting in pot culture), leaving a

few
This is

eyes above the top, Fig. 24.
of service only when strong and vigorous plants are wanted in tlie least possible time for pot culture,

and when
there are any long pmnings to spare,
it is the best method that
can Le
adopted, but
that

it is

it is

only in such cases

of any use,

Loyers are branches of the plant
bent down, a part of each being covered with eath wl il#
die base remains attached. Fig. 25. These layers throw

0^ roots

and may be

aftei-

wards eat

off

from the miti*©?

/
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plant
soil,

The most common

leaving

tlie

of the leaf until
*'

merely cover with
ends protrucling, any time from the fall
the rise of the sap, but as there is a
process

is

best" iu all things, so in this, and

it.

Early

in the

to

we may

as well show

summer, when the young growth has
Fig. 26.

attained to the length of six or eight inches, bring

down

the branch intended to be laid, cover the whole length to
the depth of three inches, and

peg

it

down, leaving the

were the previous laterals above the soil during
the summer roots will be emitted at every joint, and of
course there will be as many plants as there are bhoots
The same operation maybe performed any time up to the
tops that

;

middle of July, but

sooner done, a better stock of good

if

and well-rooted plants wiE be the result. It sometimes so
happens, that an increase is wanted from some favorite or
new variety that may be in bearing and
Fiff. 26
trained in the grapery, without having
to wiat so long as the more ordinary
methods require. In snch case, one or
more of the side branches maybe drawn
bottom of a flower-pot, the
hole of which has been made large for
die purpose, or the jwrt may be divided
tliroiigh the

into halves

and again

a copper wire

fixed together

hy
^.^if

;

at the

knife should be

same time a

pa^cd

TOiind the

shai*p

stem

^^
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inside so as to sever tLe bark, but no deeper, wlilcb will

emission of roots: the pot

facilitate the

may be

then

filled

up with earth, and suspended in a very convenient position, and if kept moist will soon be filled with roots after
wbich it may be cut away and treated as other stockFig. 26 is an example of this kind of layering.
G-rafling can be only considered as just coming within
;

the scope of propagation, the object being not so

number of

increase the

kind on

changing

plants, as the

stock of another.

to the root or

much

It

is

or

to

one

generally

adopted to obtain a superior or more favorite variety than
the one that

ifi

occupying some particular spot, and has

been recommended as capable of increasing the hardiness of tbe future plant, providing that the stock
that nature

is

of

the theory being, that a hardy sort imparts

;

a portion of

its

character to the

new

parts.

There

is

no doubt some advantage gained by the process, but
it must not be puc down for certain that a native root
so

will

make
and

it

far alter

the

constitution

of the

prosper out of doors under

in all situations

is

as

to

circumstances,

where the farmer would

that will or can be gained

may

all

exotic

thrive, all

the greater hardihood of the

some cases give a more steady or uninterrupted flow to the branches, and conseq^uently a bettei
cliance of resisting that bane to the exotic grape-vine, the
excessive climatic changes. It is a method that is of no
service excepting for the above reaaons, as young and
healthy plants will answer a better purpose generally.
roots,

As
llie

which

in

the grape-vine

season,

pntided,

it is

is

subject to " bleed," if cut early in

and does not ^o so

affcer

the leaves are ex

necessary to defer the operation until growth

has somewhat jr-g -essed
certainty of success.

;

And

or, rather, it

as the

gives the greater

same heat that excites

tke st^ck into activit" will also start the intended sclcns

;
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it

b requisite

Where
inside

to

tbere

upon

is

t]\e

keep

tlie latter in

a cool but dair.p place

an ice-bouse, tbej
covering, or, in

mav be

methods of doing

it

When
ofl"

it is

tli«

in as cool

a place

to enter into a sci-

on grafting, or to explain the variout
;

our object

the best be illustrated.
suitable, while

on

want of that convenience,

tbej should be buried beneath the soil,
n& can be found. There is no occasion
entific disquisition

laid

is

gained in this case, if

Cleft grafting

also the

is,

perhaps, the most

most simple, and

is

as follows

:

the shoots have grown some eight or ten inches, cut

the head close to the ground, smooth over the top, and

with a knife or sharp chisel cleave

down the stem about

two inches, put in a wedge to keep it open for the time
beii;g, and cut the graft to fit, makmg a notch where it
rests «pon the stock, to keep it firm
if two be fixed in
the same waj, only each on opposite sides, there will be
a double chance of certainty, when, if both take, the
weakest may be cut out. Care must be used in fixing the
graft, that the bark unites with that of the stock, for on
this nice point all success depends.
Take out the wedge,
and wrap around with soft woollen yarn, or bast-mat
;

cover over the top of the stock, and to a little below the
graft, with grafting-wax, or moistened clay ; afterwards
heap over the whole a portion of soil, so as to form a small
mound, leaving the top of the grafi; uncovered. Fig. 27

V^

27.

shows (a) the scion, {b) the stock,
and (e) both, after the operation.
Another way, termed Side-GTttfl
img

(fig.

28), is to cut in a slant-

ing direction, one-third thiough the

and prepare the graft to fit
wedge-form into it, care being taken
stock,

th«t the liark of both

fits

exactly on one side

;

Xh» tying,

PROPAGATION AND RAISING.
ftc,. Is

tLc same as in tte former case.

aseful

when

it is

perhaps the

on

fruit

season

for the

it,

is

often

not

does

sonitimea

and

g-j^ 28.

but the

;

get

on the whole, there

time, and,

tiie

This

desirable to preserve the head,

newly-introduced part

during

V61

is

stron

no ad-

vantage gained.
Inarching is sometimes practised (fig. 29), which is
simply the uniting of two branches that are each
detached to neighboring plants. Where it Is intended
union

tlie

is

/

be made, the bark, and also a thin

to

wood (in thickness according to the size
the intended new sort) must be cut away so that the

slice of the

of

Lark on both sides
together, tied,

&:c.,

will unite

as in the former cases

There

of grafting.

the two are then brought

;

may

it

be performed

any time during the summer.
ever, best to do

It

first

which

leaves,

When

better insures a peifect adhesion.

thought that the union

it is

which ought

to

how-

is,

immediately after the

it

expansion of the

full

2ft.

no advantage in this

is

plan, excepting that

Fig.

is

crmplete,

be in five or six weeks,

the lower part of the introduced branch

may

be

cnt

half through, and

while attached to
ten days,
ilar

it

may he

length of time,

may

its

own

left

In another week, or

patent.

entirely severed,

when

si

and again

left

a sim-

the head of the dishonored kind

be cut away, and the new one allowed to take

place.

Without these

danger of

failure, as

fro.ely into

the

new

latter precautions, there is gr<iat

the sap
parts.

that in all the examples,

been

to grip the bark,

its

may
It

when

not have begun to flow

should also be observed,

it is

seen that the ligatures

from the increase of growth, they
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hould be loosened a

trifle,

and

in a

week

two

or

aftei>

may

be removed entirely.
Seed. The preparation for seed, and the after management, may be exactly tlie same as for eyes; so there is

wards

tliey

—

no occasion

to gtve

any

directions on this head, furtlier

should not be buried deeper than
hsS^^jn inch. If there is not the convenience of a hot -bed
or hot-house, the hardy kinds may be sown in the beginning of April, in a cold frame, or, Avhere there is no glass

than by

?^:ating that

it

accommodation at all, tliey may be made, with care, to
vegetate in the open ground, but not with the same cerUdnty.
T/ie

Raising of

New

Kinds.

—l^ew

or difTerent varieties

of any plant are generally raised from seed

;

in fact,

it

may

be said that all permanent ones are so. It occasion
ally, though very rarely, so happens, that a plant will produce a sport in some particular branch, which, if budded

same genus, will continue to produce the like from w^hich they were taken
The Tottenham Park Muscat Grape, and Fern-leave<i
Beech, are examples of this kind; but such sports are not
always to be depended on, as they are apt to again pro-

or grafted on to other stocks of the

duce offshoots L'ke the original parent ; consec[uently we
cannot say that they are really permanent, although the
return backwards only occasionally occurs
mble, and sometimes

In varieties

m

is

;

still it is

pos-

the case.

raised from seed

we very rarely

find a change,

any buds or branches which
may be taken from it or from them in after years. Kotwithstanding which, there are some species so prone t(
^ort from the seed, that no two will be alike, or exactly
similar to the parent from which they were obtained, anc
the grape-vine is among this class. Without stopping te
3iacu5& the question of what Is a species, it m^y be stated

either

the original plant, or

PKOFAGATIOK AND RAISING.
that,

when once

ive characters

1^9

the apparent fixedness of natunl distinct-

is

broken, either

hjbridization, there

is

no end

bj

accidental or purposed

to the variety that

may

bo

So prolific has this variation been in the exotic
kinds, that some European catalogues enumerate several
hundred sorts; and although many of tliese are merely
-rluplicates of others, there are still left enough to prove
die case.
In our country the same is being verified by
the many new kinds which are at present being introduced to public notice, and as the community become
more awake to the improvement that may be made, we
produced.

have a long array of names, containing in the aggregate all sorts, from fine and good, down to middling and
bad and, in connection with this, we may look forward to
a far superior quality to any we now poi^ess; for tliere ia
nothing to prevent a progressive movement, or ultimately
attaining to the same perfection which the exotics at
present possess, with the additional property of a hardy
shall

;

constitution, that will prosper in the

open

air,

without tb«

great drawback of mildew, to which the foreign kinds are
80 subject, and which consequently renders them woith<es8 for out-door culture,

important

is this

matter as a national

profit, that

the sub-

ject cannot be forwarded or discussed too much.
own vineyards are now supplying a great part of the

demand; and

if

So

with very few exceptions.

the present grape-blight of

Europe

Our
home
con-

making of wine, and the cultivation of the grape, will be so much curtailed there, that it
m not unlikely we may become a large exporting nation
Taking this view of the sulijeot, aB
iQ this commodity
tinues

those

boon

much

longer, the

who may be attempting

may be

improve

this valuable

considered as public beaefactors, and

troduce what experience
tf50^e

to

who hare

we posses

we

in

for the guidance of

not investigated the subject.
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Physiological tlieory teaches, and practical experienca
of
flowers
the
plant,
a
progeny
of
that
the
us,
proves to

by another, is more likely lo
retain the constitution and habit of the maternal side,
while any peculiarities as to flower and fruits of the father
consequently, tlie
are introduced into ihe same body
maiive kind should be fertilized by the pollen of the exotic,
when a hardy vine would most probably be the product,
with an approach to the fruit of the foreign sort. So de-

whk'h have been

fertilized

:

rided

is

closely

this fact, that the operator

what the

denionstrated

severance,

by

fjict,

this

may

predict tolerably

be ; and it is as sure as a
that we can produce, by care and per-

result will

course,

a

tribe of grapes suitable for

ever}" purpose of the vigneroUi

and also satisfactory

to the

palate of the most fastidious epicure.

For producing a

fine

table grape, perhaps no bettei

be chosen than Isabella, or Concord, fertilized
with Black Hambmgh, for a black; and Diana, crossed

varieties can

with Chasselas Fontainebleau, for a light-colored class.
For this purpose, it is not advisable to make use of the
Frontignans, or Muscats, for the natives have already too
Qiucli of the musky flavor, and by introducing the sweetness of the

Hamburgh and

we

Chasselas,

sltall

be most

a Muscat flavor, with the size or beauty
of berry, and form of bunek of the two paternal kinds.
likely to produce

Beside the production of a fine class of grapes

for dessert,

a quality most suitable foi the
sweeter and mild-tasted wines but for those of roughei
£nd fuller fiavor, the probability is that the FrontignanH

thia is likely to lead to

;

would answer the purpose
conjecture, and mast be

better.

This

however, only

h^ft to futurity for proof.

insure success, sfime care ai d attention

be accomplished with
tlan by a thousand 'jrithont

will

is.

necessary

;

more

from a dczei seedlings,
Th'j plants to be operated

th**se,
It,

is

To
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upon should be in robust health, neither having at any
time shown symptoms of mildew, and the flowers of both
The operas<!ieoted from fine and well-forraed bunches.
tion of fertilizing is also a delicate one. and there is some
difficulty in getting the two sorts to bloom at the ^ame
time for the exotic will, almost without exception, have
under glass; and the native, on account of producing
hardiness, should be planted outside. A temporary glasi
to be

frame

ro

forward the latter would be of service, and

rh*

former might be retarded by excluding the light until th«
buds burst, and keeping the head down in a cold house
Ulie most convenient and certain

more plants of the native kinds

when

and,

Into a

them

is

to treat one oi

as advised for pot cuitute,

the plants are strong enough, to Introduce them

Cold Grapery early
in

way

in the season, so as to

have

blossom as near as possible to the time of the

and if attention
be paid to the applying of liquid manure, there will nof
need be any doubt of the fruit lacking nounshment
When the hardy sort begins to open its flowers, the stamens should be immediately cut out, and the stigma ferothers which are In the same apartment

tilized
it is

;

by the pollen from the anthers of the

necessary,

corolla (which

if

fits

the greatest surety
like

a

little

up from the bottom, instead

is

exotic; indeed

intended, that the

cap over the parts, and

of,

rolls

as In most flowers, expand-

ing at the top) should be careftiliy removed before its
natural liberation, for the anthers generally burst just pre-

and as they encircle the stigma.
and are immediately over it, impregnation may have then
taken place, which will most likely frustrate all hopes ;fof
vious to being exposed

any hennax>hrodite

;

plant, providing all the sexual organ*

are perfect, will be more readily fertilized
another's pollen.

Wliile the motherplant

Biaat be taken to

keep

off Insects.

This

by
is

its

in

may

own

than

bloom, care

be done, by
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Ijring a fine

a

net-work bag over

tlie

bunch, and,

if

there be

suitable place on the premises for its healthy action, the

viae ought to be removed

the same family which
for the pollen is

may be in bloom

Independent of

may

other plant or

at the

same time

a very subtle substance, and a proximity

others might destroy

may,

away from any

all

success.

this cross-breeding

with the exotics, which

sooner bring about the desired result, we
the same point of excellence with our own

in the fruit,

arrive at

natives

by a

little

patience and perseverance, without

any

danger of injuring the constitutional habits of the progenj ;
consequently this course is the best to pursue, imd will ulti"
inatelv crive the

most desired

results.

CHAPTER

—Nearly

MitDEW,

XIll

attempts to cultivate the exotic

all

open ^r, in the United States, have
ended in total failure and disappointment. In a few solitary instances, and under peculiar circumstances, where
the excessive changes have teen counteracted by shelter
gra^e-vine In

tlie

or otherwise, a partial success has

been obtained, but the

climate of the whole eastern and middle parts of the TJniou,
is

too variable for

its

and by which the

constitution,

checked, though vigorous

easily

the time of greatest activity

energy is impaired at
when mildew in its various

vital

—

mildew
is the growth of fungoid vegetation, the seeds of which
are so small in many kinds as to be invisible to the naked
eye. There are two kinds which are most troublesome to
the grape-vine
one, which we presume to be the Oldlum
forms completes the works of destruction.

Tliis

—

Tuckeri, that

is

at present devastating the

vuieyards of

Europe; and the other a Boirytisj or some analogous
genus.
tiie

The

first

leaves having

shown by
upon them, and which

indication of the former

brown

spots

permeate quite through the
small white patches of the

tissue.

is

Afterwards, are seen

and delicate fungus attached to the under side of the leaf, and which, if not
soft

speedily destroyed, will soon extend to the fruit stalks,

peaetrate to the berries

make them
fea;

:^^^

by

the rhizoma or spawn,

ai^

in appearance like a diseased potato in the

^e of infection, stopping fnelr growth, and xeader

;
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ing tbeni useless
time,

and

tlie

;

the leaves also will

wliole

plant

fall off

after

a short

become seriously injured

These white patches are the fructification of the parasite
wLeu viewed under the microscope, there is exhibited a
multitudinous congregation of

little

mushroom-looking sub-

suddenly jerked, the tiny sporules may be
seen detached, and floating in the atmosphere, so minute
and subtle, and in such countless numbers, that it is not

stances,

and

if

mireasonable to suppose (beside the immediate development and rapid vegetation of thousands of them under
favorable influences)

many

breathing pores on the under surftice

conveyed

into

movement of
verted into

organized

hj the stomata or
of the leaves, and

are absorbed

the interior, simply

by the descending

the elaborated sap, which

woody-fibre, and in

medium by which

its

is

afterwards con-

turn becomes the

the ascending sap, in the

fol-

lowing spring, flows with gieater velocity to the unfolding
leaves. The secreted sporules may then be re-conducted
awards, and conveyed onwards to the foliage,

remain dormant,

and there

until the favorable circumstances occur

for their germination,

when they

spring into renewed

life,

and speedily produce another crop of seeds for a future
generation. This kind of miklew seldom does any mischief after the growth approaches towards ripeness, or tlie
'^ is in the last swell, and as it generally begins to
f:
appear about the early part of July, during damp and
close weather, those plants which have been more or lesa
forwarded by artificial heat are almost free from its attacks;
but iii the Cold Grapery or Retarding K^use we should be
our guard, and when storms or damp weather occurs,

^

lirew sulphur on the

floor of the house, hi

the proportion

twenty square yards, and
withhold water for the time being, keeping the house quite
close, if cloudy, and allowing tlic temperature to nse aomo-

of on

3

pAand

to eich fifteen or
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trhat higher for two or three days.

sulphur to throw

past

Mill

check the further progress of tha

present, or prevent

if

will cause the

fumes, which are readily perceptible

off

and

to the smell,

This

its

appearance

if

We

not so.

have used all the supposed remedies that we could collect
a knowledge of, by way of expeniiient, without being
able to discover anything more than temporary relief,
while the fumes of sulphur, as above recommended, ha%'e
never failed to immediately check, and if water be withTlitie
held during the continuance, to finally overcome it.

harm

to the

foliage; so

^>/ cSy it

may

be used with

need be no ft-r of suljphur doing

lang as ignition dtes tut take

Herein

coujidence.

lies

chemical action goes on, and sulphurous acid

which

in its

foliage with

The
delicate

bum,

If allowed to

the secret.

is

produced,

then gaseous form will speedily destroy

which

it

comes

all

in contact.

and

other kind {Botrytis ?) appears like a fine

hoary mouldiness, and vegetates along the young

wood and tender growth of the

stem, the leaf stalks,

ov^

the sarface of the berries, and ttvpcr side of the leaves;

enveloping and covering the parts so as to prevent the
further progress of the fruit, cause the leaves to fall, and
the branches to cease

growing.

It

is

not,

as

in

the

previous exam])le, confined to late crops, but will attack
those started early also, and

is

when

of^en most prevalent

too dry and cold a temperature has been allowed, more
particularly if a strong moist heat has been previously

kept up

;

—

cold drafts will increase the tendency

great caution

is

^Ixeuce

necessary in ventilating, or the producing

of that atmospheric peculiarity -nhlch takes place

the moisture that

is

in solution in the atmosphere

wheu

becomes

condensed by a sudden transition to a lower temperature.
Obsen-ation will show that those forms of fungus which attack peas, gooseberries, &c,

7

—

ajid the

kind now spoken of

i»

a
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Bimiliar in structure, if not positively of tlio

same gen.

are most prevalent >vLen a slow steady under current of

passing in hot weather, which, by exciting to
au extraordhiary degree of evaporation, leaves a damp

dr^^ air is

clamminess upon the surface of

f rtiou of their collected juices,
for the sporules to vegetate upon.

somewhat

by drawing out a
which then becomes food

all

plants

This

may be

considered

similar to the bottom draft in a hot-house

—

very different thing, by the way, to a healthy and free

wheie the air is made to circulate
evenly over the whole cubic bulk, without that continual
stream from small apertures l.elow. In our present ease,
moisture combined with heat will counteract the fungus,
and it may be effectually got rid of by syringing with
ventilation overhead,

water, in which a portion of sulphur

is

mixed; one pound

of the latter will be enough for ten or fifteen gallons of the
foi-mer.

If the fruit be approaching to maturity, this kind

of application will disfigure

it,

and the same purpose

may

be as effectually gained by dusting a small quantity on
the heating apparatus where it will not ignite; or if a coM
house, by stiewing it over the floor in the same c[uantity
as before advised.

The

peculiar

circumstances under which parasitica!
fimgoids luxuriate, are wonderfully dependent on the state
of the atmnsphere.
This is demonstrated, not only by th«
differeiit sorts

of grape mildew, but in all others.

All plants indeed are not alike susceptible to these
influpuces.
The constuutlon of various plants may be able
tft withstand the effects of atmospheric changes without
revulsion or excessive

Sow

and therefore thej
win not afford those precise requirements which favor the
germination of the ftingi. Bat as a general rule like cftusei

poduce

of the sap,

like effeets.

It followfi. then, if t!:e

abore obserrati a- are eonmt.

;
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tLe main pievenfive of mildew

is to

keep the plants

a steady and healthy action, not only by supplying a
due proportion of food moisture and heat according to their
constitutional requirements, hut by preventing sudden
in

changes

in

the atmosphere

with which they are sur-

rounded, and particularly avoiding cold drafts in the lower
parts of the house.
if the

Heat

whole Lulk of the

accelerates the circulation, and

air is

uniformly heated, the circu-

lation will be equal in its action

and distnbution

in

every

part of the plant.

In our practice, bottom air is not admitted until the fruit
begins to change color. Although the above remarks may
not harmonize with the opiiuons of others, an extensive
expeiience has convinced us of their correctness.

We

have then the whole matter in a
During the time when the vines are growing

"nutshell.*'

keep
np a strong steady heat, avoid damp or cold drafts, and
south and east winds during cloudy weather or storms
freely,

keep the house closed in such cases.
Be careful that the house is not cnddenly heated up
when the sun breaks out, afterward regulate the moistaw
according to the external atmospherj.

Close early in the

evening, and open early in the morning. Observe and
remember that to counteract the eflects of sudden changes
in the atmosphere

is

the great dedderatum.

The

best of

us may sometimes find our utmost skill tested, but a p^^
severance in the course here marked out with dcm
attention ulll overcome all difficulties, and we will te

amply repaid

Many

for all

think that

our trouble.

when mildew makes

apptaranefi

its

Bolphur is the only antidote, without anything farther than
merely dusting the affected parts, ox strewing a port^«

over the

floor.

From our

previous remarks

tint this will sometimes be su^clentt but

it

will be sees,

it is

ool

a'l-i

J

THK
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tliC

immediate contact. In

remedial

may

effect.

The

(iKAFE.
tLat

cases,

all

proJuces tht

spread of the Bofrytu

furtlier

be arrested on particular spots where the sulphur

applied, but

it

will not suffice for the Otdluniy for

f
is

we have

push through a thick coating alter the r pplication
had been repeated for several days together and we wculd
more forcibly repeat that the fumes emanatirg from sulseen

it

phur exposed to a high temperature, are the only radical
cure that we have yet discovered.
There are several other sorts of fungi which are seen at
times in the grapery, but which are not any iurther destructive than

by extending a mouldiness

or decaying leaves or branches, which

by
if

to the ripe fruit,

may be

prevented

circulating a free current of air through the house, nr

that be not practicable, as sometimes

happens with

late

crops or the Retarding House, by lighting a slow £re, and
lifting the top ventilators.
This will dry up the moisture,

and be

beneficial to the vines,

hy

them to ripen
Letter.
These last mentioned funo-i rnav be considered as
epipliytical, for they feed upon a tendency to decay in the
body upon which they vegetate while the first and dangerous kinds are strictly parasites, which germinate and
progress upon the living substance, and destroy the or
assisting

;

gauization of

all

parts in their course.

—

Skriid and Shrink. These two terms may be considered
as one disease, only in a more modified or rirulent form.

The
to

difference being, that

when

sAank, the whole or a part of

a
it

bunch of grapes

Is

said

dies off; while in shrlref,

the footstjdks of the berries, individually, are only attacked. The first stage is seen as brown spots on ou€
wde of the stem of the bunch, or the footstalk of the berry.

«t^ which,

if

t-mfief^uence

not cut away, soon encircle-

being a eert^n stop

vortiii^sness to

all

parts below.

to

t';

whole, ilm

the circulation, and

From

the earnest tima

;
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Las not been auytliing in grape culture that

.as

ex-

more discussion tlian tliis disease, and the most
eminent and best cultivators liave come to diametrically
opposite conclusions, according as It Las sLown itself to
their individual obsenation.
In some Louses this is thys
greatest bugbear tli.it the grape grower has to encounter
cited

be past, and

for after the anxiety of the season appears to

he

is

looking with pleasing satisfaction on his success, his

liopes are

ance of

suddenly blighted by the instantaneous appear-

this pest.

His crop

is

just arriving at matuiity.

the berries are fast coloring, well swelled up, and to

appearance

safe,

when upon

found to have become

aJJ

close examination, they aie

flaccid, the footstalks cf the berries

or a part of the stems of the bunches are turned

brown

and withered, in consequence of which the fruit receives
no more nourishment, the carbonizing action is arrested,
and the affected berries remain intensely sour. One find
ing that his borders are not well drained, and the roots
paitly rotted, and seeing no other cause, comes, and with
reason, to the eonduslon that

it is

the effect of this, and

in his honest belief heralds his opinion to the

world

;

an

other takes an opposite inference, for his borders are too

dry

;

a third discovers that his house

as regards the

means of

is

badly corstiucted

ventihttion, or that

too low, producing a stagi^ant, or

it is

situated

unwholesome damp

at-

mosphere ; a fourth states as positively that the keeping
of the house closed too late in the moniinjr. snd the sun's
rays stiiking directly upon the wet or damp footstalks
produces the disease a fifth, that it arises ftom extreme-*
of heat between the roots and the tops
a sixth, that sudden changes of temperj\ture in the house are the cause, an^
in this way we might go on enumerating opinions respect;

;

ing the nuisance.
doctors dfsagree,

It is a

who

is

common saying

to decide ;"

that, "

when

a very sensible

qt.e8-
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After careful study

tion, certainly, in this case.

the last twenty-five years

— we

are

—^now

to believe,

lecl

foi

that

anytliing which arrests, or interferes with the healthful
action of the vine at this particular stage will be likely to

we argue from the analogy
animal and vegetable kingdoms, we know

pioduce this disease.

If

between the
that as immediately before parturition there is a very great
stress upon the constitution, requiring all the strength
with which the aiumal is endowed to carry through
nature's action

the fruit

is

—

As

so with plants.

taking

its last

proof of

swell, the size in

this,

when

many kinds
some

one-third in a very short time, and in

increases

instances with such rapidity that the tender skhi

strong enough to

is

not

withstand the inward pressure, but

most likely that the change by chemical
expansion has something to do with this, and if the plant
is not enabled to perform all its functions uninterruptedly,
bursts open. It

is

the stalks of the fruit, which aie the conductors of the req^uired Huids,

do not receive a

full

supply of the needful

demand

elements, but perish from the extraordinary

that

is

made upon them for the time being, for we find them only
affected in this particular manner at the period mentioned.
If this argarae^*-t be correct, it will he well, when there is
a

disposition

cs

it

for all

grape-growers to

most likely to be, and
accordingly, without any reference to dogmati-

where the deficiency

rtaia

remedy

toward the disease,
Is

opinions.

an endeavor has been mado
to eiplaiii all the necessary appliances and conveniences
ve^^uired for successful grape culture, and as in our owii
In the courae of

this work,

practice

we

advice

given with some confidence,

-^

are very

little

troubled in this respect, th^

fiiUy carried out the

same

G^eratitTis of othens

When iJie

;

T

results will

injury

,

'elief that if

accompany tha

is

done, tLe

vly

DISEASES,
alternative that remains

to cut

is

l63

away

the parts injured,

and remove them immeJIatelj from the house, and insure
the prevontion of any contamination to those which are
Ijealtliy.

Dry Rot

The upper

in the Roots.

iisease are flaccidity,

panied hy a

fflckly

indications of this

and deficiency of

solidity,

accom-

yellowish color of the foliage,

weak

growth of the branches and paucity of fruit a prolonged
increase of the malady will at length cause the vine to die.
;

and that most commonly about the time when the bern'ea
are half grown.
All this arises from the want of nourish-

ment from the roots, which, if examined, will be found to
be rotted, and often covered bj a mouldiness or fungus.
There is no doubt but the primitive cause of this affection
is a check to constitutional vigor ; and extremely close

summer pruning has much

to

do witli

it,

as

it

prevents

expansive and centralizing
powers, thereby keeping up a perpetual excitement through
the plant from equalizing

its

the vessels, which at last brings on an enfeebled condition.

When a
is

to take

vine becomes affected in this
it

out,

renew the

soil in

way

tbe best plan

the immediate vicinity,

same place, for it is
seldom that the diseased one does any more goodThe roots sometimes become rotted from other causes,

and afterwards plant another

in the

such as being too deep under the surface, or when the
borders are very retentive of moisture, or composed of

over-much undecomposed materials, 5cc. For
is a remedy if taken in time, and the best thing
is

to th-oroughly drain, if that

only

is

this there

be done
the mischief, but if
fco

be from the other sources mentioned, the roots will require to be lifted, and the operation needs great care; so
soon as the leaves fail, proceed to uncover them; trace
it

e»c& one, and as ih&j are respectively liberated lay ^himm
m a stra^ht length until all are secured, after which tfeej
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ought to be wrapped in a damp mal or cloth, the bordei
thoroughly trenched over, and a tliin hwer of good turfy
loanv put on the top, when the roots may he again spread
over the surface
iharj-

all

:

the decayed parts cut

and covered by four or

knife,

away

witli a

five Inches of the

kind of earth that was put under them. Care must
he taken however hefoie winter sets in, that a good layei

Siini€

of tree leaves, or

weak littery dung be spread

keep

over, to

There have heen nsany examples, when
tliis has been skilfully attended to, where a
stock of vuies
have heen enthely rejuvenated, that were previously
«^-orthless and thought to be worn out, but which have
afterwards borne good crops of fine fruit for many years
out the frost.

necessary to give a partial shade in the early part of
the following summer, or until the leaves get pretty weL
It is

expanded, and
any,
or

fruit

it is

better not to lei

during the

damp weather

the roots should

first

is

year

them carry much,

little

Cloudy
removing, and

after the operation.

the best tune for

be as

if

tune as possible out of the

ground.

Ret in

Fruit.

—This has

of late years caused eonaderable loss in the cultivation of vineyards. It generally
shows itself at the time when the fruit begins to « stone,"
t7ie

wet weather, followed by bright sunshine,
when the berries become discolored and M\ cE All the
after continued

fivmptoms of

this disease

go to prove that

it is i\i^

result

of the plants imbibing too much moisture at" the time wlien
nature could better do with a reduction of it, for the grape
i"..c at this stage of growth would be
considerably beneited if no rain were to fall diu-ing the after

part of the

season.

Seemg

be the case, we ought, so fax as
drcumjitanees will allow% to try and remedy the evil by
the choosing of a sitnation that is open
and airy, but net
expomnl to the violence .^f storms— s free r,oron« mx^^-m ?!
this to

15S
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or efficient drainage
soil

may

;

tliorough and deep tienching or

plowing, and not over-close
pass freely between and

the better to drive off

all

plaiitiisg, so

among

that

sttb-

tlie air

the plants, in order

superabundant atmospheric

moisture, and also enable the phints to exhale

tlie

over-

vlas fluids with which, at such times, they are ejurchargt'd
r

For the same reason, where the vines are trained ovei
»rbors, or on trellises, the branches ought not to be too
Tliis
close, or the summer gro\vth to become crowded.
object

is

by plucking off the
persons very ign<;rant?y do, but by atten-

not to be gained, however,

leaves as son;e

tive disbudding of all those sho<-ts that will not be actually

wanted,

in the early part of the se.ison, or so

s>on as

can be plainly seen which branches will produce the

and by laying them

it

fii:est

p uning time, sufficiently
distant
eighteen inches is near enough. In the grapery
we are not much troubled by th"s unitance, except iu
damp, ill-ventilated, or badly-glaze.l Iiouses, which Is anfruit,

in, at

—

other proof that the cause
is

a

common

use veiy

practice,

little

is

when

an excess of moisture,
the

or no water in

f.

for

it

uit beg'.ns to color, to

any fo.m,

conseq[uer.tly at

the critical period the grapes are In a drier atmosphero

and the absorbing foliage is prevented from inhaling any
more moisture than is necessary to suppport health.

Where

the vines are planted and the fruit

subject to the affection,

will

it

is

f >und to

be

be well to drain deeply
and when the groimd ia

between the rows in the fall,
forked over to apply a good dressing of fresh powdered
lime ; indeed a very conlident opinion will not be nuich
Itazarded

by stating,

that a well drained calcareous

soil,

iu

an airy but not exposed situation, would be sure to give

giapes nearly,

SpoL

—The

if

not quite free from rot.

spot, altliough

with the preceding disease,
7*

is

by some persons confounded
eertninly a different thing

THE GRAPE.
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I

injurious, as tlie Lerries only

SO

It is ttot

become marlied

on the surface, fbut which penetrates
through the skin), and remains on the \uie to ripen; the
hy

a black

spot

however,

quality,

considerably deteriorated, for

is

and gives a

it

con-

tm

les to

to

the flavor, not only tor table use, but also to the wine

be a

*'

spot" to the

last,

bitter taste

may

be made from the affected fruit. After some
years of careful watching for the cause of this, we are led
which

:o

the conclusion that

of the heat

*

produced by the direct striking

of a midsummer sun immediately upon the

Oerries, after
call

it is

heavy

rain, the

individual drops of which

with great force, and knock clear

bloom" or farina that the
no doubt,

#p-l'cli,

off

anu

berries are covered with,

a protection against

is

a spot of the
its

intensity,

ihoitLy leaving the tender cuticle exposed, and subject to
he more readily acted upon, just the same as the concentrated focus of a burning glass, ou a previously covered

and delicate skin would be, if it were to be acted upon in
the same way. With this paralizing action upon the particular parts, they are more easily attacked by a fdngos,
whicb,

when once

it

becomes established, will progress so

long as the same weather continues, and bence

how

plained

the disease increases with a similarity of

cumstances, and likewise the cause of

There
subject,

ex

is

its

cir-

cessation.

are several trifling matters connected with the
.V

LJuh

may

not be considered as disease, that

may

he traced to some of the causes previously mentioned,
bat which

if carefnllv

observed

mav

be remedied in time,

without permanent injury ; and in connection with this it
maybe mentioned, that although it has been recommended
to

k

keep up a moist atmosphere wWi repeated syringing,
by no means to be inferred that it is intended to

wwrkmd in

mnm»

the zoiddle of

very early.

t^

it

day, or yet in the morxJng

In such a dimate of " grey

sanligiit*
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harm done by
sunny skies,"
the same practice will lead to scald and to brown spots on
the tender bark and under side of the young leaves,
&A rhal of England, there will not be mticli
Buch a practice; but with our " bright and

thereby intermpting, to a certain extent, the luxuriant
and free development, and sometimes will entirely check
the elongation of the branches, which causes a revulsion
•f tlie B8C, and. of course, injury to tli^

«

'^

Me body.

;

CHAPTER
INSECTS,
Where

XIV.

ANO HOW TO DESTROY TtlEM

the treatment described hi tbe foregoing pages

has been adhered

to,

there will be

little

trouble with in

sects in the late graperj, but in early forced houses, with

make their
of summer

the most careful watchfulness, they sometimes

appearance during the middle and after part
also in the

vineyard and

all

out-door cultiire of the grape,

either one kind or other will, at times,

much

commit great rav

they be not speedily de
Rtroyed ; and "prevention is better than cure," was never
more apr^pts than in this case, for if a plant of any kind
ages, or do

mischief

if

you may
bid good-bye to health or productiveness.
Therefore be
on the look out, and when the enemy shows his advance

is

suffered to remain infested with these pests,

guard, rest assured that

army

ous

will

follow.

if

not speedily routed, a numer-

Attack his outposts, carry war

into his centre, destroy h:s flank

and

rear,

and completely

you will find that he will continue to
give annoyance. Give him no quarter, for he keeps no
tmcej and so long as he has one helpmate of the opposite
ho will persevere in bringing up his myriads of off
•pring, which are soon ready for active operation and
renewed destruction.
The Ltisects which attack our present subject, are red
tpider (aciru.%^) several species of cccais^ as brown tnrtlv, and white scaly bug, mealy bug, brown and wUite
annihilate him, or

,

1-XSECTStortoise sliell scale,
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black and green

fly,

(aphis,) tlirips,

(cymdm,) three or four kinds of beetles, as the
rose bug, cockchafer, &c., and occasionallv the caterpillars of some moths.
fietters

The

a very small, daik red insect, almost
the nwke^^ eye, which locates on the under

red spkltr

Invlfiible

to

is

side of the leaves;

and

if

left

house,

delights

m

a dry, hot atmosphere,
long unmolested, will spread over the whole

^5pinlling

it

a

network, among which it
travelb with the greatest facility, feeding upon, poisoning,

and

delicate

disfiguring the plant. It

ing and a

damp

may

be destroyed by syring-

and can be completely eradicated
by the use of sulphur, used as advised for mildew. Indeed

it is

doubtful

air,

if it will

exist at all if sulphur be exposed

occasionally to a high temperature, u^ithout heing ignited.
The writer applies it at times in his plant houses, and is

never troubled with either red spider or mildew; even
among roses when forcing in the winter, and the only
trouble

is,

to sprinkle a small (Quantity

pipes, or coolest

the Reason.

over the hot water

end of the Sues, three or four times during

If proper use be

made

of the syringe, the

sulphur will not always be required, but when applied it
answers the double purpose of preventing the spiead of
both red spider and mildew.

The

different species of sceUy

and mtaly bugs may \m

destroyed hy the preparation recommended for the vines
as the wash to be used in the fall, page 65. Hie scaks
generally adhere to the bark, and the brown ones are
often so near the color of

see them
their

;

ik:.:

as to require a close look to

here they stick, sucking the juices, and ejecting

sugary excrescence, which spreads over the leaves,

smd stops up the breathing
found

it

The

mealy hug

is to

be

creraes between the bark, in the joints, and
the bunches, in the fona of little ajttcny-Iookizig

in the

:,£

pores.
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should be laken ont witb
«nall brush or pointed stick, for if left in its lurking
places, the bunches among which it is locJited will be
substances, In wKlcli case

It

The

disfigured and too dirty for use.

more

solitary in habits,

and

tortoise-shell scale i3

in appearance like a small tor-

he found in the same places as the
brown scale, lives upon the juices of the vine, and can b«
Aphidae, or green and
destroyed by the same means.
black fly, are small insects, sluggish in movement, having
prominent antennae, a large abdomen, and a long probos-

toise-shell

;

it is

to

with which they pierce the cuticle of the tender shoots,
and draw out the sap, which quickly brings decrepitude
cis,

They are

into the advancing extremities.

^egarious, and increase amazingly

viviparous and

fast.

Thrips are small, active, linear-shaped little insects,
which congregate on and run over the under surface of
the leaves, disfiguring them, and eating the epidernxis or
outer covering; andtheyre/^ers (a species of cycad(E)n\o\e

by

rather

short flights, or

jumps when disturbed

and triangular
a palish yellow color, and like the
are

somewhat

linear

outer covering of the leaves.

in form, small,
last

;

they

and of

they feed on the

All the last three varieties

can be destroyed by fumigating with tobacco, but eare
should be used in the optratlon, so as not to apply too
much wliOe the leaves are young and tender, for in that
state

they are soon injured.

hug is a lightish brown little beetle, witb a
In some parts of the
small head, and long proboscis.

The

roJB

very destructive to hardy grape-vines, bef »re
and about the time of blossoming. It congregates through
the day-time oflen In great numbers, and eats the tender
•ountry

It is

flower stems, thus

the season^

destroying

The most

Me^ome customer

efTeetnai

in clieek, is

all

way

future prospects

for

of keeping this trou-

by hand-pick iisg.

at

inter
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through the day, more particularly eailjin the niom
although

ing, for

it

may

he caught at any time when at

upon a plant, it is more sluggish before the heat of tlie
day commences. Being only the visitor of a period, annually, a careful watching for three or four weeks is req^uifiite at this time, after which it disappears, and is no mor^
trouble.
The cockckaftr hteths are larger, more oval in
form than the foregoing, and of several colors; they attack
the leaves and young shoots through the season, but are
not £0 destructive. The same process (hand-picking) will
have to be resorted to for their destruction. Tliere are
rest

also several kinds of the larvae

that occasionally feed

hununing bird uicths

of

upon the young stems, and edges cf

the leaves, and which, being so near the color of the parts

they feed upon, and cylindrical
ficult to find

;

consequently

in form, are

when

it

is

somewhat

dif-

seen that injury

is

being done, a sharp look-out ought to be practised, and a

quick eye will soon get accustomed to the detection of

and any other kind of caterpillars that occasionally
be annoying
And here we may state that the befjt

these^

may

advice which can be given In this matter in a general

way

remember the old saying, that a
saves nine ;" and if we do not wish to

time

is,

to

"stitch

in

cultivate our de-

an immensity
in number of God's links in creation, we ought to have a
benevolent feeling, and recollect that the earliest and first
structive propensities,

by having

to destroy

onslaught upon the precocious subject will render

un-

necessary the putting to death of coantless myriads afterwaj-d,

each of which, in the true sense of reason, has a«

good a right

to live as

With regard
world

is

ours^ves.

to the grapery

under

glara, if the insect

" legion," and the generations quick in succession,

they are easily kept down, and nothing but gross negligence or ignorance will permit them to get ahead. U*^

TUK GRJ

1^0
water freely during
into

all

vines,

earlier jf»eriods of growtli, drive

tlie

crevices of the house,

and you

may

£.

and judiciously over the

generally defy

all

the host of them.

If after the fruit begins to ripen they should
attack,

tlie

sulphur and

toljat:co

may he

make an

applied as recom-

mended, when their comparatively small numbers
jpe^dtly jat to the roat.

h

will

h^

CHAPTEE XV.
the:

vi:^rE:Tr^TiD,

aivd

out-door

So far the grape-vine has been treated of in a general
way, as regards the natural disposition of the various
kinds in cultivation.

The

practical details also are

more particularly explained for the treatnieut of the
exotics, but to make a clean breast of our present business, there is required some more notice of the natives,
and out-door culture. If ^\-e could be satisfied with a
stand-still position, the thing might remain as it i:^^ for
almost everybody wlio has a yard of land thinks of a
grape-vine ; and yet a greater number know how to
grow grapes, if we are to believe the many metaphysical
conversations that often take ])lace. The fact is, that all
the species and varieties will more or less prosjier with
almost any kind of treatment, providing they be in a
suitable climate ; but this does not argue against the
best cultivation,

when

and there

the statement

is little

fear of contradiction

made that skill and care

be as
amply repaid wi£h any or all of the kinds. It matters
not whether for wine or table use, this still holds good,
and the only differerice is in what is required. If, for
instance, the proiuce be intended for wine, it will be
necessary to combine, a much as possible, those peculiar characteristics which the best samples are found
to po^ess, and in such case it is not advisable to introduce too much stimolacing mattt-r to the roots, but let
nature have her way, with help directed towai'dsherowB
(!61)

is

will
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course, and

still

contain within

fiuthei to

make use

tlielr original

of those varictiea

structure

more than usual of

Now

those ingredients which are suitable for the purpose.

dm

generally, with

maturity, there

is

tliat

enough of the car

bonaceous property, that can, by the plant's own actiou
be coiiverted into sugar, and of course by proper fermentation a sufficient proportion of the alcohoL'c principle

be ohtahxcd

;

may

but this does not give the particular nor yet

the varied aroma for which some wines are so prized.

much encouragament

to the

Toe

productionof exterior develop-

ment delays the formation of concentrated sugary matter,
and thcfie constituent properties which are derived from
hydrogen and other gases, that form in the exact proporvery desirable accompaniments which connoisseui-s delight in.
Consequently it is easily seen thai
moderate growth, with efficient drainage; must be the best,
tion those

and

^hat as these peculiar properties are invariably

more
highly concentrated under the influence of light and free
air, ample space is essential to vineyard culture. Although
our eonntry is said to be " the land of the vine," it by no
means follows that we may plant with impunity in any
situation, or under any circumstances, and notwithstanding
it is found that some varieties grow even in swamp land,
had produce fine fruit withal, when left to ramble among
the branches and overtop the loftiest neighboring trees, if
we try the same in culture for wine purposes, it would in
tlie gi-eatest nuuiber of cams be nothing bat
a miseralle
failure; firstly, on account of deficiency in the quality of
fruit; and secondly* there would be uo certainty
of it
feecomiag ripe, fi-om the liability to the rot. On the other
hand, the locality may be in all respects suitable, but yet
no *^spt.ccJ to violent storms, that the foliage

|"red

and torn

^d therefoi^

to the detriment of huth fruit

may
and

such should not be made choice ol

be

';:-

plant,

A^alo,

VINEYARD AND OCT-DOOR CULTUEE.
some caution

sliould

aspects which

lie

the

damp and

Le exercised with regard to those
open to the winds that bring with them

fugs of

summer

;

consequently,

tionable to choose a slope toward the sea.

country has

its

163

own

peculiarities,

it is

Each

objec-

tract of

and an acqaintance with

the neighborhood will enable any observant mind to deto the letter

There

no advantage in following
the advice of those who, too often, persist in

cide in this particular

is

believing a south-east slope to be imperatively necessary

men who may have

prospered well enough in their own

country and climate, are sometimes wedded to a certain
faith,

and have not always

to alter their practice or

•tances.

damp

If

we

sufficient tractability of

adapt

it

to

consider that along

mind

a difference of circumtlie

eastern shores the

which is bi-ought from the ocean almost invariably
brings on a tendency to mildew and rot, it is evident that
lii such a region it would be much better to adopt a spot
which is sheltered by higher ground on the eastern side.
At the same time, a low or moist situation should by all
air

•neans be avoided, or one where the air

stagnant at times.

under base

;

is

The next most important

liable to

item

is

be

a dry

a rough rubbly gravel subsoil, with a con-

tinued descent below, will generally prove naturally welldrained, but in all examples to

made

so

by

artificial

tlie

contrary

it

ought to be

means.

Nothing conduces more to prosperity than a soil strongly
impregnated with carbonate of lime, or having limestone
fock beneath. If any body is sceptical in this, they may
be easily convinced by referring to analysis, or mt>re
eimply by examining the incrustation left on the edges of
the leaves after the evaporation of that excessive perspira-

which sometimes takes place in hot and cloudy
weather, w^lille the growth of the plant is young. There

tion,

Is

perhaps no plant wliich exhibits more clearly than d^ef

THK
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OrRAl'K.

grape-vine, the oft-disputed fact that these Inorganic
substances are really absorbed. Here is a plain proof
tlic

that they are, for according to the greater or less
yf lime in the
is

most

soil,

amount

so will this appearance be niauifetit.

likely, that if all plants

It

were so situated as to be

enabled t^ take np the exact proportions of the various
elementary food required hy them, most of the diseases to
which they are snbject wotild disappear; and certain

enough
trol the

it is,

that all

elements to

would be preyented,

if

we

could con-

suit the different stages of

growth,

and adapt the light and heat to all respective constitutions.
In making choice of a piece of land for a vineyard, it
prcc.se
Is not always convenient to gain possession of the
spot which our iiitelligeuee would covet; bnt if it could
he done, and there are many opportunities where it may
be, we shonld accept an elevated table-land, lying high

and dry upon a limestone

base, and screened from the

damp easterly and cold north and noi-th-west winds by a
&tant range of hills, which would protect without producing a confined atmosphere, and give shelter against the
mo^ frtgid blasts of a below zero temperature.
"We may also take a more philosophical view of the

method of planting than

is

generally practised, and in-

stead of fixing the plants in the position of so

many

hilU

same distance apart, wlien each
stool requires a stake, and the bearing cane has to be
curved over, thereby being only half supported, we would

of corn» and about the

ccnaider the aspect that might have to be dealt with, the
mt'lination

towards the sun's rays, and

all

such matters as

most prevalent drjnng
wii-ds to blow through each row of vines, and in addition

ifoald give opportnnity for the

much

tu

expose the tipper side of the leaves as

to

the action of the mid-day sun, in order the better ta

as possible

eoaceairaie trae growth, and prepare the plants to reslal

VIXKYAKD
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IGj

the violent and sudden cliaiiges of weather for which ou:

climate

The

so proverbial.

is

following explanation will

perhaps show more clearly what

making choice of a

and

suitable soil

sure that the snbsoil

is

is

here meant.

situation,

well drained,

After

and making

commence

to trench

with the spade, or plough deeplj the whole piece. If
the spade be used and the soil shallow, this operation may
J»e

performed as follows

:

Take

out a trench at one side,

three feet wide and one spit deep; wheel or cart this to
the other end, then loosen up the under soil another spit,

break

up well and leave it
nest upper crust on the top of
it

finished.

Where

a large extent

this,

bottom

;

throw the

and so on

until ail is

in the

to be cultivated,

would
become too expensive to trench, and the plongh will have
to do the work ; in which case, the subsoil plough ought to
follow the top loosening. Where the soil is equally good
the two spit -deep, the bottom may be turned to the top to
advanti^e. Very little manure will be needed if the earth
be in good heart, and well incorporated with vegetable
matter, but otherwise

it

is

is

it

work in at the
tons of decomposed barn-

advisable to

same time, from ten to fifteen
yard dung to the acre and if there be a deficiency of the
alkaline bases, a dressing of lime and wood ashes will
prove very beneficial. Although the roots of the grape
;

vine,

cross

when established delight in an open turfy soil, a
ploughmg and harrowing will be required to pul-

verize, sufficiently, the soil before planting,

jrcung fibres a better chance to lay hold of

The work.

also, nno-lif. in

previous early

time

it

may

ao as to get Into

at

first

start

Hni^no- ^IxQ
'S

summer oi
good condition by th

many

cultivators

who think

it

absolutely

choose a side-hill situatioa for the vlneyaid*
must be admitted that such is often the beat* Imt
to

It

/irtTiA

it

be wanted.

Tliere are

«ad

fall,

Ko

and give the
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there

no reason

is

why it

should he invariably accepted

to

any other. However, where the
above-mentioned
diFposiriou leads that way, and all the
considerations are not to be acquired, it will answer the
purpose, and if the slope be anything like steep, the whole
becomes
This
terraces.
into
formed
be
have
to
will
extent
the entire exclusion of

expensive according to the angle of ascent.
should also be remembered, that on a hill-side, the cold

more or
It

air,

less

more particularly

in the night,

is

constantly moving

therebottom,
the
towards
top
the
from
surface,
the
along
of warmth
evaporation
health-producing
that
preventing
by
the
heat
of
the
solar
from
obtained
which
is
soil
the

from

previous day, and causing, in our extreme climate, a condensation of the moisture as it radiates upwards, which i?
then can-led along towards iliQ lowest level in the form

of a

damp and

cold draft

among the under

parts of the

does not require a second thought to understand how Injurious such a circumstance is in all other
such
that
think
will
many
doubt
No
culture.
of
kinds
notions as tLese are not woi-thy of consideration, but as
hurtful
other
and
mildew,
rot,
with
troubled
being
are
we
affections, it is well to guard against all things that are
plants

;

and

it

likely to provoke, or produce the evil, and avoid them
Arguing from the culture of the grapeaccordingly.

vine, or

any other plant under

glass,

we know

action would bring on these very diseases;
Inside cultivation alone that
for proof, for there

where a j^ant

is

prepare a

not to

are at all times dependent

now and then happens an example

when one part

is

is

badly affected

quite free
;

aid

that these cold currents of dsm^^ air

To

it is

trained on two aspects, or the head

iiiierent positions,

while the other

we

and

that such

side-hil^ for

is

it is

is

in

from disease,
just possible

one of the causes

avinejard,it will he Tequiat*
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bottom upwards, iu

•ccorcliiig to the steepness of ascent.

wlJtli

If very abrupt, onlj

one row of vines can be accommodated on each, but with
a more gentle inclination the breadth may be sufficient
for two or even three rows.
The front will also require
to he banked up to render the upper surface level, and
there is nothing more suitable for the purpose than thick
turfs of grass-sod, fixed

on the edges, inclining from the
perpendicular towards the bank. Generally speaking,
these sods may be cut from the immediate surface, when
a portion of each length to be laid out will furnish enough
material for

wrong

in this operation, like

of service to

show the

made of

ter is

ow^u front, and as there

its

right.

is

a right and a

most other things,

When

a hank of

may be

it

this

charac

sq^uare sods, as seen in Fig. 30,

they are

way during

summer,

subject to give

the rains of the

first

Grom the fact of there being no mechanical holdfast. Fig. 31

n

Kg.

30.

I

I

1%,

1(1

/ '

tt.

n nj
/

shows how this may be obviated, and the trouhle or expense of workmanship is the same in both cases. The

way

to get these latter

is,

to

simply cut down a few inches

with the spade in a slanting direction, by a straight line
at equal distances, as much as may be wanted, and after-

ward
'illy

cut to the

to the first

same width, with the line placed diagoncutting, which will give each individual

sod of the right size and form to push together,

by merely

reversing the bevelled edge at each rise on the height
The trenching, plowing, manuring, &c., will be the
izi tliis

88 the befure-noticed plan.

The

next thli^

to

\%

;

THE
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done,

is

GltArE.

tne preparing of supports

upon wLIcIi

to train tlrt

rlues.

The most common method

of planting

is,

in straight

and at right angles with
each other, and to simplj have a pole to each vine tha
aethod of training helng the long rod, explained page
This answers the purpose very well and has bei2C.
come the most customary, in part from the introduced
rows from

five to six feet apart,

;

some measure as a consideration
the latter, there nmy be some saving

routine of Europe, and in

of economy.

As

to

to the pocket, but unless there are moi'e than

counter-

no use in following old
customs, so long as better ones can be introduced, and in
the present case, an improvement may he accomplished
balancing advantages, there

by cheap

trellises,

which

is

may be made

in the following

Prepare a quantity of good strong poles of
locust, chestnut, oak, or ash, seven feet six inches; point
and char these three feet on the lower end and drive
them into the ground two feet six inches, in rows six feet
siftnner

:

and west, or as near these points aa
may be practicable, and the poles nine feet assunder ; next
fix horizontally long narrow strips of wood, or straight
apart, extending east

but thin sapling, to the upnghts, at a distance of one foot
th'^ will make a substantial trellis on which to train the
vines,

and be

far superior, with

very

little

more expense

than the pole-to-one -vine that Is so often made use of. It
is high time for us to adopt a principle of neatness comh'ned with utility, and endeavor to supersede all such
pnmiiive maehinerv. If we are to imitate, let it not be a
-etrograde moveoient, but onward progress

;

and a

stil

Improvement might be lutroduced in the trellis re'Sdmmeuded, by using galvanized iron wire for the hori»oHtni supports. There is some prejudice existing against
tbe Bse id wire as it has been tl ou^ht that it doesinjtiTj
further

TIXEYAKO AND OUT-DOOR OULTrRE.
vines

to tlie

by

tlie

rusting and

tlieir friction

161*

against so

bard a material, but practically we do not find it so. Let
the superintendent only attend lo bis duty witbout nur^
iiig bis

old prejudices,

and see

to the proper tying,

and

more detriment in ^\tiB
than anything else. However, let everybody go along nt
he thinks best, only move onward, and as we are a great,
and daily becoming a greater nation, let us not disappoint
the expectations of the world by our want of originality.
our word for

All
here

it,

there will be no

may now be considered as ready for planting, and
again we have many notions to contend with. Cut-

—one-year

tings

two-year

okl,

old,

and even three-year

have each been considered as the best, according to the whims and fancies of pedantry. The fact is, wc
want a healthy start, at the least expense and as the
plants mast have a length of time to become profitable,
"what can be more economical, cr insure future succesg
better, than good oi.e year vines ? The more than half part
of this business depends on previous preparation but, as
this costs money, it is well, at the same time, to be getting
old

plixi.ts,

;

;

ready the future occupants; consequently
to say: raise the plants

on one

the main superficial area

propagate, adapt

all

;

it Is

good advice

and be preparing on
be not convenient to

spot,

or, if

it

contingencies so as to

make

sure of

after results.

A young and well-rooted plant will, if properly managed
and attended, produce a greater growth than a stunted
older one, with the additional advantage of being alike in
all its

parts

;

what

is

true individually, will be so collect

whole vineyard, and a greater unifonnitj?
In transplanting, take care tL«at ti.e
will be obtained.
roots are lifted carefully, and removed to their new qvarnothing produces more
ters, before they become dried
ively, over the

;

evil to

any plant than

this often careless practice.

Boot*
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aie organized beings, containing fluid matter,

and intended

convey most of the nutriment upward to the whole
siperstnicture and if their tender cells heeome shnvelled,
they are n'^t capable of again performing their offices with

to

:

the same degree of energy, hut remain comparativelj
inactive for a length of time, or die immediately.

top languishes, a

weak

If the

start is the consei^uence, with per-

haps the loss of a whole season.
If the trellis be accepted, the rows
apart,

nary

and the plants four

way

feet

may be

sis

asunder; but, in the

feel
ordi-

way will be the nearest
down the roots, dig a hole

of staking, five feet each

In putting
fiix inches deep, and wide enough for them to be spread
out all around; cover carefully with well pulverized soil;
possible distance.

two or three good eyes and, when the
vintjs begin to start, midch over, so far as the roots extend,
with r tted barn-yard manure; or, if that cannot be had,
then with any vegetable reftise, that is tree from seeds,
that may be at band.
When the shoots begin to elongate somewhat, it will be
seen which is going to be the strongest, and all the others
may be rubbed off. As this continues to grow, tie it up t j

?ut off the head to

the stake or

trellis,

shoots which

grow

they

ai-e

;

pinch out the laterals (the small sideat the base of each leaf) to

produced, and rub off

all

one eye, as

superfluous suckers or

Nothing further will be required than to keep
the ground free from weeds, hy hoeing, or the plough,
through the summer. The long-rod method of training is

branches.

3ne of the best for the vineyard, but a periodical extension

3

still

better, as

it is

more

in accordance

with the consti-

^tional powers of the grape-Tine, more pai-ticularly the
Mrong. growing natives, and alike applicable to all the
"^riftties.

Here

one of the greatest advantages of the
HfMmverMiis the pole method, as with the latter no srreatei
is

VINEYARD AND OUT-DOOR CULTURE,
bulk of plant tLan

A

practicable

explain

all

acquired after the tLlrd year la
reference to the chapter on pruning will

to

is

one of the

fiutlier,

first

moie than repay

The

Is

respecting this part; so there

suing the su!)ject
ness

training
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is

no use

ui pur-

excepting to state that ckauli-

demands of the vineyard, and

is

sure

for the Invciited labor.

over arbors, around

dwellings,

and

all

su:h positions, will require the same fundamental culture
that has been explained for the vineyard, the only difference being in the peculiar desires or fancy of the cultivator with regard to the form of the plant. As the grapevine is so lavish with its embracing arms, they may
be
entwined around or over anything that will give them
support; the whole plant will continue to delight the eye

with

its

ness,

we may enjoy

beauty, and gratify the palate with its luscious
Bweets, if kindly treated.
Even with worse than caxeleasing as kindness

is

a portion of

bestowed, so

with an abundant gratitude

humanity,

it

benevolence.

;

its

liberality

may we

for, like

;

but, accord-

expect to meet

the better part of

can appreciate, and will fully retura former

C.CLENDAE OF OPERATION

aA

:v

uA

B.

V.

OtTT-DOOR CULTUEE,
£k our nortlieni, ice-bound regions very little can b«
done in this month, further than preparing for the future.
We may, however, take notice of all that will be required, such as tlie conveying of niauiire to the
plants,
painting and cleaning trellises, collecting and preparing
stakes, and other matters of like character, which
would
with time when we can ill spare it.
In the
South, the instructions for Febiuaiy and March
will he
suitable at this time.
And here we may state, that a
interfere

Bimilar difference will apply, until about
i-ipening-tinie,
for the

rame

latitudes.

COLD GRAPEET.

Keep

the honse cool and open with bright sunshine,
bat close at night, and likewise in the day-thne when
the
weather is severe and cloudy. Examine 'occasionally
tor
rats anil mice, as they

sometimes do much mischief by
gnawing the vines. Jt is well to rub a little arsenic be
twAeu slices of bread, cheese, or beef, and lay them
ch«e
lo the base of the planta underneath the eoverini^.
K^CIBS HOUSE.

grape-grower has,
[iraT

THE GRAPE.
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See to the covering of the borders;
(See page 81.)
In the first
be sure these are right.
early house the vioes will be considerably adAanced in
and the temperature,
gT'iW'th perhaps, near blooming
IE such case, may range from 60^ at night, to 85°
exert

Ills

best

skill.

—

—

—

day, with sunshine, or 75° without

tlie

ui

it.

When

blossoms begin to expand, cease watering overhead
until the berries ai*e set, but damp tlie surface of the
floor, and over the heating apparatus, while the house is
ti.tj

warm

still

in the afternoon.

The second

early house will

be about starting, for which see page 84. These directions will apply to this house now.
See, also, page 87.
&£TABDINa HOUSE.

This part of grape-culture has not yet become as gen-

The

keep back or
retard the ripening of the fruit (fully explained on page
98), so as to have it fit for use during the winter months.
To the commercial grower we here more particularly
Q>eak, as, during the winter months, a higher price ia
paid for grapes than at any other season of the year.
eral

At

as

it

ought to be.

present the

demand

far

object

is

to

exceeds the supply,

of fine black Hamburgg, or others of

Listead

like quality,

there

nothing for sale but the White Lisbon and Black Portwo inferior kinds, which are rendered still worse
tusral
by long keeping, and the sea-voyage fi om Portugal and
is

—

other

now

pai-ts

of southern Europe.

As

the gi-apes ought

be hanging ripe in this house, constant slow fires
are necessary to keep out the fro?t. Do not let the tern*
}j«iatare rise higher than from 40° to 45^ at niglit,
and ^^° m the day. No water is required, an 3 every
precaution should be used to maintain a dry atmosphere, and the bunches free fiom decaying bemes,
to

For praning,

see page 101.

;
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.

OUT-DOOR CULTURE.
Not much can
as explained last
fall,

month.

take the earliest

during the

m tliis

yet he done

If pruning was not done in the

opportunity for

Never

weather,

first niiid

departraent, except

the operatiou

cut a branch from

any plant when frozen ; rather wait beyond the usual
time, but do not delay in this case longer than is necesTie the \mes to the stakes or

sary.

trellises;

level

manure when recessary, so that the melting snow and
rains may wash it down amongst the roots previous to
digging or forking the ground after winter is over.
COLD GRAPERY.
+

The

directions for last

consequently, there

month

will apply also to

tliis

no need for repetition.

is

r

FORCING

A8

the weather

is

very changeable, generally, in this

month, the utmost care
bered, that

all

HOUSE.

is

required

;

for,

we have got, so
Watch particularly

the growth

dal, and soon injured.

be

it

remem

far, is

aititi-

the changes

and wet storm, to the sudden, bright,
severe, and drying atmosphere of the north-west.
In
such case, mind to keep the floor of the house damped
over several times durina: the first dav, and aflerwnrd*
fi-ora'a north-east

antil the

tender leaves can withstand the sun*8 fervid

influence.

Syringe

For second

early, see Jrui*nal,

overhead erevj evening in clear
weather, but withhold water during wet stoi-ms, and
while the blossoms are expanded, except on the floor of
the house. In the earliest house let the temperature
range from 60° at night to 85° or 90° with ^u^^^irie

page 87.

the grape.

j7G

RETAltDTNG HOUSE.

Aiteud

to last nioutli's directions.

OUT-DOOR CULTUR&

excepting the extreme north, the toil
will now be in a fit state for working, and no time should
be lost in getting ready for planting. If the land for vis-

In

all localities,

yard culture has an open, sandy, or gravelly subsoil,
where the water passes freely away, there will be no
further preparation requhed than deep trenching, or surface ploughing, followed with a sub3t>il l>lough that will,

—

twenty inches deep, if deeper, so mncb
the better ; indeed, it ought to go down to the natur:il
If the subsoil is heavy and stiff, the situation
draiuaije.
is inferior for the purpose, and artificial drains will more
than repay the cost of making.

at least, penetrate

Many persons think

the older a vine

the sooner they will have a

quently talked with those

full

before planting,

is

crop of fruit.

who needed

I have

fre-

to be convinced

that a three or four year old vine would not set and ripen

plenty of bunches the same season

it is

planted.

For the

vineyard, either cuttings or one year old plants are best.
Tlie latter, all things considered, have the preference.
is

&r better

to

have an abundance of healthy

It

roots, with

a small well-iipened stem, than the reverse. The plants
may be arranged at the distance of five feet each way.
(See page lOS.) When cuttings are used, or if the plant*
have been raised from cuttings, there will be roofe emit
ted along the buried part of the stem, and the plantin!
should be, in either <Kise, d^p, for the sake ot retaining
the whole of them, and also enablinej the vine to have a
refc»fToir to feed

from

in

dry w*^her.

CJLEXDAR OF OPERATIONS.
It
this

is

17 I

er}»ected that pruning has been completed bolbro

time;

openition

if not so,

do

it

When

without delay.

this

deferred until late, the vines will " bleed"

is

although this does not materially injure them,
nevertheless prevents a vigorous burst of the foliage

freely, and,
h.

*d

yonng

shoots, retards the ripening, and injures the

quality of the fruit for the season.

If the vines have not

been neatly tied to the trellises, or stakes, do it at once.
When the branches are left to be dashed about by the
equinoctial gales, or even handled when the buds are
swelling, they are easily injured.
Remove all the loose
bark, and examine

if

there be any chrysalides or eggs of

insects in the crevices,

**-

—

destroy them

and when
there is only a limited quantity of vines, and time can be
spared, it makes sure work if both branches and trellis
should be washed over with the mixture mentioned on
page 65. Near a dwelling-house or other building this
ought to be done every season, for in such places the
insects are often more numerous, and have better chancefi
of protection through tlie winter. Have
if so,

an eye to neatness and finish, and as
soon as the weather will permit, fork

over the surface, working in the manure or other dressing, applied in the
Fall as a mulch, at the same time.

The accompanying

figure

(Fig. 32)

sliows another very

training

tlie

good method for
hardy kinds, and is best

adapted for vineyards ; (a) the bearing
blanches; (b) shoots of the present year,

and intended
aoii; (o)

for fi'uiting the next sea-

stakea

;

ft«.

M.
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COLD GRAPERY.

The

vines

may rtmnin

covered

until the latter part of

the present, or, in late situations, the heginiiing of next

The house should be kept

'uonth.

cool

by having the

and doors open at ail times except dunng
tevere frost. After the covering is removed, clean the
house and make all neat. Fork the inside beds, and
?3iiUlatoi-s

thorough syringing over the whole house, selecting a mild time for the operation. Do not, however,
repeat this operation daily until the danger from sharp
For planting, see page 59.
frosts is past.
gi ie a

FOBCIXG HOUSE.

most trying month in the year, (even mors
so than the preceding one,) where grapes are being forced early, as, generally speaking, the roots are in a cold
bed, and notwithstanding there may be a sufficient
Tills is the

covering on the surface,

still

the

soil

lacks the genial heat

which a summer's sun imparts, wliile, at the same time,
the branches are exposed to a temperature and atmosphere suitable to their healthy action, and the advancing
fruit is dmning considerably on the energy of the plants.
This difference of condition and artificial position, tends
to the development of the plant, it is true, but the ex-

panded leaves have not the

requisite supply of organic

matter flowing through them, which causes them to
reuiaiu more than usually thin and watery, and the
fiTiit is

liable to suffer accordingly, unless the greatest cau-

don he exercised. The weather too, at this time, is fickle,
one day being mild, cloudy and moist, while the next

may

drj^ cold and windy, with severe frc^. The^e
s*uddcn differences require the greatest care and watchl>e

a day of severe weather, the leaves will
suddenly wilt and be destroyed, when the sun's powerful

fulness, else atler
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During these cold days, do not open
any bat tlie top ventilators, and these no more than ia
necessary to keep the thermometer from rising too high.
Damp the floor, sides and ends of the house, so as to
secure a humid atmosphere, which will assist tlie circarnys strike them.

latiou of the

sap, the

leaves

absorhing the moisture

through the stomata, or breathing pores, on the under
side.
Be careful to keep a steady range of temperature
from 60° at midnight, and 76° in cloudy, with a rise or
85° to 00^ on sunny days.
Break off all superfluous
growing shoots, thin the berries early, and reduce the

crop

down

may be

to

what

eased as

January,

in

is finally

much

intended, so that the vines

as possible.

the Forcing House, will

The

now

directions for

apply to th«

Second Early,
HETARDDfG HOUSE.

Keep

the atmosphere dry and cool, but if there be any

hanging on the vines, do not let the frost in,
At tliis time the vines should be resting, consequently
cixe ought to be used in preventuig the iiouse from beIf the pnming is not finished, do it imc< ming heated.
giapes

still

m gdiately, clean the vines,

as previously advised for other

and lower the canes down from the roo^ that the
It ia
Bi n may not have so much influence upon them.
n.ach better to get a tardy development than to have t
!< w tempei*ature during growth.
ciops,

Comparatively ^leaking, the grape grower will now
b\^In to have busv "work. The various successions of the
ei otics are more or less in activity, from the swelling bud
to

and the natives are beginning to dewhich renders it neceisnry that we should be oa

fufl-fiized

Tplop,

tbo alert.

grapes,

THE GRAPE,

ISO

OCT-DOOR CULTURE.
In this department, when the buds are burst so far as
to show which are Jikelv to be the most suitable shoots
for training
the right phices, or to be left for fruiting,
go over the whole and rub off all that are not wanted, or
which, if left, would produce superfluous growth. This
mi

m

A

operation requires some study as the work proceeds.
reference to the illustrations iu former pages will explain

what is here mean*-, and tlie reader will readily perceive
which buds ouglit to be taken out and which left to grow.
I wish most particularly to impress the importance of
this dis-budding upon all who desire either profit, or
grapes of the best quality. It will save much after-labor
in the way of sammer pruning, and be of advantage to
the vines and fruit by more fully exposing the leaves to
air and light.
The branches dre less crowded, and the
carbonic acid more thoroughly decomposed, thus forming a larger

amount

of saccharine matter in the fruit,

and better ripened and firmer wood for the next year,
COLD GilAPESY.

The

vines in this house

in the coldest localities.

may now

be uncorered even

Examine them

to see

if

any

injury has been done by the extreme cold of the past
winter, which will show itself in the form of longitudinal slits, or openings along the canes, especially near
the upper extremities.
These will, in a short"^time,

become dark-colored on the edg^, and begin to
" bleed," and without great caution the whole, or
a
krge portion of the cane, will die off. The best thing
in such cases is
at once,

or two.

to tie the stem to the roof-wires

and keep a lower temperature

for a

week

notwithstanding this, the buds do not
bnrst, and the sap still continues to
ooze out, do
not cat down iai mediately, bat wait until
a healthy
If,

CALEVBAK OF 0VKHXT10S5.
xiid rigorous shoot near the

lower end

]jas

ISI

grown

sonii'

eighteen inches, when the whole npper head may be cut
awaj, and the young branch trained np in its steud
'J'his

mischief

the

of imperfectly ripened M'ood,
ajid insufficient covering dnrin:^ the Avinter, a fact
ul
which some peisons have been rather expen.sively con
winced during the last few severe seasons, ;ind which has
is

]-esu!t

fnmished prejudice, neglect, and had management, a subterfuge to

condemn the

practice of growing the Europe;ui

grapes under glass, without artificial heat. When !)o
injury has occurred, the vines may be loosely tied to
the wires, with the top left sus])ended in an arched
position, until all the buds are well and evenly grown

some two or three

which the canes sliould
their permanent forni for the summer.
inches, after

be fastened in
Do not let any drafts of air into the house, but lower the
temperature as maybe desired by opening the top ventilators.
Keep the house cool dnnng the first three
weeks on account of the liability to frosty nights. Let
the thermometer, up to the end of this time, rise no
higher than 05% if possible. At the end of the month it
may be allowed to rise to 70'", or 75° and 80^, and now

commence using water

freely with the syringe or hose-

and mornings, distributing it over every
part of the vines, and into all crevices of the woodMork,
pipe, evenings

Ihr the double purpose of moistening the atmosjihei-e,

and dklodging any

HiG

insects that

have taken refuge there.

now bt ri|*ening fast, and thin
mng will be finished. The heat may be increased to 65"*
or 70^ at night, and 85^ to 90= at aiid-day. Water overbead ought now to be discontinued, but damp the fioor
earliest

oian evening.

crop will

Continue to nip out the upper adrancing

THE GRAPE.
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one leaf above wLere last
stopped, and remove all the louver side shoots on eacn
fruit spur, excepting the two uppermost, which are lelt
for the purpose of drawing the sap, and preventing the
trrowtli of th^ lateral shoots to

base buds from bursting.

sometimes so troublesome
during July and August, to late crops, seldom shows
But there is another
itself in an early house of grapes.
sort, which appears as a delicate white mold on the sur-

The kind

of mildew which

is

and on the upper side of the leaves,
aud this is more prevalent in the forcing house than the
cold grapery. It is most to be apprehended after a dry
and heated atmosphere has been maintained for sometin^e, as for inst;ince, immcdin.tely after " blooming time."
face of the berries,

Tills disease
tlie

may be thoroughly

destroyed by syringing

vines with \\ater, in which has been

sulphur, say one

pound to twenty

mixed some

gallons.

While

flour

using,

keep the sulphur well stirred, for it is upon the contact
of this and the fumes given off by slow combustion, thai

remedy depends.
Tlie same directions that were given Inst month for the
earliest house, will now be applicable to the second eai'ly,

the

and need not be repeated.
THB RETARBiyG HOUSB,

Let all the doors and ventilators be open until the baJa
begin to swell, and even daring the whole month when
tliere Is no danger of frost ; when so, the house may be
elosed at night, and opened itgain early in the morning.
A le^ amount of moisture is required for this than for
other crops, m the object is to prevent tbe vines from
getting into brisk action, and the natural atmosphere t»
Klffieieiitly damp for the present. In making preparation
for a hons^e of this kind, it is best tc have the bed or bo^

^
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der for the roots to
tlie

ground

eist

the vines

nearly or quite n'.ised abore

from

level, whi(;h,

more

in,
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its

drier capacity, will as-

Boniewhat prevent the accumulation of too
fiuid

and

fully to centralize their juices,

and unnpened growth

much crude

in the falL

m A V.
Now that
look

among

the severity of the season

is

over,

we may

the vines, and examine the effects of the ex-

treme cold of the 2^^3t winter. There will be instances,
in very cold latitudes, where the vines have excusably
suffered; but, in the majority of cases, the mischief has

occurred through an over-damp or imperfectly drained

Those imder glass may be injured from the
same cause, and from over-rich, deep bordei-s, which
tend to keep the canes in a growing state, and supplied
sub-soil.

with too

much

fluid, until

the approach of winter, leav-

ing no time before the frost sets in for the diying up or
ripening off of the

protection

is

woody

fibre.

In in-door culture, some

afforded by the house, even though no

heat has been applied through the winter.

fire-

we

True,

sometimes see examples where the exotics growing

in

the open air are nearly or entirely uninjured, leading us
to infer that no covering

however,

we must

is

necessary.

recollect that

much

In the grapery,
richer beds are

prepared for the roots, and, consequently, a large growth
is produced, which reqmres longer time, and a diier

atmosphere

in tiie Fall,

to evapor^e the surplus jui

tes,

fmj great amount

of

ro enable the vine to withstand

These considerations show the necessity of cover.
mg the vines in houses where fire-heat is not used.
1 have spoken thus minutely of this, as many practical
^iltivators and amate irs would like a hou;^ 4»f exotic
frost.

THE GRAFK.
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them

grapes, providiiig they can succeed with

the expense and trouble of
tire-heat is

artificial

heat.

of serrice, temporarily, there

is

witho'rt

Although

no actual ne-

with a well-fitted glass arbor, attentic»ii
to covering in the winter, and not hastening the vines
into growth in the spring, great results may be accomcessity for

it,

plished, as I

as,

have proved during the

last

ten years.

OUT-DOOR CULTCBP!,

In the vineyard, and out-door culture generally, the
vines Avill now begin to show their fruit, and likewise
the most snitable branches for next year's beaiing. Coutinue to disbud, or rub out,

all

that

are snpei'fiiious.

two
number

Ti^ose which aie fastened to stakes will require, say

of the best lower shoots to be

left,

A sufficient

shoidd be retained upon trellises to

fill

up

all

vacancies,

or furnish branches to be laid in at the distance of eight-

een inches apart, as fruiters hereafter.
riorates the quality of the

finiit,

Nothing

or renders

it

dete-

subject te

more than the over-crowdiiifr
fn'owinsr
o of o
o wood
during the summer. Every leaf should be freely exposed
to the action of light, which cannot be the case when
these young supei-fluous branches are allowed to " ride

rot,'

over " the whole sur&ce of the plant.
COLD GRAPEBY.

Some

care

is still

necessary, during the earlier |^rt of

the month, where late frosts are apprehended. In siicli,
keep the house cool for a few days, but do not neglFct a
firee iise of the syiinge over tlie vines every mild ereBing.
liberal supply of water should be sprinkled over
the fioor of the house in the mominor, to maintain a moist

A

Kid

not over-stimulating atmosphere, which
the buds to swell and burst with vi^or. W^s-r^

genial, but

«ili ctiase

,
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tlie

shoots are sufficiently advanced to

ones for fiuiting,
cepting these,
t'

e\
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ow

the best

next year's wood,

an<I also for

may be rubbed

out.

It is best,

all,

ex

however,

leave an extra one on each spur, in case of accident

f )r,

when

fire-heat

is

young shoots are

not used, the

quite

and sometimes burst out before a aufficitnt
amount of woody fibre is formed at their base to connect
For the same rea
them firmly with the parent branch.
wn they ought to be handled very carefully, and not be
drawn down to the wires too soon. Towards the middle
or latter part of the month, according as the locality is
free fi'oni frosts, the house should be kept more closely
shut, and the vines allowed to commence their giowth
Let the temperature be gradually raised a
in earnest.
degree or two each day, beginning with 70°, and inbrittle,

creasini:;

to

Do

85^ in the middle of the dav.

not

open the lower ventilators, as the co'd air checks the
carculation of the sap, and paralyzes the ac tion of the plants.
water freely overhead, and give the vines every ihauce to push into vigThe outside borders should also be
orous growth.
will presume that a mulching of manure
attended to.
was applied in the fall, which should now be forked over,
Close the house early at night,

ii«e

We

leaving the
to act

soil loose

upon the

and open, to allow the

sub-soil,

If this covering of

air

and sun

thus Invigorating the

manure was omitted,

a})ph'

it

rof>t».

at once,

The spring

after lightly forking over the border.

rains

will carry the soluble fertilizing material to the rootvS, a?

tcod for the plants.
THE FORCING HOUSE,

The

earliest

croj^ will

earlv "stoninsc-''

When

now be
the

meiiGes, syringing OTeriiead

ripe,

last swell

maj bo

and the

-~ic:n3

of the fruit con^-

diaicoatiiii^d.
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water entirely withheld inside of the house as the coloi
ing progresses. At this time, a grape-vine wili be maintained in a healthy state, if kept very dry.
are,
however, sometimes compelled to apply water, to prevent the encroachment of insects; but when this become*!
n necessity, the water should never come in (contact wi.}

We

would cause some kinds to burst their
fikius, and all would be injured in appearance by the
*' bloom " being washed from the surface of the berries.
For the latter reason, the bunches should not be touched
with the fingers, or rubbed in any way, while hanging
the

fruit, as

it

on the vines.
As the side-shoots continue to push fresh
growth, the tops will need to be shortened-in to one leaf
above the former phiching; but in young canes of the
present season, the top

may be

allowed to extend, and

the laterals shortened to one leaf as they continue to
increase.

The

later successions of grapes will require

the same treatment which was recorded for
last

two months, and need not be repeated
1ffiTARDIK(J

this, in

the

here.

HOUSE.

With
tained

i

mnnll quantity of water used.

O0T-DOOB CTLItrHB.

Tie

^lne3 in this department will now >e In actrt
m<:-'::r.i»3.
A<» the shoots elongate, nip out the top* to
three or four leaves above the fmit-bunches, but all^^

intended for next year's wood to extend themwives fo tbe present, rubbing off all that
are mpQtfluoos. Now is the time to save
much after-labor in
tfiose

CALENDAR OF
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aommer-prnning, and prevent injury to the fruit ; tiierefore, do not leave more branches than are necessary tc
lay in, eigliteen iiiches apart, on the trellis, or furnish

two or three
training.

for the stakes, according to

A reference

Hhow what

here meant.

is

acquire .some

to former chapters

woody

mode

the

and cuts

of

will

Let these joung shoots

fibre at the base before tying-in,

they will be liable to break off; but do not delav
the operation longer than necessary. Some persons use
3Ise

willow twigs and rye straw for this purpose ; the former,
however, are troublesome, and the latter very nnsio-htiv.
Good Russian bast will always be found more convenient,

much

neater, and quite as economical.

as blossoming
ed, cnt off

is

all

As

soon

and the best bunches can be selecttbe superfluous and inferior ones. A

past,

healthy and vigorous cane

may

be allowed to bear ono
pound of grapes to each foot in length ; but on those of
weaker growth the weight should be correspondingly

less, if

good quality

out for insects, as

Keep a shaip look
they sometimes do much mischief at
is

the object.

There are several kinds of beetles and cater
which eat the young shoots, and likewise the

this time.
pillars

stalks of the bunches.

hand-picking early

in

These should be destroyed by

the morning,

when they

gish and easily caught.

There is also
which congregate

a species

are slug-

of Aphis,

or small black fiy,
in great numbera
on the young growth, and, by sucking the juices, kill the
tops of the shoots if they are not destroyed. Syringing
with w*hale-oil soap dissolved in hot water, and afterirards diluted to the pioportions of

one pound of the
goap to three gallons of water, will be effectual ; or,
the next best substitute is common soap-suds, used in the
mmr: ay. It is not best to apply these materials w!iil«
the blossoms are expandinsr, but attack the insects bv
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hand before thoy become numerous.
Loosen the Bi»il
with the hoe or plough, to destroy weeds, and allow tL.e
rains to penetrate.
The cuttings wliich were put down
in Maich will alsc be benefited by the same process, and
if drouth should occur, a good soaking of water will
mnke their success more certain, and prevent many from
living out.
Aow is a good time to propagate by layers.
For this purpose, bury a branch of last year's growth

pomo

four inches deep, leaving the

of tlie present season

in a

the tops above ground.

young

lateral shoots

perpendicular position, having

Press

down some hooked

pegs,

keep the branch in its place, and cover with enith.
\t the end of summer, these upright branches will have
an abundance of roots, and may be divided iuto as njany
to

ifldividual plants.

COLD GR-Vi-nHT.

Tlie vines in this house will, like those in the open

be in sctive growth, and

air,

menns should be used to
eoeottrage their development. Syringe over the whole
every evening, if the weather Is clear and dry, but not
otherwise, immediately before sundown, closing the house
at the same time, and do not open when cloudy ; be
all

however, to ventilate when the sun's rays burst
suddenly out. The great object is to maintain an even
temperature, or rather a gradual but slow rise until mid-

eareful,

day, a steady heat

^1

evening, and a corresponding

fall

from that time until midnifrht. The tliermoraeter niav
be allowed to ascend to 85" or £0°. The advice as to
Imining, fertilizing, ^c, ^ven in former pages, fov the
Cbrcing house, will

now

apply to

this,

and need not be

irpeated.
POaCZKG HOUSl.

•fhe earliest crop will

now be

noostly

used up, and lh«

l^
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next beginning to color.

Water

overliead ought to ha

discontinued in the latter, and entirely withheld
former.

Keep

thi top

and front

loai

the house well aired,

abundant,

Let the

A'entilators.

according to

by opening both
airing be more or

weather,

tlie

the

in

venulatins

when

clear

stormy and

cool.

As much

circulation

for, if

the grapes become covered with con-

freely

;

and warm, and closing the house wlien

densed moisture the flavor
besides being liable to rot.

as possible maintain a free

is

very much deteriorated,
If

wasps or

troublesome, hang up vials partially

flies

become

with molasses

tilled

and honey mixed together, or some sugar dissolved in
water, with the. addition of a small portion of rum.
Either of these mixtures will entice them to enter the
vessel, and both will destroy; the first by its adhesive
consistency, and the second by its stupifying effects,
uaasing the insects to fall into it, where thev are
drowned.

SBTA&DIXG HOUSE.
TIlis

house

may now be

closed

kept cool during the day, which

in

the evening, and

may be

accomp'ished

by lowering tlie top ventilatoi*s far down. Do not open
the front windows at all when cloudv, and no fm-thor
at

any time than

is

ar-tnally

to 75 deg. at noor.

When

necessary to reduce the heat
the weather

is

dry, an occasiorial syringing in the evening

settleil

may

and

be ap-

hut this must be done with caution, on account of
lie liability to mildew
for this crop is more conunoiil/
attacked than any other. Tliis affection does not oftea
plied,
!

;

issed

uae
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Y,

MXLDE'W.

As

this pest to the gra})e-grower

ftnictive effects with the

first

damp

coHimences its tleand mnggy weather

month, and, if not timely checked, will ultimately
destroy the hopes of the cultivator, the subject requires
more than a passing notice, and at the risk of being
thought tedious, we again repeat an explanation. This

in this

intruder

is

a ftmgoid plant, strictly parasitical in

ture, requiiing a living

mence developing.

It is

its

na-

organism upon which to comalso entirely dependent upon a

peculiar state of the atmosphere, otherwise the sporules

or minute seeds which float unpercelved in the air, cannot
vegetate. The first indication of mildew is manifested by

brown

spots

and larger

on the

leaves, generally along tlie mid-ribs

The

reticulations.

fleshy parts, so far as affect-

and immediately after this, the
fungus develops its fructification in the form of a white dow n
ed, are soon destroyed,

on the under

side of the leaf.

are ripe for future growth
^lat In

two

CHT

;

In this state the spores

and so quick

is

this actu)n,

three days they will spread over a great

part of the leaves and fruit, causing the entire vines to be

unreparably injured for the season.

Our own

native kinds, such as Isabella, &c., having a

power, are only slightly, and someaffected, but owing to our extreme

hai' Jlcr coostitutioual

times not at

<^iange%

open

we

all

are not able to cultivate the exoticm in the

air to periection,

except in the best sheltered city

After many years' close observation, I have invariably found that a sudden check to the circulators
niedimn of plants renders not only the giaf*e-vine, bu*
most other, very liable to be uifested with mildew, whi!e,
yards.

Mtk feealthy and vigorous growth be maintained, they arc

«;al.exdar of ofkrations.

For

conipnratively fiee.

this reason,

it

I9i

is

advisable tc

keep the doors and lower ventilators closed, and admit
air onh by the upper openings until the fruit begins
to

which there is no danirer.
Tlie antidotes to mildew are a warm and drv atmospliere, and sulphur.
Whenever it is detected, do not usv
any water inside the house during cloudy or damp
weather, and sprinkle sulphur over the floor in the ]:roportioD of one pound to each fifteen square yards. There
is no occasion to throw it over the plants
inside the house,
lose its acidity, after

but in the vineyards or out-doors, it will be requisite to
dust it in an upward direction, so as to adhere to the
under side of the leaves, and prevent the rains from

washing it off. The furaes given out hy slow combustion
are the remedy, and care should be taken that it is not
ignited,
Mi^takes have frequently been made by persons introducing bnrning sulpluir
plant-h^

as well as using

into

graperies

and

under the leaves of trees
out-doors, the consequence of which is. a total destruction
of the foliage, if not death to the plant.
ik^es,

it

OCT-DOOa GlTLTUKa.

Continue to keep the ground clear frooa weeds, usino*
the hoe freely, but do not injure the roots. Remember
that every weed draws moisture out of the eaith, while
every stroke of the hoe enables the dews to penetrate.

Wherever

it is

possible, a

good nmlching of bara-yard

manure, or any kind of vegetable refuse that is fVce from
^ecds, ought to be spread over the whole surfa.-e, which
irill asiist in keeping the soil
moist, and promote the

dgor

of the

vines.

Do

not

the growth b^sconse
3rowded. Kip out the side laterals on the young cai: s
down to the lowest leaf ur>on p-nh ^nrl tK<» nonr rrw^,^-<li
let

la^ stepped

;

THE GKVPE.
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Soap-stuls and chamber-Ije are of great benefit, applieJ

dry ucather, when the vines are growing freely.
Tiiey onght, however, to be diluted with one-half water,
liaiticularly the former, which may be readily done hy
Elnking a large tub in the ground in a convenient place,
BO as to receive the liquid as it is made, mixing as used.
in

When

the ground

is

very wet, do not add more moisture

bit, generally speaking, at this season tliere
it,

and when

it is

applied, pour

down

is

a want of

in pailfuls

over tho

surface as far as the roots extend, but not against the

base of the stem, as many people very ignorantly do.
Tlie feeders are not here they penetrate to a considerable
;

and water applied to the stem does more harm
tlian good, sometimes rotting the trunk.
Xever take off any leaves from the branches to "let in
light to the fruit,"'' which is another evil practice.
The
fruit is natundly shaded by the leaves, and so situated, it

distance,

always of better quality, provided there is a free circulation of air and overcrowding prevented, which may be

is

done bv

followinsr the advice above.

COLD GRAP£ET.

The same

practice of stopping

tlie laterals

and ends of

described in the foregomg, will apply here.
Mainttdn the temperature at 90° to 95° with sunshine,
and graduate as advised hist month. Continue to syringe

the

siioots, ns

the vines overhead,
if

mildew make

iiitiide tlie

its

the weather be dry and clear; hut
appearance, cease to use anv water

if

house, and apply the sulphur as directed.

Do
^-

Bot admit any more external air than is necessary to
dtice the heat, and be careful under the circumstances to
have the lower ventilators closed. Tins coarse, if ailher-

ed to

and persevered in until the fruit l)eeins to
most assuredly immediately check, and finallj

strictly,

eoJtw, will

IW
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entirely destroy the mildew, while the introducticn of

any preventive in a HquiJ state is, to *ny the least, of a
doubtful utility; all such, which I have known, cjily ii»See that the outside borders are well
milched, if not already attended to ; and should there be
crease the evil.

diouth, a crood soaking; of water, in wliich

one pound of guano to thirty gallons;

is

dissolved

or, still better, the

diluted drainings of a dung-hill will be of material service.

As

the berries progress in

commencing

to cut out

to previous directions,

them upon the

tlie

no time

in

superfluous ones, according

and when

vines after

size, lose

it

is

becoming

quantity of berries so that they

desired to retain
ripe,

may hang

reduce the
loosely,

and

the air be enabled to circulate through the bunches.

PORCIXG-HOrSE.

The only

care required hereafter in this depaitmonl

be the eradication of insects, and shortenlng-in the
extra growth. Let the house remain open at all times,
excepting during storms, to preserve the fruit, and prewill

vent the vines irom pushing a second growth, which

would seriously

injure

them

for another season.

EETA RDrSG-HOrSE.

The same treatment recorded for the Cold Graper/
last month will now apply to this, excepting that the
thermometer may range some five degrees lower at midday, and great care should be exercised in osing water.
If mildew shows itself keep the house dry, apply tlie
sulphur, and employ tlie heating apparatus just saffieieat
to rarify the air. Lift the upper ventilators at the
tstse to

reuace the temperature.

THE GHAFE
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AUGUST.
OUT-DOOR GULTTIKE.

TJiose cultivators

who have taken our advioe

wit!

removal of superfluous shoots, and shortening-iii of the ft-uit branches, will now see the advantngo
m the promising fruit, and the thick solid texture of the
"Were this more generally attended to, Ave
leaves.
iraid to early

should

not hear of so

Cilling off

of the

fruit,

many
or so

instances of decay

much

respecting the

and
defi-

ciency in ripening.

Continue to keep the ground free from weeds, and
when the hoe only is used, let the ground be deeply and
well stirred.

Notwithstanding all the care that can be taken, there
may occasionally be some diseased berries, and now is
the time to remove such hj cutting them out with the
scissors.
A little care bestowed in this way will more
than repay the labor. It can be done with little expense,
even though

it

he over a large vineyard.
GOLD GRVPEKT.

During the early part of the month be on the look-out
fbr

mildew, more particularly

The

sporules are

now

in

damp

or foggy weather.

in the greatest abundance,

most readily germinate under

and wiO

fiivorable circumstances.

Counteract the liability to this fungus by a dry atmosphere, impregnated with the fiimes of sulphur under slow
eombostion, which the warm air inside the house will
afford during a fine day.

When

the grapes begin to

eolor, or soften to the touch, there is

very little further
Lxg^^r from this pest, but water should be discontinued
overhead, and a gradually drier air maintained in the
iMHise.

B

is

possible to have ripe fruit in

the cold
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^4ipery on

tbe

fii-st

of the month from

196
the

earliest

not usually accomplished until the
middle or latter part of the month. As tbe ripening
progresses omit the use of water entirely, and give more
air, gradually opening the lower ventilate rs if the weather
varieties,

is

but this

The

favorable.

is

object

now

to insure a continued

is

steady action in the circulating medium, and prevc!it
sudden checks, which would arrest the chemical cbangea

going on at this critical period, and injure both the
When
coloring property and the flavor of the berries.
the fruit is nearly ripe the upper ventilators may be le^
open at all times, but it is well to close the lower ones at
night to keep out mice and currents of

damp air.

FORCING HOUSE.

In this house as much air should be admitted as posAll the doors and movable windows may be
sible.
constantly open, except during windy or stormy weather,

and then they ought to be only so
safety to the house.

Were it

all

the vines entirely

mnnv

not that our gla^ roofe are

would be better wien
cut, to take oflT the glaases and leave
exposed, as the rruns would wash on*

somewhat permanently
the grapes are

far closed as to insure

fixed,

it

and the birds assist in destrovincr the re
mainder, which would, in many instances, save much
insects,

labor in artificial cleaning without injury to the vines,
«*>

the

wood

is

now, or ought to he, pretty well ripened.
RSTARDiyG HOUSK.

month

grapery wI'J
BOW npply here, with the exception of maintainiag n
temperature some 5^ lower than there recommended^
Tike operations of last

a comparatively less quantity &f water. Unweather prove very dry, it is best not to use Miy

Slid using
!c98 ''he

in the cold

THE GKAPE.
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ater at

makes

all

inside the house,

more

particularly if nillde«

appeai-ance.

its

SEPT

I-:

.^i

E t:

Ji

-

OITB-DOOB CULTURE.

Tliere

is

not

much

to do in this department atpro^ont,

further than keeping the continually extending

growth

check hy pinching out the ends of the shoots, and the
ground free fi-om weeds as previously advised. In some
localities the fruit will be ripening, and a word of cantion
may he of sei*vice with respect to gathering the bunches.

hi

Grapes are never in their Lest state, either for present
use or late keeping, until they have hung some time after
thereby r:-ry nmch improved, and the acid in a great measure removed.
Never gather a bunch of grapes until a portion of tlie
stalk nearest to the bunch is quite brown and partially
shrivelled, which is a sure indication that nature has

they

aptpeai' ripe.

The

flavor

is

After this there

nothing to be

perfected the

fruit.

gained

by leaving them longer, but for winter
advisable to let them remain on the vine

is

in quality

keeping it is
jmtii they begin to shrivel and

£ill.

COU) GRAPEET.
It is expected that

all

the fruit

is

ripe excepting the

very latest varieties. Leave the house open at all times,
dosing the ventilatoi-s only sufficient to prevent the grapea
from being spoiled during rains. Maintain a dry atnioaphere, withholding water the remainder of the season.
Slop superfluous growth, as before advised, and see to
gei eral cleanliness.
FOBCTXG HOUSE.

Keep
to let

open as possible, and be careful not
become unduly heated. Do not use ajsy water

this house as

it

\
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fhrtber than

An

insects.

pump,

is

l\fi

necessary to prevent the increase of

occasional

walenng

Avith

a syringe or

forcfl

not only preserve the leaves in a healthy
Uate tor the remainder of the season, hut consiJerahly
will

keeping the vines clear of insects by dislodging
them from the corners and crevices. This will prevcni
in

assliit

and obviate the necessity of using those
strong vrashes which some persons consider indispensable,
and which, from their caustic nature, frequently injure the
their increase,

cellular

organs of the vines.

of the young growth than

is

Do

not remove

anymore

necessary to give free light

to the luaiu leaves attached alternately

on the ripened
shoots, as too close cutting at this time has a tendency
to bui-st the buds which are intended to remain dormant
until the next forcing period.

RBTAEDIXG HOUSE.

The same

directions as for

Cold Grapery

will alnc

apply here at present.

•CTOBKB.
The
ripening

more

a great desideratum, and deserves something
than a passing notice. Dryness is indispensable for
is

this purpose.

We know that imported raisins are grapes,

which have Iiad tl.u watery portions evaporated by a
warm, dry atmosphere, leaving the sugary matter and a
part of the aroma. If after the maturity of the fruit, our
own climate was as dry and warm as that of southera
Spain, there would be no difficulty in keeping the fruit,
for

we

them
in

As ^e have not their natural adrantage
we most imitate tbeir climate as near aa

as wanted.

tliia

we

could let the clusters hang on the vines, and gather
respect,

<aa,

J^
There
of many

THE GRAPE.
a great difference in the keeping propei-tk«
of the varieties. For instance, the Front ignans^
is

of the Chasselas, though early soils,
will di-y up and shrink so much that they hecome pavtiull j
raisiued, and in such state will not decay, providing they

Mff scats,

3.nd several

are kept in a dry atmosphere, free from frost and suspended upside down, so that the berries hang loosely.

There are others that have a solid texture, approaching
Ac.
Lisbon,
White
!N"ice,
Reine
de
apple,
as
an
of
that
vrhich, by having the bunches cut into small parts and
cotwith
wrapped
room,
fruit
good
in
a
shelf
upon
a
laid
the
while
months,
several
for
keep
will
ton wadding,
Ilamburgs, and other teuder-tikinned sorts, soon decay
devised
after they are fully ripe, and no means has been
to

keep them for a length of time.
Grapes, both foreign and domestic vaneties,

may b«

and.
bunches,
ripe
perfectly
choosing
time
by
long
kept a
any decayed
if large, cut them into small parts, removing

with
a
cut,
where
stalk
each
of
end
the
sear
and
berries,
red-hot iron, exposing them afterwards m a very dry
room for three days. Have in readiness some soft tissue
paper, and wheat bran that has been well dried by £re
heat.

Wrap

place in a

each small cluster in a piece of the paper,
glass jar, and fill in between with a small por-

and so proceed till the jar is filled, each
cluster of fruit being surrounded and covered with the
bran. Place a paper over the top, and stretch a piece of
ladder over this to exclude the air. Let the jars bo
Hored in a dry, cool room, where the temperature is >epl
9^ 40^ to 45°, and use each jar as may be required.
Glazed earthenware, or air-tight boxes, will answer as a
gabstitute where glass Jars cannot be had, always keeping
in a dry atmosphere. I may add, in connection with thia
Kibject, another metho-.!. La*it April, Mr. Cole, a neigh-

tion of the bran,
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brought me a beautiful bunch of IsaboFm
grapes, as fresh and pUuiip as when first cut fi'om the
vine.
This had been kept with others in a glazed earthenware jar, which was buried two and one-half feet deep
oor of

iriine,

is

garden.

Ills

The

bit the experiment

was somewhat deterioratotl,
well worth repeating.

flavor

is

OCT-DOOR CULTURE.

Continue to gather
ice.

fruit,

and see the

last

month's ad*

COLD GRAPERT.

No

water must be used inside the grapery, and a free
circulation of air be maintained, so as to prevent any
condensation of moisture upon the fruit. During damp
or rainy weather the upper ventihitors may be partially
open, which will have a beneScial influence, preserving the texture of the skins, and preventing moldinees.
left

If

thb

is

cial heat,

attended to
the fruit

ftevere frost is

in a

house where there

is

no

artifi-

may be

preserved on the vines until a
apprehended.
FOSCIXQ HOCSE.

Follow the same direction

as last

month

BETAEDIXa HOnSS.

In the retarding house, where the berries are now c<^
Oiing, the bunches of some kinds may be preserved uuul
M:irch by simply keeping out the frost by nre
heat, and giving air at all favorable opportunities through
late

lihe

in

winter.

:^'ovi:.jiJa

of our labors for the present season are now €nished, and accordii.^ tt good or bad managem^it so have
2L>.st
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been the

In coiistqnenee of n wet and cold

results.

sea-

out-door grape-vines, and ilso thai
\n most coid gi-sji'^.ries may not be thoroughly ripened,

wood

son, the

which renders

of

h

all

in-cessary to assist

by

artificial

means

to

This in out-door culture, maj?
be done by removing the snpei*fluous shoots, thus allow
ing the sun to act upon the branches, and further concen
trate or ripen the juices, thus reducing the quantity ol

make up the

deficiency.

aqueous matter contained in the vine. Do not, however.
Injure the leaves on the remaining branches, as respiration would be checked, and the object intended to be
gained prevented. It is advisable to follow up the same
course with late crops under glass, and, in addition, to
deviate a trifle from general practice by keephig the

house a

little

warmer than

by keeping the lower

plished

which a higher temperature

bottom of the house.
for

pm-poses,

ail

usual.

will

A free

may be

This

may be

ventilators

accom-

closed,

by

be maintained near the

circulation, quite sufficient

admitted hy the upper openings.

A genial and dry atmosphere will thus be secured, which
will enable the vines to

complete the ripening process

without check, and if the house be entirely closed at

when th#re

danger of irost, the leaves will be
kept in a growing state for a longer time. Never let a
grape-vine leaf be injured by extreme cold before it is

night

mature,
green,

is

if it Is possible

it is

to avoid

it.

So long

doing service to the vine.

of any kind,

when nature

as

it

remains

In a healthy plant

has accomplislied her purpose,

she will cast off the useless parts, and any interference la
this nanlcular leads to ininrions pfferts.
oirr-Doou ccLxmiK.

"Where now plantings are intended, the early part ol
this

month

Is

the best time for making preparations, as

;

CALENOAK OF OPKKATIONS.
the needful operations can

while the ground

now be
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executed muoTi bettet

good woi'king order, and nctt saturated with water. For the vineyard, drain if necessary,
|ilough a deep furrow, and follow with the subsoil plough
or

when only

Kjthing

is

iu

of sm;dl extent, trench two spits deep.

be lost by the extra labor. If the soil be
not naturally very fertile, add a good dressing of barnyard manure, or an abundance of rotten leaves.
will

Those who only wish to plant a few hardy vines, and
have their laud in a good state for the purpose, may do
so at the commencement of this month.
It is not advisable to defer

plants
tiuie,

is

it

The

later in the season.

generally to be obtained iu the nurseries at this

which

is

an object.

If

removed early enough, and

the roots are kept moist until they

they

will

best choice of

ai'e

again planted,

be in a good condition for a vigorous start

ui

the Spring.
COLD GBAPEEY,

The Cold Grapery

will require to

be as dry

as possible

;

keep the ventilators continually open, partially close in
damp or rainy weather, but maintain a free circulation of
fresh air.
If frost be expected, shut up close at nighty
remove all decaying berrie;*, and see to general cleanli
ness.

Foacisa HovsB.

The wood

in the forcing

house ought

now

to be

th*^-

roughly ripened, with no leaves remaining, which is a
R-asonable time to prmie. After pruning, reuiove all the
loose bai kj and clean well around the bases of the s[Hirs io
prevent insects lodging therein.

Wash

the vines with

the preparation advised on page 65, taking care not to
injure tiie buds.
let

Keep

the house as cool as possible, and

the viijes rest so until the time to

commence

forcin«r.
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TIIK

which

will

be according

GRAPE.

as early or later grapes are want^

obtain ripe fruit by the middle of April, cohi*
nicnce at once, and if in May, it will be required to begin
by the middle of December, and later in proportion. [See
ecL

To

page 84.) Such extreme artificial culture should not he
attempted by the novice, however, as it requires considerable experience, :ind is attended with much care and
expense.
RETAEDI5"G HOUSB.

In the retarding honse, where there is a heating apparatus, a gentle fire should be applied, if frost in the
night be apprehended, but admit air freely, excluding

any moisture.

l>i:€E3IBEB.
OUT-DOOR CULTURE.
most northern or north-western paiXi
of the country, the pruning of the hardy kinds of outdoor grapes may be proceeded with. It oiight not, however, to be done during severe frost. Where the land
will still admit of being worked, the upper soil should be
loO^ned with the fork, some four or Hve inches deep,
over the whole surface; after which a tnnlching of decayed leaves, vegetable refuse, or barn-yard manure, will
more than repay the cost. On a large scale this might
Excepting

in the

seem tedious, but it does not alter the case ; for if good
attention and the best culture will pay on a small scale,
Uiey will be found equally remunerative in extensive
Depend upon it, one of the main secrets of
eulture.
making grape-culture pay, in all the varied departments,
is in enabling each vine to do its best.
Never attempt
emaace

mtry

DAR OF OPERATIONS.
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COLD GRAPERt.

If the vines in the Cold Grapery have not been p nmcd,
do it at once, after which clean and wash with the mix-

recommended on page 65, After this operntion,
prepare for covering, hy bringing the vines down to a
tnre

horizontal position along the line of planting.

Tie the

cane loosely to the nearest wnre, abont two or three feet
from the ground level, so that when the head is brought
<lown, this lower portion will remain in a nearly peqjen-

Next draw

dicular position.

a level, and

tie

it

down

to

to the wires or stakes in a horizontal

Lay the next

position.

the upper portion

m^^nner alongside the

in like

and so on, until near the othe*' end of the house,
where some three or four canes will hive to be reverisod.
rn-t
ihey are now ready for the covering. This for young
plants need be only a three-inch coatinor of straw t^ed
around with twine ; but for older vine's, that have got
first,

more convenient to
deep enough, and nailed together

spurs on,

'tse

it is

inverted over the rows,

make

)<*ng boxes,

iritliO'it

neat

a

a t>p.

made
Tliese

ooveri'^o-.

The

method, however, is to fix bo'^rds along the
front of the vines, and close to them.
Fil^ 'n the spaco
thus formed alonjr the front of i^\e house w^vh dr* treeeffectual

leaves.

good rcna low yet evew

Tlie vines are thus env^doped In a

conductlng tnaterial that will ranlntain

temperature through the winter.

It

is difficult

to con-

vince soraie persons that these exovics require such elTcct-

but the extreme C(Ad of the last few win
part convinced them of \U necessity. Tlirough-

ual protection,

ters has in

out the winter

let

the houses be k-^pt

the ventilators every clear dnj, an
at

all

times

veix* frostSh

when the weather

v'*ool,

by opening

1

cicme up nh ii^^L^ «*

1?

cloudy, and during
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FORCIXa UUL'SE.

Tlie directions for last month, and a refeit'nce i^ ^m^*
84, will apply for this niontli.

EETARDISG HOUSE.

In the Retarding House, where tae grapes are oi.ly
ripe, maintain a dry but cool atmosphere, and keep uut

hj slow

Let the thermometer range from
45^ to 50° at night, and 52° to 60^ with sunshine.
Young vines propagated and grown in pots the presCHt year may be plunged to the rims in a box frame.
Fill in over the heads with leaves or straw, and place
shutter or glass sashes on the top.
They may also be
preserved inside a Cold Grapery, or slied. The hardy
kind?, too, that have not ripened well, and are intended
for replanting next spring, will be benefited by lifting
and heeling-in close together in a trench, covering the
frost

fires.

tops with earth, or a thick layer of evergreen bough*
Straw out of doors beconies saturated with the wijiujrt!
rain5, -ril

Is

worae than ug^.V^.

CHAPTER
ii:

x:

o

In preparing a

XVI.

G >i ^v i» E s.

X I

c

list

of tlia

newer

varieties of exotic

grapes, the object has not been to enumerate all that
have been produced since the former edition, but to give
only such as have met with general acceptance by the

grape-growera of both sides of the Atlantic. Moreover
ic only iuclude^ chose varieties that hare entered into

commerce and may be procured

of the principal dealers

in foreign vinos.
It

is

said that of every

hundred

peai'-trees

planted in

this country, ninety are of

the Bartlett variety.
The
Black Hamburgh holds about the same position among
exotic grapes that the Biirtlett does among pears.

When this work was originally written, the Black
Hamburgh stood at the head of the list, and in every
selection of ten or five varieties for the ''Cold Grapery,"

the

'*

Foreign House,'' the *^ Retarding House," or for
*• Pot
Culture," the Black Hamburgh cKjcupied a prominent place. Were similar selections to be n,ade now,

most useful vaiiety would occupy tlie same positions.
As there are many better pears thau the Bartlett, so
there are better grapes than the Black Hamburgh.
Indeed nearly every new variety may be its superior in some
one particular; but when we consider all the elements
which go to the making up of a reliable, popular fruit,
we find that none can claim the place so long and so
worthily held by this excellent varietv.
this

grar

purpose
(205)
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instruct in the cultivation

of grapes

attempt has been made to bring the

up

list

under glass, no
of hardy varieties

to the present time.

BLACK OR PURPLE GHAPE3.
Black Barbarossa.— As suggested on page
is

the same as Prince Albert.

late variety,

and now

107, this

highly valued as a
more generally bears the name here
It is

given.

Karly Black Bordeaux.

—Bunches of medium

size,

Mouldered. Berries rounds above medium size, black,
with a thin bloom. Flesh tender, rich, and sweet. Regarded as one of the finest early purple varieties.

Fi^TiNDO.

—A vigorous vine, of

Italian origin.

Bunch

compact, and shouldered. Berries slightly oval,
dark violet. Flesh very sugary, with a pleasant aroma.
Resembles Black Hamburgh, but considerably earlier,
',

Gros Maroc.

—Vine a great bearer, and well suited

a cold vinery.

Bunch very

large,

long,

to

shouldered.

deep red dish -purple, with a
Flesh tender, sweet, and rich. Eipens
thick bloom.
A valuable market grape on acafter Black Hamburgh.
count of its showy character.
Berries oval,

very large,

JuKA MrsCAT.
tapering.

—^Vine

Berries above

black, with a thin bloom.

very

prolific.

medium,

Bunch

long,

oval, well set, purplish

Flesh tender, rich, with a fine

Muscat aroma.

Lady I>owse (syn. Lady Downs's

Seedling).

—The vine

and the fruit keeps later than any other. In
England it has been kept, by placiacr the stem in abottle
of water, from August until June.
Bunch large, rather

breaks

late,

Berries roundish-oval, above

medium

size,

with

thick skin, reddish purple, becoming black, with delica-te bloom.
Flesh doll- white, firm, sweet, and rich.

SUPPLEilEXTA^L

UST OF EXOTIC GEAF£3.

IVIadresfield Court.
ety, highly commended,

Muscat

A

flavor.
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—A

comparatiTelj recent rariwitli large berries, with a rich
popular eariy market grape in London.

—

.

McscAT Hambl-rgh. Much resembles the Bhick
Hamburgh in size and appearance, possessing, in a
marked

degree, the peculiar flavor of the Muscat of Alexandria.
favorite wherever known.

A

Mrs. Pixce's Black Muscat.— Bunch large, shouldered.
Berries oval.
Flesh firm and crisp, with a Muscat flavor.
A favorite variety in England, on account of
its

keeping

qualities.

Trextham Black.

—Vine

Bunch

suited to the cold vinery.

shouldered.

Berries

a great bearer, and well

large,

oval.

large, tapering,

Flesh

and

very
rich, and vinous. Eipens with Black Hamburgh, but remains plump long after that variety has shrivelled.
well-known English horticulturist ranks this as the best
of black grapes.
juicy,

A

WHITE AND AMBER-COLOEED GRAPES.

Bo WOOD Muscat.—This

variety was merely mentioned

grape " which promises to be very fine."
It has quite fulfilled its early promise and ranks among the
best white grapes, setting and ripening well in the cold

on p.

1] 2 as a nevr

Bunch very large,
becoming a bright amber
vinery.

Muscat

well shouldered.
color

when

Berries large,

ripe, with a

sugaij

flavor.

Golden'

Champiox.—Regarded

growth and
as easy culture as the Black Hamburgh.
Bunch and
berry both verj- large. Flesh firm, yet remarkably tender
and Juicy. Very rich.

GoLDEX Hambl-rgh.—This had
page 112.

It is

of as free

a mere mention on
a large gmj)e, of excellent q[nality, with a
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ncli yellow color

sooa after

It has the fault of decaying

ripe.

fully mature.

it is

MuoCAT

when

LArREXT.

St.

—Vine

as hardy as the

^hite

Berries oval, small, very juicy, with a high
Muscat flavor. Valued as one of the earhest white

Sweetwater.

PiTiiASTOK
Cluster,

White Clustes.

—A seedhngof the Black

and often succeeds in the open

air.

Bunch

medium,
round, amher-color, often tinged with ru^et when fuUy

medium
ripe.

size,

compact,

shouldered.

Berries

Early.

PsiMAVis FBOSXiGJfAX.

—Bunch very

large, round, amber-colored,

rich, juicy,

lar;:;e.

and

Berries
excellent.

early variety that sets well

Re-

ToTTEXHAM Park Muscat,

should be added to the

An

and is productive.
garded as the best of the Muscat Chasselas race.

synonyms of Muscat of Alexandria.
Teebbiaxo.

— To

succeed well, the vine requires a

rather high temperature during the autumn months,
when it is a good late variety and hangs well. Bunch
very

larire,

broad, shouldered.

Berries

roundish-oval, with thick skim

and

medium to

large,

Flesh firm, crisp, sweet,

rich.

White Sweetwatek. —This,

the best known of all
the exotic grapes, was, through inadvertence, omitted

from the

original list of varieties.

It is inferior to t^^

Royal Muscadine, but ripens about two weeks earlier, a
matter of much importance when planted in the open
air, as is frt^-iuently d3ne with this Tariety, and sometimes with fair success.
Bunch of good size, but often
rery loose. Berries medium, round, skin thin, clear
green, becoming amber when fully exposed to the sum
Flesh crisp, watery, sweet, not Mgh Havored.

CHAPTEE

XYII.

M.VXir>^' ]X.A.XIA'E OIZ.Vr»E!
"When

this -work

was

first

published, the haxdj iiativa

grupes then in cultivatioa were the Catawba,

Isal)ella,

Diana, Delaware and the Hartford Prolific, with, perhaps, a few others, while the CoDcord was advised for
The lists of the present day include
farther trial.

by the hundred, and thousands of acres are deTot.'d to raising grapes to meet the popular demand.
Nothing in the history of our horticulture has been more
striking than the developmeut of the hardy native grape.
Each year has produced new varieties, and the extended
vax-ieties

lists

how

include excellent kip.ds suited to a great variety

In view of so many kinds, the inexperienced novice wiio would plant grape vines may
well be jmzzled in his selection, and to aid such we give
of

soil<

a select

and climate.

which may

list,

assist

—A robust vine

Agavvam.
in bunch and
sweet for

many

Brighto?^^.

persons.

— Medium

fruit

:

berry, brownish

An

him

;

iu

making a choice

medium

earlv,

:

lari>:e

quality very good, but too

excellent famiiy grape.

early; color of CaUiwba; very

and excellent.
Catawba. In certain localities this pioneer variety
still succeeds, and where it ^y%& nothing better is sought
Its excellent keeping quahties make it one of the
for.
most profitable.
CoKCOED. Medium size; black, with a fine bloom;
skin very tender, and cracks readily; a por>r keeper.
Though not of first quality, the readiness with which it
adapts itself to soils and localities lias made it the most
prolific

—

—

'
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popular native variety in cultivation.
are grown for market.

Yast quantities

—

Ceeyelixg. Xearly black, of medium size rarely
makes a well-filled bunch, but its earliness and excellent

make

quality

it

Delaware.

;

one of the best family

—Perhaps the nest

varieties.

in popularity to ths

small amber colored berries, in small,
compact clusters, are intensely sweet, and it being a fair
keeper, it is largely grown for market.
One of the best.

Concord.

Elvira.
and berry.

Its

—^A

Sue white grape, of good size in bunch.
Popular at the West, but not commended

for Eastern localiti^.

Empire State.
yet

— One

The

generally tested.

tried

of the

grapes, not

praises of the lew

give one high hopes of

it

new white

its

who have

excellence.

—

EtJMELAX. An early black variety, with berry and
bunch of medium size ; quality among the best. An excellent family variety,
^

Highland.

— One

of Mr.

Ricketts' hybrids;

a very
large, showy, black variety, which appears to be worthy
of extended triiil.

—After

the style of the Catawba, and when in
perfection, the best of all native grapes.
Tufortunately,
loJTA.

it

succeeds in bat few localities, save as an experiment.
Ives.

—^An Isabella-like black grape, grown extensively

in the West as a wine grape, and there noted for hardiness and freedom from disease. An utter failure near

New

York, where better grapes succeed.
Ladx WASHI^-(JT0X.— a hybrid by Mr. Ricketts
white, with a fine bloom, of great beauty of cluster, and
high qnahty. "Worthy of trial.

LiXBLEY—A
brown

color

;

large,

robust,

intensely sweet.

early

variety,

of dark

A good famiiv variety.

HARDY XATITE
Maetha.
of

its

— A seedling of

white color,

NiAGAEA.

—

much

GEAPE3.

Concord, and, on account
Quality inferior.
planted.
tlie

showy white grape,

A.
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of

fair

quality,

which promises to be one of the most valuable of recent
introductions, and one of the most profitable for maikefc.
Wilde,:.

—A

characteristics
quality.

AVere

large

black berry,

with

of the Concord, and
it

better

known,

it

variety in popular estimation as

of

all

the

vastly

good
better

would supersede that

"The

grape for the

million."

—A

Concord, resembliug its
parent in color, hardiness and general adaptation to a
It is, however, somegreat variety of soil and climate.
what earlier, the skin is less tender, it is freer from un-

"WoEDEN.

ripe pulp,

seedling

and of superior

of

flavor.

A

Talaabia

Modiial

lor
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STANDARD BOOKS.

2

How

Moshrcoms.
For home use

to

Grow Them.

fresh Mushrooms are a delicious, highly nntiTtioug nkl
delicacy; and for market they are less bulk^ t&an eggs,

wholesome
and, when properly handled, no crop

more remunerative. Anyone
who has an ordinary house cellar, woodshed, or bani can grow Mushrooms. This 13 the most practical work on the subject ever written,
and the only book on growing aiushrooms ever published in America.
The wbole subject is treated ia detail, minutely and plainly, as only a
practical man, actixely engaged in Mushroom growing, can handle it.
The author describes how he liimself grows Mushrooms, and horf they
are grown for profit by the ieadine market giirdeners. and for home
use by the most successful private growers. The bot)k ia amply and
fiointedly illustrated, with engravings drawn from nature expressly
or this work. By Wm. Falconer. Is nicely printed and bound in
Price, post-paid

cloth.

Allen's

is

Few

___ 1.50

American rarm Book.

The ver^ best work on the subject; comprising all that can be condensed into an available volume. Oiiginallv by Richard L. Allen.
Eeviiicd

and greatly enlarged by Lewis F. Allen.

Qsxdemikg for Profit.
By Peter Henderson. New edition. Entirely

Cloth, 12mo._. 2,50

31

rewritten and greatly

enlarged. The etandaiti work on Maiket and Family Gardening.
The successful experience of the author for more than thirty years,
and his willingness to tell, as he does in this work, the sec'ret of hia
success for the benefit of others, enables him to give most valuable
infurmatiun. The book is profusely illustrated. Cloth, 12mo-— 2.00

Poller's Practical r::rr;stry.

A Treatise on the Fropa^ration, Planting, and

Cultivation, with a descfiption and the botanical and proper names of ail the indigenous
trees of the United States, both Everarreen and Deciduous, with Notes
on a large number of the most valuable Exotic Species. By Andrew
S. Falltr, author of " Grape Cultorist/' " Small Fruit CuJturiat," etc.
1.50

Tlie IJalrjUiaii's ^fa&tial.
By He: r- Stewart, author of

"The

Shepherd's Manual," "Irrigation," etc.
useful and practical work by a writer who is well
faiowu as tlMm>ughIy familiar with the subject of which he writes

A

doth, 12mo

Ivzck

Farrr.

A work

-"'

^.,

mg at

the

_

2,00

Soo^

the experience of a saceessfnl grower of vegetables or
gram truck ' for Northern markets. Essential to anv one wlio contemlates entering this promising held of Agricuiture. * By A. Oemier,
of 3e<H^a. Fduiitrat^d. Cloth, I3mo
xsi

laTTis

!t!o:

tic Tig.
Scwedigoa^ Bevlsed and enlarged by the author. The poiota of the
WIOJM piglish and American breeds are thoroughly discussed, and
Ibe gr^ advantage of using thoroughbred males ^ariy bhown.
The
work is «iijaiiy valuable to the farmer who keeps bat few pigs, and to
esteoiive scale. By Joseph Harria. Ulustrated.
^^
Jn *r^^
or.

CUota, i2n30

^

-_:

.—._.._.

Joiies's Pea:i-a.t riazil:~-Its C:iIti7atioa

1

.VI

and tfsMi
It^e beginner how to raise eroed <aop«
^>k^*^?«e^^
r.^J'""!!5rJ
o! F^nut^ By a W. J«ie£ Sorry
&CYii:
Co^lr?.!. jS

P^

STANDARD BOOKS.

3

Barry's Fruit Garden.

By

A standard

work on

and

fruit-trees ; the auflidr
having haU OFer tbirtj years' practical experience at the head of one
of the largest nurseries in this country. New edition, revised up to
date. Invaluable to all fruit-growers. Biustrated. Clotli, 12mo. 2.0O

P. BaiTj,

The Prcpigation of

frnit

Plants.

Fuller.
Illustrated with nuraerons engravin;^ An
eminently practical and useful work. Describing the process of hybridizing' and crossing species and varieties, and also the many different modes l>y which cultivated plants may be propagated and multi1.50
piied. Cloth, i2mo

By Andrew

S.

St3wart's Shepherd's

A Valuable Practical

Manual

Treatise on the Sheep, for AmerfcaTi farmers and
sheep growers. It is so plain that a farmer, or a farmer's son, who
has never kept a sheep, may learn from its pages how to manage a
flock suceessfully, and yet ho complete that even the experienced
shepherd may gather many suggestions from it. The results of personal experience of some years with the charactera of the various modern breeds of sheep, and the sheep-raising capabilities of many portions
of our extensive territory and that of Canada— and the careful study of
the diseases to which our sheep are chiefly subject, with those by which
they may eventually be afRicted through unforeseen accidents as well
as the methods of management called for under our circumstances, are
l.aO
here gathered. By Henry Stewart. lUuatrated. Cloth, 12mo

—

Mien's American Cattle.
Their History, Breeding, and ^lanagement. By Lewis F. Allen. This
Book will be considered indispensable by every breeder of live stock.
The large experience of the author in improving the character of
American herds adds to the weight of his observations, and has
enabled him to produce a work which will at once make good his
claims as a standard authoritv on the subject.
edition.

Fuller's

Illustrated.

Cloth,

12mo

New and

—

revised
3 50

^rape

Culturist.
By. A. 3. Fuller. This is one of the very b«et of works on the culture
oi the hardy grapes, with full directions for all departments of propa-

gation, culture, etc., with 150 excellent engravings, illustrating plant1.50
ing, tr^ning, grafting, etc. Cloth, i2mo

Cranberry Culture,
CosTKSTs:—Natural History.— History of Captation. Choice of
Location.—Preparing the Ground. ^Plantingthe Yin^,—Management
of Meadows.-Flooding Enemies and Diificuities Overcome.— Picking. ^Keeping —Profit and Loss. —^Letters from Practical Gri>wers."

Wliite's

—

—

—

A

practiInsects Injurious to the Cranberrv. By Joseph J.White.
calgrower. Biustrated. Cloth, l2mo. New and revised edition. 1.85

berths Hiats to Horse -ITp^per^
This is one of the best and most popular works ^i the Horse in th^
Complete Manoal for Horsemen, embracing ; How to
country.
Breed a Horse ; How to Buy a Horse ; How to Break a Horse ; How
to U&a a Horse ; How to Feed a Horse ; How to Physic a Horse (ABo§at!iy or Homeepathy); How to Groom a Horse: How to Prive a
brse r How to Ride a Horse, etc. By the late Henry Wm^ai^ Her-

A

bert (.Frank Forrater).

Beantifuily lUnstrated.

Qotfe,

lano.— LiS

STANDARD BOOKS.

4
t

Henderson's Px-i^tlcal Floriculture.
By Peter IlenJ.ersoG. A giiide to the successful propi^tion

ant3

cultivation oX florists' plants. The work is not ona for ttorista and
garUcueri only, but tiie amateur's wants are constantly kept in mind,
sad we liave a very comple:e treatise on the cultivation of flowers
aii-, suited to those who grow flowers for
tinder glass, or in tlie
pleasure as well as those who m&ke them a matter of trade. The
work is characterized by the same radical common sense that marked
the authors " Gardening for Profit," and it holds a hi-h place in the
estimation of lovers of a^culture. Beautifully illustrated. New and
enlarged editioa. Cloth, 12mo
,_
__ 1.50

o^u

Harris's Talks oa Manures.
By Joseph Harris, M. S., author of " Walks and Talks on the Farm,"
"Hirrlaon the Pi o;." etc. Revised and enlurired by the author, A
series of familiar sod practical talks between the author and the deacon, the doctor, aud other neijjbUM^^ on the whole subject of manures
and fertilizers Including achapter sneeiallv written for it by Sir John
Bennet Lawes, of RotU^asted, England. Cloth, 12mo
1
1.73
:

Wariag's Brauiiag for ProM and Braining fcr Health.
This book

a very complete and practical treatiGe, the directions ia
^hicb are plain, and easily followed. The subject cf thorough farm
draina^ is discussed in nil its l>eurin^s, and also that more extensive
land draioaffe by which the sanitaiy condition of any district may be
gre-itly inaproved, even to the banishment of fever and agme, typhoid
and malarious fever. By Geo. E. Waring, Jr illustrated. Cloth 12mo.
13

1.50

The Practl<^ Ba1)bit-Eeeper.
By Conieulus.

A comprehensive work

on keepmc and
raising Rabbits for pleasure as well as for profit. The book is abuB
^tfj iUustrated with all the various Courts. Warrens, Hut^'hes,
yencm«. ^c., mad also with eseeilent portnuts of the most important
Illustrated.

^jceies o* rabbits throueboiit the world.

The J^steries of Bee-keepmg

Explained.

I'^ao

1.50

Corabininc the resotts of

Kfty Tears^ Experience, with tiie latest discoveries smd inventions,
Ud pr^ent a^ the most approved methods, forming a complete worfc.
doth,

i::>cBO

:_

._T?-

-.

1.50

Pronto in Poultry.
Useful and Omamenfal Breeds and their Pro6table Management. TMa
excellent work contains the combined experience of a number of practical

men

tftited

departments of poultry raising. It m profusely illuBand forma an unique and important addition to our noultry lit-

erature.

in all

Clothj 12aio--.

fT...- 1.00

T ,
C
H

TwoHnndredand

Eiity-seven lUugtrattons. A m o?t Valuable Wort,
fern of I leas, Hiutd, .>uggesaons. Phins, etc., for the Constraetlon
Banm and Outbmldinep. hv Practical writei-s. Chapters are devoted,
amons other eabjecta. to the Economic Erection and Use of Bams.
SraraB^s, House B«iis, Cattle Bams. Sheep Barns, Cora H(»usea,
S!iiok3 aou«»a, lee Hous^, B^ Pens, Granaries^ etc. There are
likewise copters upon Bir^ Houses, Dog Htmses, Tool Sheds. VentHa.
tor?, Boojs and Roofine:, Doors mi^ Fastemnsrs, Work
Shops. Ponltrr
Hoi^ea, Mamiire ?keds, Bar» Tiirds, Boot Ptta, etc Becently pubi^suijO€3ath, 12nio
. ....
,

3

„

\^

STANDARD BOOKS.
Faraons on tlie Eose.
By Samuel B. Parsocs. A

treatise

on

New and revised

5

tlie propafratioti, culture,

an^

In hia work upon tiie
rose, 3lr. Parsons bas grathered up tho curious lecrends concerning
the flower, and t^i^es us an idea of the esteem iu which it was ln-id in
A eimple garden claseiiication has been adopted, and
form:^rti::ics,
the leading varieties under each class enumerated and bricCy
described. The chapters on multiplication, cultivation, and traicing
are very full, and the work fs altos:cther one of the most complete
beiore the i^ubllc. illustrated- Cloth, 12mo
hxhioTj of the rose.

edition.

IM

fieinrichs Window Flower Gardsn.
Tbe author fs a practical florist, and this enterprising volume cmbodies his personal experiences in Window Gardening during a long
period. New and enlarged elition. By Julius J. Heinrich. Fully
Illustrated.
Cloth, l"2mo.
.
.13

—

Liautard's Chart of the Age of tli3 Domestic Animals.
Adopted by the TTnited States Army. Enables one to accurately deterciine tiie age of corses, cattle, sheep, dogs, and pigs..........
.50

Land Me^Emrer

f^r Farmers.
A convenient Pocket Companion, showing at once the contents of
any piece of land, when its lemrth and width are known, up to l,r»0O
feet *):tber way, with various other useful farm tables. Cloth, ISmo;

Pedder's

.60

Ho-y

to Plant

and What to Bo with tho

Cropft.
other valnubie hints for the Farm, Gai-den and Orchard.

With
Mark W. Johnson.

Illustrated,

Contents Times
;

By

for S<iwinir Seeds*.

Covcrimr Seeds; Field Crops; Garden or "V'ei^etable Seeds, Sweet
Herbs, etc.; Tree Seeds Flower Seeds ; Fioiit "Tt-ees Distances Apart
for Fruit Trees r-nd Shrubs ; Profitable Farmiuij"; Green or Mi^nuring
Crops Boot Crops; Forage Plants ; What to do with the Crops The
Botation of Cro|»; Varieties; Paper Covers, post-paid
.^-0
;

;

;

;

Yonr

Plants,
Plain and Practical Directions for the Treatment of Tender and Hardy
Plants in the H'*use and in the Garden. By James Sheehan, The
above title wtll describes the character of tbe work — ** Plain and Practical." The autbor, acommerciai florist and gardener, has endeavored,
in this work, to answer tbe niacy questions asked by his customer, as
to the proper treatment of plants. The book shows all thronsrh that
its author is a practical man, and he writes as one with a la-ge stora
of experience. The work better meets the wants of the amateur who
pTowa a few plarta in the window, cr has a small Sower Garden, than
a hiTirer tr^tise liitended for those who cultivate plants upon a mare
.^
extended scale. Rice, port-paid, paper covers

By

Georsre

Ammean

Grape-Growing and Wine -Ifaking
Hnsmann of Talcoa vineyards. Napa, California. New and

Eisnann's

enlirged edition. Withcontrihutions from well-known grape-growers,
glviti*r a wide ranee of experience.
The author of Oiis hook Is a
recognized authority on the subject Cloth, X2mo. _.....*....— 1-S0

The

SciriitiSc Aiifler.
general and instructive ^otfe on Artistic Aiiglinjr, hjthe late Bwfi^
Foster. Complied bv his Sons. With an Intro<iactoi7 Chapter nn^
Copious Foot Notes." bv William C. Harris, Editor of the " Aia«rfc^
.- >-»
«,«—«.
-^
An-ler." Cloth, iiimo. .-. ,

A

STANDARD BOOKS

6
Xeeping One Com

A collection of Prize Essays, and

from a mimber of otba
Essays, with efUtorial notes, suggestions, etc. This book gives tne
latest information, and in a clear and condensefl form, upon tlie management of & single Milch Cow, Illnstrated with fuil-pa^ engravings of the moBt famous dilrj cows. Kecentlj pubUshed. Cloth,
selections

12mo

1.00

-

Law's Veteriiiary Adviser

A

Guide to the Prevention and Treatment of Disease in Domestic
Animals. This is one of the be=t works on ttis si;bject, and is especially desismed to snpplj the need of the busy American Farmer, who
can rarely avail himself of the advice of a ScientiHc Veterinarian. It
is brought up to date and treats of the Prevention of Disease, as weU
as of tiie Remedies. By Prof. Jas. Law. Cloth, Crown Svo
5.00

Gnenoa's Treatise on Milcli Cows.

A Treatbe on the Bovine Species in General.

entirely new translation of the last editi^>n of this popular and instructive bock. By
Thos. J. Hand, Secretary of the American Jersey Cattle Club
With
over 100 Illustrations, especially engraved for this work. Cloth, 12mo.
1.00

An

Tiie Cider Maker's Handbook.
complete guide for making and keeping pure cider.
toidge. Fully Illustrated. Cloth, 12mo

A

By J. M.

Trovv1.00

long's Graamental Gardening for Americans.
A treatise on Beauti^ng Homes, Rural Districts, and Cemeteries.

A

plain and practical work at a moderate price, with numerous ilinstrations, and instructions so plain that they may be readily followed.
Illustrated, Cloth, I2mo.
"By Eiiai A. Long. Landscape Architect.
2.00

The Bogs of Great

Britain,

America and

Otlier Conntriea,

New, enlai^ed and

revised edition.
Their breeding, training and
management, ir health and disease ; comprising all the ^sential parts
of the two standard worits on the dog, by '• Stonehenge." thereby furnishing for IS what once cost $11.:^. Contains Lists of all Premiumg
ICiven at the last Dog Shows. It Describes the Best Game and Hunting Grounds in America. Contains over One Hundred Beautiful Engravings, embracing most noted Does in both Continents, making to-ether, with Chapters by American Writers, the most Complete Do
look ever published. Cloth, 12mo
_
2,0

Stew«rf a reeding' Animals.
By

W.

A

Stewart.
new and valuable practical work upon the
laws of animal growth, speciallv applied to the rearing and feeding
horses, cam&, diary cows, sheep and swine. JUustrated. Cloth, 12m5
Elliot

'2.00
^
to Cc-operate.
AManuiaf^Cchoperators. By Herbert Mvrick. This book deser!b«»
ramer than the whi^refore of co-ope i-aUon. In other words it
I
« r"^ to manage a
teltehow
co-operative etore. farm or factorv, and co-op-

TT

How

p'

*

/-

based on the actual experience of euceessful co-operative enterpnses in all parts of the United Stares. The character
and useful5*^® book commraid it to the aUention of all me» ana woitien
wno de^re to better their pftp^j^joB. I3mi?, CkUi-.„-.
« \
- are

S^

^

^

STANDARX) BOOKS.

7

Batty's Practkal Taxidermy and Home Becoration.
Ijy Joseph H. Batty, taxiilermist for the ^overameut ^urTey8 aad
many colleges and museums in the United States. An entirely new
and complete as well as authentic work on taxidermy— saving in
detail full directions for collecting and mountinc: animals, birds, rep135 iUustiles, fish, insects, and general objects of natural history,
1.50

Cloth, i2mo.-

traUone.

Stewart's Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orcliard.
New nnd Enlarged Edition. This work is oflered to those American
Farmers, and oiher cuHirators of the soil, wbo from painful experience can readily appreciate the losses whieh result from the scarcity
of water at critical periods. By Henry Stewart. Fully illustrated.
1-50
Cloth, 13mo.

-

Johnson's

How

Crops Grow.

A

Treatisp on the Chemical CompoEiiltion, entirely rewritten.
Bevised Edition. This bootf
sition, Structure, and Life of the Plant.

New

^uide to the knowledge of aariculturai plants, tbeir composition,
of the comtheir structure, and modes of development and errowth
plex denization of plants, and the use of the parts the germinatioa
of seeds, and the food of plants obtained both from the air and tba
BoU. The book is an invaluable one to all real students of agrieulWith numeroua illustrations and tables of aualysia. By Prof.
ture.
2.00
Samuel W. Johnson, of Yale College. Cloth, 12mo
js a

;

;

'

Jolmson's

How

Crops Feed.

A treatise on the Atmosphere and the Soil, as related in the Xutrition

—

of Agricultural Plants. The volume the conapanlon and complemei»t
to "How Crops Grow,'* has been welcomed by those who appreciate
Illustrated. ' By Prof. Samuel W.
scientific aspects of agriculture.

—

Johnson.

Cloth,

—-,-.—.-.—

i2mo

Warington's Ckemistry of the Farm.
Treating wHh the utmost clearness nnd conciseness, and

In the

2.00

most

popular manner possible, of the relations of Chemistry to Agriculture,
and providing a welcome manual for those, who, while not hnvin^
time to systematically study Chemistry, will gladly have such an idea
as this gives them of its relation to operations on the farm. By K.
"WariDgton, F. C. S.

Cloth,

12mo

1.00

Preneh's Parm Drainag^?.
The Principles, Process, and Effects of Oraining Land, with Stones,
Wood, Ditch-plows, Open Ditches, and especJaHv with Tus mclud;

in^ Tables of Bain&ll, Evaporation, Filteration, Excavation, Capacity
of Kpes, coat and number to the acre. By Judge Erench, of New

Hampshire.

Hunter

Cloth,

—

13mo

l-S**

luid Trapper.

of Kuntina: and Trapping are fuHy explained, and
Foxes, Deer, Bears, etc., fait into his traps readily by following^ Ms
By Halsey Thrasher, an old and esperieaced 6p<ut»ii^.
directions.

The

best

modes

aotl^ 12mo
Tlie

Imerican

States.
ah^-rtn."

lK2TinQ.

For Wool

or far ^nttran.

and exhanstire treaMse upon
BvSteDheQ FowKS. Ch*b. liimo
It is a full

'^

-

-

this

one breed of
.—.-..- L50

STANDARD BOOKS

8

ArmatagfTs Brerj

^an

His

Dwa

Horse Doctor.

A

Prof. Ueorpc Aimatage, M. R, C. V. S.
valuable and cotnprfthensive guide for both the professional and general reader with U19
fnilesL and latest informatiuc regardini^ iill diseases, local injuries,
lamencs8> ojwrationB, p<»i3on8, the disprnsatorr, etc etc., with pra ti
New Edition. Toircthcr
cal anatomical and siugieai lUustraiions.
One larg'3
with, Blaine's '* Veterinary Art," and nameroua recipes.
»- *.30
8vo. Toltuue, 830 pages, hilf raorocco-.--*-..

By

.

Sodem

Dadd'a

Horss Doctor.

Ck)n*^nin^ Practical ObseiTationa on the Causes, Mature, and Treatment of Diseases and I-araenees of Horses— cmbracin a: recent and improved Methods, according to an enlightened syi^tem of Veterinary
Prac^ce, for Preservation and Restoration of Health. H.ustmted.
1.50
By Geo. H. Dadd, M. D. V. S., Cloth, Llmo

Tlie Faniiiy IIotgc.

and Feeding. By Geo. A. Martin. A Practical
of the m(^t os^fol informatloti. lUnstruted. Cloth,

Its Stahlinic, Care»

Manual,

foil

12mo

-

-

Sonief 8 Horse

1.00

-

!&?«edi-g,

Beine the general principles of Heredity anplie^l to the Business of
Brcediuic Horses and the Mana^'^ment of Stallions, Brood Mares and
Foals, ilie book embraces all that the breeder ^oidd know in regard
the selection of stock, management of the stallion, brood mare, and
foal, and treatment of diseases i)ecuiiar to breeding animals.
By J.
2.00
H. Sandew. lamo, cloth

^

Cabuni^s Swine Husbaadry.
New, revised and enlarged edition.

Ihe

Hearing and
JUanagement of Swine, and the Prevention and Treatment of their
IH&«ases. It is the fullest and freshest compen<iiam relating to Swine
Breeding; yet offered. By F. D. Coburu. Cioth, 12uiO..1.75
Breeding',

Iktdd's Aiii3ricaii Catde Doctor
By Geor^ II. Dadd, M. D., Veterinary Practitioner.

man

be

own

To help every

eat^e-*lf xitor ; giving tlie necn-^ary infomatioa
for pitsaef viu^ the headth aitd enrinic the diseases of oxen', cows, sheep,
and swine, ^i-ith a great variety of original recipe r.nd viduable InformatioQ 00. farm and dairy managfimfftit. Cloth, 12mQ1.50

to

his

SHc-s, En>Hag3, aad Silage.
practical treatise on the "En^Hasp of Fodder Com. Containing the
nost recent aad anttaentic information c" ttiis important subipct by
Manly Miles, M.D., F.S.3I.3. Illustrated, Cloth l^mo
„, .50

A

Brwna

C^m

A Treitisc

m^ 3.ro-:.ma

.a Haiaiz^r Broom-Com and Making'
liai^ Scale, fflxtsteated. l^rao. Cloth coyer

Or how to

Brkmus on a small or
._*.

^_.

je for SoBir and tNjmestic Birds.
Tillable and important UUle work for && who are infceresteit
breed, fear,

..3 a

^

.

.50

This
in the

l^epifiiiof SiiBg Birds, has been revised and eniaiged, and is now a
compMe mannalBpon the sabject. Ail who c»wh vaiaabie birda, or
wish to do so, wfl! find the new Fancier indispensable
N'ew revised

•Bd enlar^

I

lltion.

t»i«ul, paper cover

By D. J. Browne, and

Dr. Fulkr WaMcer. lUus-

.^.

5^
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